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Pueblo Bonito ruins in Chaco Canyon National Monument, New Mexico. Photo by Josef Muench.

DESERT GLASS
By B. R. BRADLEY
Tempiute, Nevada

They throw here cheap white glass
Unvalued when people moved away.
Slowly it turned to purple tint.
A collector's item it's called today.

Its amethystine splendor captive hoi
The long, lonely days of the desert s
Imprisoned within its lovely hues
Lie mystery and story for everyone.

holds
sun.

RAINMAKER
By MARILYN FRANCIS

Phoenix, Arizona
A white man beats a different drum
In asking for the rains to come.
His tiny rhythmic thunder made
With drumsticks of propeller blade.
No corn meal here, but other seeds
Prepared for universal needs
Are sprinkled in a special cloud;
Unquestioned now, they are allowed
Beyond recall.
Their destiny has been ordained,
(The test tubes show how much it rained.)
Failure is but a fault in ritual.
The unfamiliar, unhabitual
Supplication to the unknown
When laboratory seeds are thrown
To the mercy of winds that seldom blow
According to plan. Only gods know
Where the rains fall.

By MRS. GRACE B. WILSON

Kirtland, New Mexico

The ancient pueblo's broken walls
Are stark against the hill.
The weathering of centuries
Has worn them down until
No roof is left, and gaping holes
Of doors, like sightless eyes.
Forbid a stranger's wandering
Within to scrutinize.
The sands and time have covered well
Their secret things. Instead,
The desert winds sigh low above
The ruins of the dead.

By TANYA SOUTH

Courage! And go you on rejoicing,
With purpose bright, and ever voicing
The upright way, the truth innate.
Whatever they create of Fate.

Courage! With heart uplifted high.
With love unbounding, and with hope.
Thus will you unto Light ally.
And broaden all your scope.

OLD PROSPECTOR'S TALE
By AMY VIAU

Santa Ana, California
That the desert speaks not, no one can doubt
Yet an old prospector heard it shout;
He swears with solemn mien and might
That as he sat in full moonlight
Beside his tent in the summer heat.
With sand and sage brush at his feet—
And nothing to do but sweat and think;
The desert shouted "give me a drink!"
He swears this true by his old canteen
As he tells of what he has heard and seen.

SUDDEN BEAUTY
By GRACE PARSONS HARMON

Desert Hot Springs, California
Who combed the washes—who swept the

dunes
All clean of the wood we need

To please the eye, and lift the soul
With a driftwood theme in a wide green

bowl—
A thing of beauty or concept droll—

Whatever the mood decreed?

We searched the hillsides, where rains had
lashed.

We followed the freshet's mark
Where the water had rioted and free.
And not a root or a slump could see—
But we heard a song from an old dead tree—

And saw the first meadow lark!
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DESERT CALENDAR
September 2-5 — Santa Fe Fiesta,

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

September 2-5—Mexican Fiesta, an-
nual Jamaica, Our Lady of Guada-
lupe Church, Flagstaff, Arizona.

September 3-5 — Sierra Club Desert
Peaks Hike, Mt. Toiyabe, Nevada,
meeting in Tonopah, Nevada.

September 3-5 — Pow-Wow, Apple
Valley, California.

September 3-5—Socorro County Ro-
deo, Socorro, New Mexico.

September 4—World's Championship
Steer Roping, Clovis, New Mexico.

September 4-5 — Labor Day Rodeo,
Bishop, California.

September 8-11—Antelope Valley Fair
and Alfalfa Festival, Lancaster,
California.

September 8-11 — Coconino County
Fair, Flagstaff, Arizona.

September 9-11—Navajo Tribal Fair,
Window Rock, Arizona, (tentative
dates).

September 13-17—Eastern New Mex-
ico State Fair Rodeo, Roswell, New
Mexico.

September 14-18 — Yavapai County
Fair, Prescott, Arizona.

September 15-16—Mexican Indepen-
dence Festival, Nogales.

September 15-17—Dixie Roundup, St.
George, Utah.

September 16-18—San Carlos Apaches
Annual Tribal Fair, San Carlos,
Arizona.

September 16-25 — Utah State Fair,
Salt Lake City.

September 16-30 — Reproductions of
Ancient Indian Carvings and Paint-
ings by C. La Monk of Archeolog-
ical Survey Association, at South-
west Museum, Highland Park, Los
Angeles, California.

September 17-18—Sierra Club Desert
Peaks Hike, Tunnabora Peak, meet
at Whitney Portal, California.

September 21-25 — Scottsdale Com-
munity Fair, Scottsdale, Arizona.

September 23-24 — Apache County
Fair, St. Johns, Arizona.

September 24-25 — Barstow Rodeo,
Barstow, California.

About the Cover . . .

Proof that the Desert Southwest's
beauty is varied—that this vast region
has much more to offer Nature lovers
than stereotyped stretches of arid land
—is seen on this month's cover. Pho-
tographer Harry Vroman made this
camera study on a high oasis of the
San Francisco Mountains near Flag-
staff, Arizona, in what could be con-
sidered the geographic center of the
Southwest desert.
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We Lost a Ledge of Gold

Lost Mine area. Ernie and Russ hiked across this rough, steep terrain. On
their way back—somewhere on the mountain's side—Ernie picked up the

$15,000 ore sample.

By ASA M. RUSSELL
Map by Norton Allen

HUHN, or Siberian Red
as he was known by his friends,
is gone now. He passed away

a few years ago and is buried at Sho-
shone, east of Death Valley. He was
fairly well off financially when he died
because of the interest he had in the
well run Grantham Talc Mine.

But Ernie could have been one of
the richest men on earth and me along
with him if—and that's a mighty small
if!

While he lived I dared not tell of
our experience high in the Panamint
Range in 1925, but now I'm sure he
wouldn't mind if I do. He was very
touchy about it saying that if anyone
ever found out they would class us as
fools. I guess he was right, but he
should have made it "careless fools."

Folks wondered why Ernie, who had
mined gold in Siberia, Alaska and
California and loved the yellow metal
as much as any man, suddenly gave up
looking for it and satisfied himself in-
stead by opening up drifts of plain
baby talcum powder, as he called it.
I was his partner and the last man to
grubstake him on a gold venture. I
know why.

I met Siberian Red at the Cresta
Escavada (summit diggings), a placer
property near Randsburg in the early

1920s. The terrain there was made up
of rolling, spotted bedrock with no
paydirt, just egg shaped rocks. Al-
though it mined out to a dollar a yard
Ernie soon found that it wouldn't float
a dredge so he decided to move on.
There was no way to make it pay.

We met again in Trona some time
later and during our visit he repeatedly
gazed intently at the towering Pana-
mint Range visible behind the Slate
Range. Finally he remarked, "I un-
derstand that four formations meet
there at the south end of the Pana-
mints. It should be a hot spot to pros-
pect." Somewhere Ernie found out
that a road could be easily cut from
Death Valley up to Anvil Canyon
opening that area for mining if and
when a discovery was made. At Anvil
Springs there was a stone house and
plenty of water.

"Carl Mengel, who has only one
leg, says he came through there with
his burros—stayed at the stone house
and says the area looks like good gold
country to him," Ernie went on. I
soon became enthusiastic about the
area's prospects and offered to grub-
stake him on the trip and to accom-
pany him, too. I had a fairly success-
ful tree business in Los Angeles at that
time and could afford the venture. Be-
fore long we struck an agreement.

I bought a truck, loaded it with sup-
plies enough for three months and we
headed for Butte Valley by way of

High in the Panamints above
Death Valley two men discovered
—and then lost—a iabulous ledge
of gold. The specimen they took
from the vein assayed $15,000 a
ion! And the ledge is still there
on the southwestern slope of Manly
Peak facing Redland Canyon. And
ii you wonder how a veteran pros-
pector could lose such a bonanza
you'll find the answer in this story.

Death Valley. In those days there was
an old road through Death Valley with
a sign post pointed toward the moun-
tains which read: "Butte Valley, 21
Miles." Instead of going on to Butte,
the road ended right there in a soft
sandy wash where the water drained
down to Death Valley through the nar-
row canyon.

We returned to our original plan
and headed up Anvil Canyon making
our own road. Every thousand feet we
had to stop and drag off the rocks to
clear the next thousand feet ahead.
To get through the loose gravel we
used block and tackle. After five days
of hard work we had our road into
Butte Canyon by way of Anvil Can-
yon. The former takes its name from
a strata of solid rock projecting 500
feet high in the center of this valley.
There was no dirt or vegetation on
this huge rock and it was striped with
many different colors. The miners
called it the Striped Butte.

We located the spring and the stone
house and set up camp. We were never
able to find out who built the house,
but it was built to last. It dated back
to the early 1880s and was as good
as ever. Here we relaxed for a couple
of days, taking short walks around
camp.

We had a beautiful view down the
canyon to the floor of Death Valley,
20 miles below. The refreshing breeze
picked up the scent of sage, ephredra
and pinyon making our campsite a
delightful place.

The country immediately around us
was well mineralized. Small veins shot
out across the hills in all directions.
Some looked like they would pan fairly
good and had they been wider would
have caused plenty of excitement. The
stone house contained some old news-
papers and books, pack saddles and
odd shaped demijohns, reminders of
days that had gone before. We had
ideal prospecting headquarters.

We soon found that this was a big
area to cover. Naturally we concen-
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DEATH VALLEY NATIONAL MONUMENT

trated on the valley floor at first, pros-
pecting a day and then resting a day.
We wanted to toughen up gradually
before we tackled the high ground. On
these low level hikes Ernie would often
reach down to the ground with his pick
and crack open a rock that looked like
ordinary mud to me. He explained
that after a little experience I too could
distinguish mere mud from stones that
had been thinly covered with mud fol-
lowing a rain.

Occasionally I picked up a piece of
float. Each time I did Ernie knocked
it from my hand and warned me that
it was a bad habit to get into. "Unless
you intend to follow the float up and
find out where it comes from, don't
waste your time and mine. You might
have a piece that dropped out of a
saddle bag or a pack mule. Be sure
your sample comes off a vein of ore
in place—and a vein wide enough to
investigate. Remember, we are 67
miles from the nearest supplies. Don't
waste time." I listened to his advice.
I knew it was experience talking and
I had much to learn.

In time we became tanned and
toughened. Our legs were strong. Ernie
was convinced that somewhere along
this contact a rich vein existed.

One day we had a visitor—a Sho-
shone Indian — who was leading a
string of pack burros. He was on his
way to Warm Springs to do a little

There's a discrepancy in the
published maps of the Panamint
Range. The WPA map pub-
lished in 1939, shows Manly
Peak to be 20 miles north of
Anvil Springs — an impossible
distance for two prospectors to
travel in a day's time over such
terrain. For the accompanying
map of Manly Peak, Artist Nor-
ton Allen took his data from the
USGS quadrangle map of the
area — confirmed by Superin-
tendent Fred Binnewies of the
Death Valley National Monu-
ment to be the correct location.

prospecting. He told us that if we
needed some packing in the near fu-
ture, he would be glad to do it for us.

Another week went by and on the
first of October a tall, unshaven man
named Greenslit walked into our camp.
He was a tough old fellow of 65 and
had been prospecting the hills for six
days out of Trona.

He took out a piece of ore and
showed it to us. He had found it on
the ridge near Manly peak in a short
tunnel of an abandoned mine. He
relocated it and was on his way now
to Shoshone to try to interest some
friends in his find.

After he had gone the next morning
Ernie took the piece of ore Greenslit
had given him and panned it out. He
found it to run about $200 to the ton.

"F wonder just exactly where he got
that rock?" 1 asked. By the look on
Ernie's face I knew he was wondering
the same thing. He pointed to the high
ridge to the right of Manly Peak. "It
must be up there," he said. He scanned
the area with his field glasses and then
handed them to me. "Look close up
there—there's a little gray patch on
the mountain side—looks like an old
dump—that may be where Greenslit
found his ore."

The next day we tried the higher
ground. Ernie warned me before we
left that when we reached the timber
line our vision would be cut down
considerably except in small and in-
frequent clearings. He had me prepare
10 pieces of five different colored rags
and told me that should I find a vein
large enough to locate, I was to mark
it properly, take one piece of colored
cloth and wrap the sample in it and
number it. The matching piece of rag
I was to tie on the top of the highest
and nearest tree. A small strip of the
cloth was to be tied at ground level.
If, after panning the ore, we found it
to be worth while, the vein would be
easy to relocate. I was also instructed
to make a note of the general terrain
around my find. "This is the best sys-
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tem I know of for tenderfoot prospec-
tors," Ernie said to me as we started
out at dawn.

It was a steep climb up the hogback
to Manly Peak, but we took our time
and had no trouble reaching the sad-
dle on the ridge at the right of the
peak before noon. The view alone was
worth the climb. Looking over the
Slate Range toward Trona the Pana-
mint Valley lay at our feet and at our
back was Death Valley.

We ate lunch on the ridge and then
made our way to the gray patch below
the saddle. As Ernie had predicted
we found that it was an old ore dump
and there, nearby, was Greenslit's new
monument. An old anvil and a few
scattered tools with rotted wooden
handles lay near the tunnel mouth. We
guessed that its former owner was an
old timer who had found the high alti-
tude detrimental to his mining efforts.

Before we separated Ernie gave me
my instructions for the prospecting trip
back to camp. He was going to cover
the lower side, close to the contact
while I was to stay up along the side
hill. If I needed him I was to yell as
loud as I could—the air was clear and
my voice would carry. If I found any-
thing sensational I was to let him know
at once.

We started off and for a time I could
hear him cracking rocks with his pick.
I made my way around some large
boulders, keeping my eye out for
snakes, outcroppings and quartz veins
and all the time trying to remember
all I had been taught during the past
weeks by Ernie.

The little veins made me mad as
they peeked out under ledges. I fol-
lowed them down draws, out under
ledges and up steep slopes. Few were
wide enough to get excited about. Still
I took some samples from the widest
ones and marked them as ordered.

About four in the afternoon T ran
across an outcropping of yellow broken
quartz under a pinyon tree. The vein,
the widest I had ever seen, was about
15 inches across. It was heavy with
iron oxide and I figured important
enough to call Ernie.

I yelled down the canyon and pres-
ently he answered. It took him 30
minutes to find me. After studying the
vein he gave me his verdict: "pretty
high up, rugged approach, should run
about $40 a ton. It would have to
widen out considerably to be profit-
able."

I was disappointed, but he suggested
that I put up a monument, locate, and
mark it well for perhaps someday the
price of gold would go up and then it
would be worth mining this vein.

I showed him the rest of my samples,
all wrapped carefully in their colored

cloths and numbered. He didn't com-
ment on them, but told me that we
would pan them out on Sunday. He
reached into his pockets and pulled
out a half dozen pieces of rock. One
of them was cement gray in color and
was very heavy. I showed surprise at
the weight and asked him about it.

He had chipped it off a vein about
three feet wide. The ledge was only
exposed for about 20 feet on the sur-
face on the steep side of the draw near
the contact. Although he had never
heard of anyone finding platinum in
these mountains, he wondered if the
sample he had might not contain some
of that precious metal.

I asked him if I could use his glass
to give the specimen a close look, but
he had forgotten it. "We'll pan it Sun-
day along with the other stuff," he said
and started off toward camp.

Panamint Russ has the fol-
lowing advice for those who
would search the slopes of
Manly Peak for the lost gold
ledge: "The mountain is rocky
and steep; loose boulders are
everywhere. I advise two per-
sons or more to attempt it in a
single party and to stay close
together. A misstep could mean
a broken leg or back. Stay on
the Manly Peak side, the gran-
ite side of the lime and granite
contact. Remember when look-
ing that when the upheaval
came in that district it came up
under the mountain and Manly
Peak was its cooling off spot."

"Did you mark it with a colored
cloth?" I shouted after him.

Ernie laughed. "That's only for
rookies. An old timer remembers and
doesn't need flags and sign posts."

When we got back to our stone
house the moon was up. After a sound
sleep we decided we had better rest
for two days before tackling any high
ground again. I placed all the samples
we brought back on the high shelf on
the outside of the house and we agreed
to pan them out as soon as possible.
It's a good pastime when you are lay-
ing around camp. But we were out of
fresh meat and spent a day hunting
and then on the next day there were
shoes to sole, wood to cut and other
chores around camp. On the third day
we tended the small garden we had
put in earlier near the spring, so we
put off panning the specimens again.

Then we had visitors. A couple of
miners took the road we had made
to camp, They were out looking over

the country and we spent many hours
talking to them around the campfire.
When Sunday came again we spent it
quail hunting and that night the four
of us enjoyed a delicious dinner.

Our supplies were running low so
after the miners left Ernie and I took
a week off and went into Shoshone to
stock up again. We didn't hurry and
still another week went by before we
picked up the specimens to pan them
out. By now over three weeks had
slipped by.

Ernie breezed through my six col-
ored cloth wrapped samples and a few
of his own before noon. We found
nothing to excite us. The whole lot
averaged about $25 a ton. The rock
from the vein 1 had called him to see
under the pinyon tree was the best—
it ran around $40.

After lunch I ground up the heavy
cement gray stone and Ernie started
to pan it out. He remarked that he
wouldn't at all be surprised to find a
little platinum in it.

I had ground it up well as Ernie had
asked me to do. Coarse pieces of iron
may often hold small particles of gold
that had to be released if a good pan
was to be had.

While Ernie panned the gray stone
I sat on a large rock near camp and
took some pot shots at a hawk that
was circling low trying to scare a fam-
ily of quail out in the open.

An explosive yell from Ernie brought
my thoughts back into focus and I slid
off the boulder and ran toward him.
He was jumping up and down with
glee and shouting, "We hit it! We
hit it! We hit it!"

"Look at the gold," he cried holding
out the pan to me. I grabbed it from
him and still dazed peered into it. The
bottom was covered with gold.

Ernie was excited and spoke on in
a frenzied voice: "I knew it—I knew
I would find something good on the
contact! We hit it this time, Russ! Our
troubles are over! We're rich! We're
rich! I never saw ore like that any
place in the world!"

After he calmed down he told me
that the panning indicated an ore value
of $15,000 a ton! "And just think,
it's ready money—free milling. The
ground is all open for location. How
does it feel to be rich, Russ? How
does it feel to be able to have anything
you want—and plenty of good yellow
gold to pay for it?"

I couldn't answer—it had all been
so sudden. I walked into the house
and in a fog put on the spuds and
beans for supper.

That meal was the longest I have
ever eaten. It started at 5:30 in the
afternoon and at 2 the next morning
we were still at the table dreaming and
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talking. Ernie had a list a mile long
of things he was going to buy with his
new found wealth. At the very top
was a Lincoln coupe, half way down
was a small yacht—he was going to
sail to the old country and see his
mother—bring her back to this country
with him. He was walking on air.

Clearing off the table at 2:30 in the
morning I could hardly believe it had
happened to me. Then I felt a little
sick in my stomach remembering that
we had let three weeks slip by following
discovery, and in those three weeks
there had been a heavy rain and a few
light showers.

Ernie first spotted the 20 feet of
gray ledge from which the specimen
came while resting on a boulder some-
where on that vast mountain. The
mountain side was steep and the ledge
would be hard to find. How much bet-
ter would I have felt that night had
Ernie used colored cloth to mark the
gray stone's vein.

Neither Ernie nor I could sleep. He
paced the floor eager for daybreak to
arrive. He was all packed, ready to
go. He had powder, fuse, steel tape,
blanket, location papers — everything
he would need. While he was hunting
for the ledge I was going to go into
Warm Springs to buy a pair of pack
burros. We would need them to carry
supplies for a new camp near our new
mine.

Ernie would put up the discovery
monument and locate it and pack back
what ore he could. When I showed up
with the burros we would return to the
mine and put up the corner markers.

As soon as it was light enough to
see he was out the door. "Get those
burros up here quick as you can," he
shouted over his shoulder as he started
up the hill.

Twenty hours later—near midnight
— he returned to the stone house.
Something had gone wrong. His
clothes were torn and his face haggard.
He slumped into a chair by the fire-
place and muttered four words: "I
couldn't find it."

There was nothing for me to say. I
turned to the stove and started to warm
up some food for him. As I did my
eyes fell upon the colored cloth on the
shelf I had used to mark my worthless
veins.

He was gone before I woke up the
next morning. That night he staggered
in again. Nothing. This went on for
days and weeks.

I went along with him several times,
but my prospecting partner was not
the same man. He rushed from bush
to boulder—nervous, excited, cursing
and damning the elements that had
taunted him with a peek at a treasure
and then concealed it again.

Stone House in Bittte Valley where Ernie and Russ made camp.

I took him to all the places I had
marked with the colored rags which
were easy to find, thinking that he
might, in some way, get above the
spot he was looking for, recognize a
familiar rock or tree and somehow find
that gray ledge again. But, it was no
use. His nerves were cracking. He had
to quit.

For about three months he remained
at Butte Valley and looked for the
ledge and then he left it for good.
Ernie landed at Warm Springs and got
back into talc mining.

We often met in Shoshone in later
years and he would always bring up
the subject of the lost mine. "Is there
anything we overlooked?" "Have you
searched for the ledge since then?" he
would invariably ask me.

My guess is that the rains that fell

after he picked up the specimen caused
a boulder to roll off the top of the
mountain across the ledge, pushing the
soft decomposed granite ahead of it
over the vein. The rain and the wind
could have left that small area com-
pletely changed in three weeks.

I went back to the city to work at
my old job, but every year since have
returned to the mountains to do as-
sessment work on my claims. I often
wonder how long it will be before
someone stumbles across that rich vein
on the southwest slope of Manly Peak
facing Redland Canyon. If it is hid-
den, I wonder if Nature will expose
it again for some prospector — more
alert than we were — to claim. The
ground is still open for location.

Folks ask me, "how can you lose
a mine?" How do you lose anything?
Through carelessness.

WORK ON PALO VERDE DAM
TO BE STARTED THIS YEAR

J. P. Jones, regional director of the
Bureau of Reclamation, announced
that plans and specifications for the
Palo Verde Diversion Project on the
Colorado River near Blythe, California,
are expected to be completed in Sep-
tember making it possible to start con-
struction before the first of the year.

The project will cost an estimated
$6,599,000. Congress recently appro-
priated $1,985,000 for beginning of
construction. Land owners of the Palo
Verde Irrigation District are scheduled
to vote September 25 on the proposed
repayment contract covering their share
of the Palo Verde Diversion Dam
which will cost an estimated $4,538,-
000.

The dam site is 58 miles down-

stream from the bureau's Parker Dam
and power plant. Plans call for an
earth and rock-filled structure 1300
feet long and 65 feet above the river
bed to divert water from the Colorado
into the Palo Verde Irrigation District's
canal system.

The dam will replace a temporary
rock weir completed by the bureau
in 1945. The weir was needed to raise
the water level high enough to enter
the district's intake canal. The low-
water level was caused during 1943-44
when the river scoured its bed at the
point of diversion. Had not the weir
been built, fanners in the rich valley
would have suffered serious crop
losses.

Engineers believe the new dam will
permanently solve the district's diver-
sion problems.
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He Captured Geronimo

Geronimo and his warriors. A Ithough he could count on only 24 braves, Geronimo
was a scourge to the Arizona-Mexico border country until he finally was tracked

down and persuaded to surrender.

If Geronimo continued his depredations unchecked there was the
danger that thousands of other Indians, confined on reservations, would
be incited to a full-scale up-rising. The Apache renegade must be
captured at all costs—and here is the story of how it was brought about
by an obscure army lieutenant, who never was given adequate
recognition for his heroism.

By THOMAS B. LESURE
Photographs from the Rose Collection

San Antonio, Texas

Thomas Cruse, then a lieutenant fresh
from West Point, noted that the scouts
had the utmost confidence in Gate-
wood's leadership and warlike acumen.
"His nature and method of procedure
appealed to them in such degree and
manner as I have never seen the like
before or since," wrote Cruse.

When, in July, 1886, Gatewood was
ordered to capture Geronimo, that
noted Indian renegade had for over
a year struck terror in the Southern
Arizona and northern Mexico areas
following his escape from the Fort
Apache Reservation. Gatewood was
going after a man whose name was
cursed and feared—a name synony-
mous with blood, robbery and mur-
der.

General Nelson A. Miles, comman-
der of the Indian campaign in Arizona,
had the job of working out the cap-
ture's strategy. The break came when
Miles received word from friendly Chi-
racahua Apaches that the hostiles un-
der Geronimo were near exhaustion
in Mexico. The time was ripe, Miles
decided, to demand their surrender.

CAPTURED Geronimo?
Ask any 10 people this ques-
tion and you will most likely

receive 10 different—and incorrect—
answers. Despite all the publicity sur-
rounding the life, battles and subjuga-
tion of Geronimo, the name of the
man most responsible for bringing him
in has all but been lost in obscurity.

Lieutenant Charles Baehr Gatewood,
a West Point graduate with piercing
eyes, straight nose and dark, thick
mustache which showed—despite his
scant 33 years — the shrewdness of
battle gained in nine years of Indian
warfare, was the man who brought the
Apache renegade back after tracking
him deep into the interior of Mexico.

In the 1880s Gatewood's reputation
as an Indian fighter was established in
the Southwest. He had many tangles
with hostile Apaches and on every oc-
casion came out of them with honor,
both in the opinion of the white sol-
diers and, what was probably a more
coveted distinction, in the eyes of the
Indian Scouts. It is said that he was
the only soldier Geronimo trusted.

A fellow officer, Brigadier General

He ordered Gatewood to cross the bor-
der and get Geronimo.

Gatewood organized his surrender
party at old Fort Bowie, Arizona, and
started for the Mexican border with
a command consisting of two Apache
scouts, Kayitah and Martine; George
Wratten, interpreter; and Frank Hu-
ston, packer. A few days later they
crossed the border and met a troop of
4th U. S. Cavalry under Lieutenant
James Parker. Together the two units
pushed on to Carretas, Mexico, seek-
ing word of Geronimo's whereabouts.

It wasn't until mid-August that
Gatewood, having joined the command
of Captain Lawton on the Arros River
in the Sierra Madre Mountains 250
miles by trail south of the border, re-
ceived word that Geronimo and his
party were near Fronteras, Mexico.

Leaving Lawton, Gatewood and his
men pushed ahead 80 miles in less than
a day to Fronteras where they learned
that two Apache squaws had only re-
cently left after making overtures of
peace and obtaining supplies of food
and mescal. But the Mexican Prefect
of the district, intent on gaining the
glory of Geronimo's subjugation for
himself, ordered the Americans away
from the chase.

Back tracking and swinging around,
Gatewood eluded the Mexicans and
struck the squaws' trail six miles east
of Fronteras. For the next three days,
carrying a piece of flour sacking on a
stick for their flag of truce, Gatewood
and his men tracked the Indians over
rough country to the head of a narrow
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canyon leading to the Bavispee River.
Here they found a fresh trail of the
main Apache party, and sent back
word to Lawton.

As they moved cautiously forward,
they were startled to find a pair of
faded canvas trousers hung on a bush
in front of them. What did this mean?
Hesitant and fearful, the group stopped,
debated, then decided to forge ahead.
Nothing happened.

Unbeknown to them, wily Geronimo
was watching their every move through
a pair of stolen binoculars.

Crossing the Bavispee River, the
group made camp amid a cane brake
near a small hill, and hung the flag of
truce on a nearby century plant. "We
felt fairly safe," Gatewood recalled,
"though this peace commission busi-
ness did not at all appeal to us."

And no wonder, in view of the
Apache's reputation for ruthlessness
and trickery.

At sundown, Martine, one of the
Apache scouts, rode up to report that
Geronimo and his band were hidden
in a rocky position on the Torres
Mountains, four miles away. Both he
and Kayitah had entered the Apache
camp and delivered General Miles'
surrender ultimatum. The Apache
chieftain held Kayitah as a hostage and
sent Martine back with a message ask-
ing why Gatewood himself had not
come straight to his camp. All would
be safe, he added, as long as the sol-
diers started no trouble. Contact had
been made!

Meanwhile, 30 of Lawton's scouts
had joined Gatewood. Lawton, with
the rest of his command, was racing
toward the scene. Gatewood felt easier.

The next morning — August 24 —
Gatewood moved out. Within a mile
of the Apache camp a group of un-
armed Chiricahuas appeared and re-
peated the message of the previous
night. A few minutes later three armed
Apaches rode up. They had a message,
too—that Natchez suggested a meeting
at the bend of the river provided Gate-
wood's escort returned to camp.

Gatewood agreed, and a series of
smoke signals and shots announced his
acceptance to the waiting renegades.
The party moved down to the river.

Immediately squads of Apaches
galloped up, dismounted and turned
their horses out to graze. Among the
last to appear was swarthy, cruel-faced
Geronimo, carrying a wicked looking
rifle. He advanced deliberately to
within 20 feet of Gatewood, laid down
his weapon, and came forward to greet
the lieutenant.

After passing out presents of to-
bacco, Gatewood sat down and Ge-
ronimo took a seat beside him—so
close that the army officer could feel
the bulge of a revolver in the Apache's

rhj* la SPSauNivo, *bo vac* alas kaon. by his 2ndb»n i»«««, uow-a-ar-tha,
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ing to tiesfc infomatton, but »"a» oxtvtmttlj crafty sndt suspicious, with R
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coat! The rest of the Indians formed
a semi-circle and the conference be-
gan.

In reply to Geronimo's request to
hear General Miles' message, Gate-
wood announced:

"Surrender and you will be sent with
your families to Florida, there to await
the decision of the President as to your
final disposition. Accept these terms
or fight it out to the bitter end."

Silence fell on the party. All eyes
riveted on Geronimo. Rubbing his
hand across his eyes, then holding both
hands forward, he asked for liquor.
Gatewood had none. Silence length-
ened as the sun rose. Finally Geron-
imo spoke:

"Take us back to the reservation,
let us reoccupy our farms, furnish us
with rations and clothing, guarantee
no punishment, and we will leave the
warpath."

For two hours they argued. Then
the Indians withdrew for a private
conference. After lunch the parley was
resumed and Geronimo again repeated
his demands.

"Take us to the reservation — or
fight!" he thundered, looking Gate-
wood in the eye.

Gatewood was on the horns of a
dilemma. He could not accept the
terms, he could not fight, nor could
he run. The tension mounted, cracked
only briefly by Natchez's assurance
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that he would be allowed to return
unharmed.

Then Gatewood played his trump
card. Slowly and pointedly he in-
formed the hostiles that their people,
including Natchez's mother and daugh-
ter, were being removed from the res-
ervation to Florida. For Geronimo
and his men to return to the res-
ervation would mean living among
Apaches who were all their enemies.

Stunned by this unexpected news,
Geronimo and his warriors retired for
another private talk. Returning, Ge-
ronimo declared they had decided not
to surrender, but still wanted to talk
further.

After asking about General Miles,
his appearance, character, and attitude,
Geronimo was convinced that the gen-
eral was a "good man," and he switched
tactics:

"We want your advice," he en-
treated. "Consider yourself not a white
man but one of us. Remember all that
has been said today and tell us what
we should do."

"Trust General Miles and surrender
to him," Gatewood replied.

Geronimo again asked for better
terms. As sunset neared he broke off
the conference, promising that the
Apaches would hold a council that
night and report their final decision in
the morning.

Twelve hours later, pickets passed
the word that the Indians wanted
"Bay-chen-day-sen" (Long Nose, the
Apache name for Gatewood). On
meeting again, Geronimo, apparently
wanting greater assurance, asked for
another description of General Miles.
Then, his face set in determination,
the Apache chief announced that his
whole party—24 men, 14 women and
children—would go to meet Miles and
surrender to him.

Word was sent to General Miles at
Fort Apache and the Indians, escorted
by Lawton's troops, began moving
northward across the border. On
September 4, Miles and Geronimo met
in Skeleton Canyon where the terms
of surrender were repeated.

Geronimo turned to Gatewood,
smiled and remarked in Apache,
"Good, you told the truth."

Gatewood's mission had been ac-
complished. His daring had saved the
lives of hundreds of people for it led
to permanent peace along the border.
Geronimo and his band were sent to
Florida and still later to Fort Sill, Ok-
lahoma. There he died on February
17, 1909.

Gatewood acted as Miles' aide for
four years after the Geronimo sur-
render and then rejoined his troop at
Fort Wingate. From there he went to
the Dakotas for the Sioux War of
1890-91, served in the Wyoming Cat-

tle War in the Big Horn and Jackson
Hole country. He retired as a First
Lieutenant of Cavalry following in-
juries received from an explosion of
dynamite while on active service in
1892. Four years later he died at the
age of 43.

His reward for persuading the des-

perate and extremely suspicious Ge-
ronimo to lay down his arms was a
belated, colorless commendation in
the Army's General Orders of April
9, 1891—and, in the words of his son,
"for himself a free plot of ground in
Arlington Cemetery, and to his widow
a tardy $17 a month."

ARCHEOLOGISTS DISCOVER KIVA
ART GALLERY 700 YEARS OLD

An ancient ceremonial kiva, de-
scribed by an expert as one of the most
spectacular ever discovered in the
Southwest, has been unearthed at Pot-
tery Mound near Los Lunas, New
Mexico. The rectangular kiva's walls
are covered with brilliantly painted
scenes of Indian life and ceremonials
which took place on the banks of the
Rio Puerco about 700 years ago.

The paintings are done in at least
10 different colors, and according to
Dr. Frank C. Hibben, University of
New Mexico archeologist who headed
the discovery party, are "very sophis-
ticated and the color combinations are
the best found so far in the Southwest."
Many of the paintings are life size and
depict birds and animals long extinct
in the Southwest. Last summer a group
of UNM students under Hibben started
the excavation of Pottery Mound and

discovered a kiva whose walls were
decoratively painted. This year's com-
panion discovery, the archeologist said,
makes Pottery Mound a remarkable
and important site.

The paint pigments come from red
ochre, white gypsum, yellow iron ore,
lamp black, and other mixed pigments
for orange and maroon. Most com-
mon colors used in the two rooms are
yellow, white, black and red.

The second kiva has eight layers of
wall scenes. When the Indian artist
wanted to redecorate, he smoothed on
a thin layer of adobe and laid on a new
scene. As each layer is scraped by the
students, colored slides arc made of
the four walls and artist Octavio Ro-
mano of National City, California, re-
creates the scenes in the exact colors
in large water color drawings. Each
design is different and thus far 54
original paintings have been scraped,
photographed and reproduced.—New
Mexican

Rock Shorty
of Death Valley

"Honesty," asserted Hard Rock
Shorty, "is still the best policy.
Not that everybody practices it,
yuh understand, but it's a good
idea if it happens to be conveni-
ent and don't cost yu nothin'."

Hard Rock leaned back on the
bench under the lean-to porch
at the Inferno store and lit his
old corncob while the dudes
waited for him to go on with his
story.

"Funny thing," he continued,
"but one of the honestest fellers
I ever knowed, old Deacon Dan-
iels, wuz a poker dealer over at
the Silver Dollar. That wuz back
in the days when Inferno wuz
boomin' and we thought we wuz
gonna have a mainline railroad
to haul our profits out and our
supplies in.

"Deacon wuz about as handy
a cuss with cards as wuz legal,
an' wuz a real polite gentleman.

He wuz so honest they asked him
to pass the collection plate on
Sundays.

"1 wuz over at the Silver Dol-
lar one time watchin' Deacon
play a two-handed game o' stud
with a stranger that looked like
he wuz jest a jackass prospector
in town fer some fun. But I
wuzn't so sure. The stranger wuz
winnin' pretty steady and they
wuz playin' fer big stakes. I wuz
standin' right back o' the Deacon
when this other feller wuz dealin'
an' all of a sudden 1 nudged the
Deacon an' whispered in his ear:
'Say, I jest saw that feller deal
from the bottom of the deck!'

"Deacon looked around at me
plumb disgusted. He wuzn't ex-
cited, nor mad nor nothin'. Jest
as calm and confident as a
preacher on resurrection day.

" 'After all,' says the Deacon
—'after all, it's his deal ain't it?' "
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Looking out across Bristol Dry Lake. Amboy Crater is that small dark object,
upper right. The Marble Mountains are located in the northeastern edge of the
Bristol Basin, and water mirages on the dry lake often make it appear that the old

fossil beds once more are under the sea.

By HAROLD O. WEIGHT
Photographs by the Author

Map by Norton Allen

WE topped Sheephole
Pass early on a June morning
and looked into the big, misty

basin of Bristol Dry Lake, it was easy
to visualize the time when a Cambrian
sea covered all that part of California's
Mojave Desert. There was no Sheep-
hole Pass then, of course, because that
ocean antedated both Bristol Dry Lake
and its basin by hundreds of millions
of years. And no Twentynine Palms
Oasis, or Amboy Crater, or road be-
tween them. Probably there was only
a shallow sea as far as the eye could
see.
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For there were eyes then, though
perhaps none that were ever free from
the green mistiness of the sea. The
Cambrian was the earliest age of the
Paleozoic era, and from it have sur-
vived the fossils of the first known ani-
mal forms.

And in our Bristol neighborhood
on a certain day in that aqueous age—
I'm going to say July 4, 400,000,010
B.C., because no one can prove me
wrong—a small crustacean awoke (if
he ever slept) with severe rheumatic
pains and a general feeling of malaise.
Although he never knew it, this little
beast was a trilobite. His kind had
been the dominant life form on our
planet for millions of years and had
many millions to go.

Four hundred million years ago
the dry lake above was under
water. Its principal inhabitant was
the trilobite, a crustacean living
within an external skeleton—one
of the first known animal forms.
Today the fossil remains of this
invertebrate can be found in the
hard shale that was once the soft
muddy graveyard at the bottom of
the sea. Fossil collecting is not an
easy task, but veterans say a good
fossil is worth a morning of hard
work.

Also unknown to our trilobite, he
and his relatives were a special variety,
difiering minutely from others sharing
the ancient ocean. That would be de-
cided eons later when members of an-
other dominant life form designated as
"professors" would poke and measure
and compare and speculate upon the
remains of kinsmen of this crustacean.
These professors would bestow upon
them a name many time longer than
their own rather insignificant bodies:
Species Mohavensis, Genus Paedumias,
Family Olenellidae, Class Trilobita.
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Paddy—as I must call him because
he was not feeling strong enough to
tote his entire name—was not hand-
some by our standards, but was so
remarkably adapted to his kind of life
that his class survived for more than
a hundred million years. He was an
invertebrate possessed of an external
skeleton—which meant that he lacked
backbone. Instead of being largely
wrapped around his bones, as we are,
he was neatly packed inside them.

His class name, Greek for "three-
lobed," was given because this outer
casing of chiten reinforced by lime
carbonate with flexible joints between
the segments, appeared divided longi-
tudinally into three lobes. He was also
in three sections latitudinally: head
shield, thorax and pygidium. The head
shield, which most often survives in
fossil form, was equipped with a very
effective mouth, and usually some form
of eyes. Thorax segments were em-
bellished with appendages for crawl-
ing and swimming. Thus Paddy could
chase worms along a sea bed or hover
in the water, fanning his feathery
swimming limbs to set up currents
which brought food bits within reach.

Since Paddy had no more knowledge
of aging processes than of race, he
could not realize that he was a very
old trilobite and that he was cracking
up. He only knew that nothing seemed
appetizing this morning, and his seg-
ments were very stiff and painful when
he tried to move them. It was strangely
difficult to brea'he through his limb
fringes. His wet greenish world seemed
unusually dim, too, and as the day

passed it grew darker. Then it went
black. Paddy sank slowly to the fine,
disturbed clay of the sea bed.

He was not alone there. The tiny
bodies that preceded him in death lay
heaped in confused piles. Others
drifted slowly down around him along
with the endless mist of finely divided
clay that gradually sealed them all
away beneath the rising sediments.

And the sea bed built up and the
climates changed and the land rose and
sank and lifted again and was twisted
and compressed and broken and bur-
ied and exposed. And the world
turned on into the age of fishes and
the age of amphibians and the age of
reptiles and the age of mammals and
the age of man . . .

Man, with his eternal curiosity,
found this graveyard of trilobites in
the Marble Mountains at the north-
eastern edge of Bristol sink. From
below Sheephole Pass, though still
nearly 25 air-miles away, we could
see the tip of the Marbles where the
upturned, step-faulted Cambrian for-
mations are spectacularly displayed.

Lucile and I had fossil hunted there
before. The weather had been pleas-
antly warm, and the gentle slopes be-
low the mountains a wild garden of
Phacelias, Yellowheads, Mojave Ghost
Flowers, Encelias, yellow Evening
Primroses, Desert Stars and lavender-
blue Gilias. We had not intended an-
other trip until summer passed but
when our friend Bill King saw the trilo-
bite fragments we had found, it was
clear he wasn't going to wait until fall
before hunting some out for himself.

We agreed we must start early
enough to finish digging before the
Bristol basin heat worked up its after-
noon enthusiasm. That meant Bill,
who lives in Beaumont, California, and
seldom can get away from his drug
store for more than a day, would have
to arise early.

He did, arriving at our home in
Twentynine Palms with the false dawn.
For Bill, while not yet an avid rock-
hound or fossil collector, has an enor-
mous enthusiasm for tracking down
desert oddities and rarities, and simply
ignores any discomfort involved. He
had seen our trilobites while returning
from a night camped alone at a re-
mote spring in Joshua Tree National
Monument—one of many such nights
he had spent there on the chance of
photographing the wild sheep which
sometimes come to the spring to drink
in the early morning. His patience
there has been rewarded by several
bighorn pictures.

And as we drove across Bristol Dry
Lake toward Amboy, Bill recounted
a recent night he had camped on this
lake to investigate a story that the salts
here fluoresced. With his black light
he had found a few areas that glowed
a lovely transparent orange and some
small intense spots of blue. Bill had
been among the first to examine, pho-
tograph and meditate upon the pecu-
liar, apparently self-propelled rocks
discovered on the Racetrack in Death
Valley National Monument. He once
jeeped far below San Felipe, Baja
California, not to fish but to enjoy
watching the giant Ospreys build their
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five-foot nests in the Cardones cactus.

But his most delightful experiment,
I think, took place one post-midnight
in high Joshua Monument. On a nar-
row sideroad his headlights caught a
big jackrabbit. The animal, dazed by
the light, sat bolt upright and stared.
He seemed hypnotized. Bill stopped
the car to find out if he was. He was
able to walk right up to the wild rab-
bit, circling so he didn't break into the
light beam, and actually touch it on
the head. That contact broke Mr.
Longear's paralysis and he vanished
with one jump.

Reaching Amboy on our trilobite
trip we turned east and followed U.S.
66 to Chambless, then angled south
on the surfaced road to Cadiz station
on the Santa Fe. The fossil bed lies
about two miles northwest of Cadiz
at an old marble quarry. Lucile and
I learned its location one day while
visiting my sister at Needles. She men-
tioned casually that the Needles Gem
and Mineral Club had been out col-
lecting trilobites. Trilobites have al-
ways been a complete fascination for
me, and phone calls to other club
members soon assembled directions
which proved accurate and easy to
follow.

At home, before we made our first
collecting trip, an investigation among
our pamphlets uncovered a bulletin in
the geological series of the University
of California Press, issued in 1933:
Notes on the Cambrian Rocks of the
Eastern Mojave Desert, by John C.
Hazzard. Hazzard spent the summer
of 1930 mapping and studying the
Bengal Quadrangle — which included
the Marbles—for his master's thesis
at the university. He found fossils in
a number of localities and right where
the members of the Needles gem club
had directed us, he had discovered the
brand new trilobite, Paedumias mo-
havensis.

Hazzard wasn't the first to find
Cambrian fossils in the Marbles near
Cadiz. N. H. Darton, famed geologist
who died only a few years ago, re-
ported on one in the Journal of Ge-
ology in 1907, though he labeled the
Marbles the Iron Mountains. O. A.
Calvins in 1915 and Clifton W. Clark
—who described several varieties of
trilobites from the same section in
1921 — both called the area Bristol
Mountain. Marble Mountains prob-
ably came into usage when that stone
was first reported or quarried from the
range. It has been the map name at
least as early as 1929.

It is possible, with a jeep, to drive
the old quarry road to the base of the
Cambrian cliffs in which the fossils
occur. Low passenger cars will do bet-
ter to halt in the valley a short distance

Bill King uncovers a trilobite head shield. Bill has an enormous enthusiasm
for tracking down desert oddities and rarities that scoffs at discomfort of

digging fossils in summer heat.

below. Besides, the rock hunter will
find float material that will interest him
there — particularly pieces of red-
spotted limestone in which the red
circles and ovals have been identified
as algae. The best of this material will
cut and polish into very satisfactory
bookends.

The trail divides at the base of the
spectacular banded cliffs, the left
branch slanting up and around to the
little bay of the trilobites. The right
leads to the main old marble quarry
which apparently has been unworked
for at least 15 years. A big wooden
boom—part of the tackle that lifted
the 15 and 20 ton marble blocks—
still stands, tall enough to landmark
the canyon for several miles.

This marble was discovered in 1937,
according to the California Division of
Mines. It was acquired by the Vaughan

Marble Company and operated until
October, 1939. About 2000 cubic feet
of highly colored, variegated Calevanto
marble was cut from this lower quarry
and used in such buildings as the Gar-
dena and Oxnard postoffices and the
U. S. Mint and the Custom House in
San Francisco.

The sun was beginning to assert it-
self as we hiked to the trilobite shales
which crop on the right side of the
little canyon. This shale, which parts
easily into thin sheets, is a greenish-
gray when freshly broken but it
weathers rusty-brown. It is a Lower
Cambrian formation about 40 feet
thick, with quartzite and calcareous
layers interbedded. Trilobite and bra-
chiopod remains are abundant.

That's what John C. Hazzard said,
but they do not come out abundantly
or easily or perfectly for rockhounds.
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Calevanto Marble from this long-unoperated quarry in the Marble Mountains near
the trilobite collecting area was used in the United States Mint and the Custom

House in San Francisco.

Much more patience and effort are
involved in collecting these fragile fos-
sils than in picking up pretty rocks.
A shovel and pick or mattock, and a
thin flat blade—such as a putty knife—
prove useful in mining and spitting
chunks of the shale.

We opened dozens of barren layers
for every fossilization worth keeping
but found no entire adult trilobite.
Most of their bones were the head
shields with their spines. A thorax
with its appendages proved a prize
strike and we also uncovered the little
dots which are said to be trilobite eggs,
and the little segmented moults of the
small fry, and various other fossil ma-
terial. In most trilobite deposits only
the dorsal shield—the thick upper por-
tion of the external skeleton—normally
survives and it often splits between
the head shield and the more fragile
thorax. The pieces of shale carrying
the fossils had to be wrapped carefully
in tissues because they were always
soft and sometimes still moist.

Despite its problems and disappoint-
ments, trilobite hunting is a thrill to
me. Even one of these incredibly an-
cient little creatures sufficiently pre-
served to be identified is worth a morn-
ing's work. The uncertainty of returns
guarantees the field will never be
stripped by quantity collectors. And
since there are many exposures of this
shale in the southeastern Marbles, even
should the marble quarries ever be put
in operation again, fossil hunters can
just go out and locate another ledge.
Lucile and I, on another trip, followed
the pole line road around the tip of
the mountain and found an untouched
ledge with trilobite remains with only
a few minutes prospecting in a likely
canyon.

I do not know if Paddy himself was
among our finds—or if any of his spe-
cial variety were. We do have head
shields which look identical with the
holotype of P. mohavensis. But not
being a professor of trilobites who has
spent a lifetime studying variations in

glabella, intergenal spines and the rest,
I can only say they look like Paddy.

Our activities in the shale seemed
to fascinate the local wild life. One
little brownish bird stalked around us
then perched on a rock right beside
Lucile—who speculated it might be a
pipit—and chirped at her inquisitively.
Lizards—particularly plump country-
boy chuckawallas — gathered on sur-
rounding rocks and gawked. As the
temperature rose they vanished. To-
ward noon, with the heat waves rolling
up around us, we decided we'd had
enough, too.

Lucile headed back down to the car
to break out lunch. Bill and I decided
we wanted a closer look and possibly
some photographs of the topsy-turvy
geology before we left. We scrambled
up the steep and shifty talus toward a
break in one of the ledges and there
we came upon one of our chuckawalla
observers, sprawled on a rock point
just outside a miniature cavern.
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While I stayed below to beguile
Chucky's attention, Bill attempted to
circle in close for a good photograph.
But the lizard kept one eye on him
and slithered into his refuge just as
Bill prepared to snap the shutter. But
his curiosity kept him sneaking out
for a quick look to see what Bill was
doing. And each time, almost at the
position Bill wanted, he would change
his mind and slip back into a crevice.
Both Bill and the chuckawalla were
determined—the one to photograph,
the other not to be photographed. But
in the end the lizard won. He had a
lifetime, if need be, for the game, and
he was in the shade most of the time.
We were in the sun—hot and hungry.

So we went on up to the top of the
highest tilted ledge. The awesome
view it gave us of the upthrust, broken
and eroded sediments which had once
been level sea bed made the hot climb
worth while. Wonderful, too, was the
view out across Bristol Dry Lake,
which no longer looked dry, drowned
in dancing silver water mirages which
seemed to be moving toward us.

The effect was even more amazing
later as we drove home across Bristol
Dry Lake between Amboy and Sheep-
hole Pass. Looking back across the
lake at the tip of the Marbles where we
had been, the bases of the mountains
seemed to be under water and the
peaks themselves were wavering and
fading in the rolling heat waves.

Was it a mirage—or the heat-raised
ghost of that forgotten Cambrian sea?
Or was it a grim glimpse into the
future? Those ancient waters had not
rolled across the West to join the Arc-
tic Ocean in one sweeping rush. They
had inched their way—taking twenty
million — perhaps fifty million years.
No lifetime could have noticed that
slow advance. Perhaps even now that
old cycle is under way again, with the
change so slight that the whole record-
keeping period of science is yet too
short to expose the trend. Were we
seeing the ghost of a sea 400,000,000
years in the past — or 400,000,000
years in the future?

Or was it—my thoughts were grow-
ing as hazy as the dancing heat waves
—was it all mirage? The tops of the
Marbles had vanished now, and what
had been their base was now shimmer-
ing, liquid silver. Were those ancient
exposed sea beds actually there? Had
we really been among them an hour
before, grubbing in that miniature
graveyard?

I shook my head to clear it. "Will
you unwrap one of those fossils for
me?" I asked Lucile.

She did — and there it was, that
strange little shield-like shape frozen
in the hardened mud. So we really

The trilobite was equipped wtih appendages for crawling or swimming,
attached to the segments of the thorax, shown here. The thorax survives as
a fossil much less frequently than does the thicker and stouter head shield.

had been among the dead sea beds
and we had brought back with us fan-
tastic little tokens from the dawn of

the world's fossil-history, to remind
us that there had been life here a long,
long time before we came.

BOOK OF DESERT LORE
TO BE REPUBLISHED

For many years treasure hunters
have been going into San Pedro Martyr
Mountains of Baja California seeking
the lost Santa Isabel mission where,
according to legend the Jesuit padres
cached a fabulous amount of gold and
silver before their expulsion from New
Spain in 1767.

Most of the searching parties have
based their quest on the legend told by
Juan Colorado in the book, The Jour-
ney of the Flame, published in 1933,
and a Literary Guild selection that year.
The book has long been out of print.

Now the Juan Colorado story is to
be retold—in a new edition of The
Journey of the Flame due to come off
the presses of Houghton Mifflin early
in October.

The Santa Isabel legend merely is
one of a thousand tales in this amazing
book of fact, fiction and lore of the
desert Southwest. Actually, The Jour-
ney of the Flame is a historical novel
covering the period in the Californias
following the departure of the Jesuits.
The reader will wonder constantly how
one author could have brought together

such a wide range of information on
so many subjects, not the least impor-
tant of which is the running commen-
tary on the foibles of human nature.

The story glorifies the work of the
Jesuit missionaries in Baja California,
but is not so complimentary in its ref-
erences to the Dominicans and Fran-
ciscans who followed them in the
New World.

While the book includes a factual
account of many of the missions
founded by the Jesuits, and of the
work of Fathers Salvatierra and Ugarte,
the tales of the pearl divers of La Paz,
the natural tank, "Hell Awaits Thee,"
and the lost pearl ship of the Southern
California desert clearly should be clas-
sified as fiction. The reader is in doubt
many times as to whether the story-
teller is recounting authentic history
or mere myth. That is one of the fas-
cinations of this unusual book.

In the original edition, the author-
ship of the book was credited to a
fictitious Antonio de Fierro Blanco,
but more recently it has been disclosed
that the writer was Walter Nordhoff
who had preferred at the time of pub-
lication to remain anonymous.
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Explosion on sun's surface sends flames 140,000 miles into space. Man's continu-
ing efforts to directly harness sun's energy could lead into new power era. White
disc at lower right shows earth's comparative size to sun. Mount Wilson and

Palomar Observatories photograph.

WILL THE DESERT BECOME THE

Powerplant for a New World ?
By GASTON BURRIDGE

YOUR desert house have
a sun-power collector atop its
roof some day? It may be

sooner than you think. Will that solar
engine keep your dwelling cool in
summer as well as warm in winter?
Already, refrigerators freeze with a
flame. Will all the Southwestern coun-
try one day be an important link—
perhaps the key region—in a new kind
of power industry? Government en-
gineers' and scientists' figuring pencils
indicate, "Yes!"

If population growth and electric
power demands continue to rise at
their present rates, by 1975 it seems
likely the supply of fossil fuels—coal

The Desert Southwest—where the sun shines almost every day of
the year—may become the key to the Solar Age. Giant collectors will
some day gather in the direct energy from the sun and convert it to
electricity for use in the great metropolitan areas. Your desert home
may be equipped with its own collector sooner than you think. This
fall world scientists will gather in Arizona to map a course for future
solar energy research.

and oil—will be of such low reserve
and high price that solar energy will
have to be made available. This, even
considering the probable added source
of atomic energy.

Thus, the Southwestern desert coun-
try with its high percentage of sunshine,
has a good chance of becoming the
key area to which U. S. and world
scientists will turn in their efforts to
harness solar energy for man's use.

Our planet receives sun radiations
at a continuous rate of 160,000 horse-
power for each earth inhabitant. Each
10 by 10 foot piece of the earth's sur-
face receives, at noon, about 11 horse-
power per minute. This approaches
5000 horsepower per acre per minute.
The sun sprays our globe with energy
equal to that liberated by burning 21,-
000,000 tons of coal during the same
length of time.
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Having power available to convert
and having it in wires ready for use
are two vastly different matters. The
difference between theory and prac-
tice is even more marked in the case
of solar energy. Much has already
been done, however, and we have more
than 50 years of experimentation, re-
search and testing behind us.

Many agencies are working on- this
problem of converting solar energy to
the practical uses of mankind. In
France, Francois Moreau, natural sci-
entist, reports the construction of the
largest sun engine in the world. It is
located at Fort Mont Louis in the
French Pyrenees. Trapped sunshine in
this machine melts glass in a matter
of seconds and liquifies steel as easily
as a welding torch.

Recently the Bell Telephone Com-
pany announced its solar battery. It
is a device which makes electricity di-
rectly from sunshine falling upon it.
The primary ingredients of this battery
are strips of the element silicon. Sand
is largely silicon — one of the most
plentiful elements on earth.

A battery of strips covering a square
yard will produce 50 watts of current.
Thus our sun is giving us a thousand
trillion kilowatts a day.

Dr. Charles G. Abbot of the Smith-
sonian Institution has done much
toward converting sun energy into
heat. He built his first solar engine in
1915 at Mt. Wilson, California. Dr.
Abbot has spent more than 40 years
studying the sun, its energy and its
effect on the earth's climate.

The Southwest has been party to
several early attempts at extracting en-
ergy from the sun besides Dr. Abbot's
work. In 1903 A. G. Eneas conducted
experiments with a solar heater at
Mesa, Arizona. He generated 140
pounds of ŝ eam with his device. The
next year at Wilcox. Arizona, he pro-
duced steam to 156 pounds with an
improved machine. In 1906-07 the
Eyllsie Sun Power Co. built an effici-
ent sun power plant near Needles, Cal-
ifornia.

Recognizing the possibility of prac-
tical application of solar energy to
everyday life, a group of Southwestern
industrial, agricultural and financial
leaders met in Phoenix last year and
formed the Association for Applied
Solar Energy.

This organization is sponsoring the
first World Symposium on Applied
Solar Enerev to be held next Novem-
ber 2-5 in Phoenix. Maior purpose of
this meeting will be to chart the direc-
tion of future research.

While the scientists working on this
problem are conservative in their fore-
casts as to eventual possibilities, im-
aginative writers already are predict-
ing the day when you and I may wake

Solar energy pioneer Dr. Charles G. Abbot, right, and project workers
stand beside their solar engine and boiler built in 1935-36 to furnish power
for Canada to U.S. broadcasting station. Smithsonian Institution photograph.

up in the morning to the sound of a
solar-powered alarm clock, eat bread
toasted on a solar-powered toaster, and
drive to work in a solar-powered auto-
mobile.

While solar energy is not a spectac-

ular release like atomic energy, its po-
tential is no less far-reaching, and its
significance is especially important to
desert people. For on the deserts of
the world may be the great power
plants of the future.

GOVERNMENT TO KEEP PUBLIC
INFORMED ON LAND STATUS

The Interior Department has or-
dered adoption of a policy to keep
federal land applicants better informed
about the status of public domain lands.
The policy was suggested by Senator
Alan Bible of Nevada. Land applicants
under the new regulations can find out
about land classifications at local
county recorder's offices, post offices
and government land offices rather than
by reading the Federal Register, official
Washington-published periodical giv-
ing legal effect to many government
orders.

Hereafter under the Bureau of Land
Management's new regulations, appli-
cations for withdrawal or restoration
will include:

1. A notice of the application pub-
lished in the Federal Register.

2. A copy of the notice, together
with a press release, sent to newspapers
circulated in the vicinity of the lands
and in areas of public interest in the
lands.

3. A copy of the notice sent to in-

dividuals and others who have demon-
strated an active or potential interest.

4. Copies of the notice posted in
appropriate land and district offices of
the Bureau.

5. Copies sent to local county re-
corders, post offices, court houses and
other places frequented by interested
public, with a request they be posted.

6. Whenever feasible, a copy of the
notice posted on land or along roads
leading to the land. Nevada State
Journal

• • •
HISTORICAL THEME FOR
DESERT EMPIRE FAIR

RIDGECREST—"The Desert's His-
tory" has been adopted as the theme
for the 1955 Desert Empire Fair to be
held here next October 14-16. W. A.
Robb, general chairman of the annual
celebration has announced the appoint-
ment of committees to prepare the pro-
gram which is to include a pet show,
hobby show, turtle race, whiskerino
contest and agricultural and commer-
cial exhibits. Los Angeles Times
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ON DESERT TRAILS WITH A NATURALIST - XVIII

Desert Slopes
Rare Mollusks on

Bob Vannix and Ray Sanders hunting snails in the rough rocks of the
Santa Rosa Mountains on the Colorado Desert. Snail hunting is hard
work but thrill of new discovery is more than satisfactory compensation.

Photograph by the A uthor.

By EDMUND C. JAEGER, D.Sc.
Curator of Plants

Riverside Municipal Museum

NE EARLY spring evening long
ago while the earth was still
damp from a recent rain I walked

from the Cahuilla Indian Village at
Palm Springs, California, to my hill-
side shanty perched among the rocks.
On the rough steep mountain-side
above me I was fascinated by the sight
of a slowly moving light. Sometimes
this mysterious yellow glow remained
stationary, and then moved erratically
forward or backward. For more than
an hour it was in view while I won-
dered who might be responsible for it.
Unquestionably it was the light of a
kerosene lantern. But who would be
up there carrying it, and why?

Next morning when I walked the
half-mile foot-path to the village store
I learned that other persons had seen
the moving light too and that they were
as full of curiosity as I.

"Only a person out of his right mind
could be prowling around with a lan-
tern at that time of night in a place so
rough and inaccessible. And what was
there to see and hunt for in such a
place anyway?" people were asking.

The following night we saw the same
strange light again.

The riddle was only solved the fol-
lowing morning when a professional
looking man with well-trimmed beard
stopped at my small board-and-shake
house, "just," as he said, "to have a
little chat about snails."

"Snails?" I exclaimed. "Of all
things! They are an interesting topic
for conversation, but why are you in-
terested in snails?"

He introduced himself as Dr. Em-
met Rixford of San Francisco.

"I've been out for two nights now
with lantern in hand trying to collect
some live land-snails. There is a
rather rare one hereabouts and it is at
night that you can best find it. At
night it comes out of hiding from be-
neath the boulders and crawls about
trying to find green plants on which
to feed.

"I have here in this little box, sev-
eral dozen of the pretty-banded shells
and all with living animals inside. The
California Academy of Sciences, know-
ing that I was coming to Palm Springs,
asked me to collect some live ones. To
have live ones is very important for
only by making a dissection of the in-
ternal organs is it possible to make an
exact identification."

To me that visit with Dr. Rixford
was momentous for it meant the open-

The thrill of new discovery
is not an exclusive province of
days gone by. Desert moun-
tain sides, seemingly devoid of
life, contain untold forms of
plant and animal life as well as
land mollusks—snails—that are
as yet unclassified. If you de-
cide to explore for snails you
had better prepare for a gruel-
ing test of your endurance and
patience. The naturalist must
sometimes dig five or six feet
into the rocky hide of desert
mountains before discovery is
made. And snail areas are
more often than not situated in
inaccessible places.

ing up of a wholly new interest in a
phase of natural history I had long
neglected. At once 1 decided that I
too must begin to explore the wild
mountain slopes and rocky hills for
beautiful land mollusks.

I have not always been as diligent
in my quest as I should have been, but
in spite of my lethargy, I have been
able to make some interesting and val-
uable contributions to the knowledge
of the distribution of these small,
strange denizens of the desert wilder-
ness; at the same time I've had some
high adventures in exploration.

My first snail hunt led me into the
arid Spring Mountains of southern
Nevada, a limestone range of noble
proportions and unquestioned scenic
grandeur. It was at a time when Las
Vegas was still a small village and the
mountains were unused by summer
vacationists. Our camps were at the
ends of roads wholly impassable to
any vehicle except Model-T Fords and
trucks. Our only companions were
chipmunks, nesting robins, occasional
Townsend Solitaires and Ruby-crowned
Kinglets. It was a paradise for the
eager collector-naturalist, for the lime
rocks abounded in fossil cchinoderms,
corals and lamp shells (brachiopods).
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The plants and animals of this region
had been little studied.

As soon as I began delving into the
rock slides for snails, my efforts were
at once rewarded by finding a number
of small ones some so tiny that they
were just visible to the naked eye. I
wore my fingernails to the quick as
I eagerly dug among the small rocks
for the tiny mollusks. As I worked
my way along and threw stones to one
side, I literally made trenches, some
as much as three feet deep and ten
feet long. After all these intervening
years these sizeable excavations are
still discernable. I have often won-
dered how puzzled the people who
came across these diggings must have
been. The results of these early labors
were wholly satisfactory for they
yielded at least three different kinds of
snails one of which proved to be a new
one to science.

My success in the limestone moun-
tains of southern Nevada led me to
believe that if I could find similar ter-
rain westward across the California-
Nevada border I could turn up some
exciting new mollusk territory in the
California deserts. The arid slopes of
Clark Mountain, 7903 feet high,
seemed a good place for successful
prospecting. I knew of no trails to
the mountain's summit so I chose, per-
haps foolishly, to ascend up the nar-
row and exceedingly steep, slot-like
gorge on its west side. It was a most
difficult climb and consumed a half
day.

When I reached the top there was
not much left of my shoes, shirt, trous-
ers or strength. But of enthusiasm for
discovery I still had aplenty. In spite
of a close watch I had found no land
snails on the way up, but when within
a few feet of the topmost ridge, I dug
into some plant debris and at once be-

Specimens pictured on this page are
land snails taken from the Sonoran
Desert. Photographs from Dr. S.

Stillman Berry's collection.

held the coveted objects of my search—
a whole handful of dime-sized snails,
the first of their kind ever taken.

The snail specimens were later de-
scribed under the name of Oreohelix
californica, the only species of that
genus on the mainland of California.
There is an Oreohelix found far to the
west on Santa Catalina Island off the
California coast and only a full knowl-
edge of the geographical past can ex-
plain the relationship between the two
species.

Some years later a small group of
fellow naturalists and I made a spring-
season journey to the Death Valley
area. Included in the party was the
eminent mollusk specialist Dr. S. Still-
man Berry of Redlands, California,
and William H. Thorpe of Jesus Col-
lege of Cambridge University in Eng-
land, a well known zoologist and
authority on animal behavior.

A number of important zoological
discoveries were made by us including
that of some unique insects which Dr.
Thorpe took from the saline pools on

the valley floor. Unfortunately we
missed an observation and discovery
of great scientific importance when we
failed to heed Dr. Thorpe's repeated
and urgent request to visit Bad Water,
the lowest point in the Western Hemi-
sphere. Only a few months later Allyn
Smith of Berkeley, California, skimmed
those Bad Water pools and came up
with the world's only known soft-
bodied invertebrate animal in satur-
ated salt water. And we missed it! It
was small as a snail goes but of huge
scientific interest. It was given the eu-
phonious scientific name of Assiminea
infirma.

This small water-snail may have at-
tained its ability to survive in these
salt-laden waters by a gradual physio-
logical and structural evolution over
the many years which elapsed while the
brackish water lake (Lake Manly),
which once occupied the trough-like
depression of Death Valley, gradually
diminished in size and notably in-
creased in the amount of its mineral
constituents. When, due to increasinc

aridity, the lake finally dried up, small
remaining populations of aquatic ani-
mals, ranging in diversity from small
cyprinodont minnows to insects and
this snail, persisted in just such places
as Bad Water and at Saratoga Springs.
It is even possible that representatives
of the snail genus Assiminea were in-
troduced into Death Valley on the feet
or feathers of aquatic or shore-loving
birds which were flying eastward from
coastal California where snails of this
genus are now found living in brack-
ish waters.

As one travels down the black-top
highway to the Mexican fishing pueblo
of San Felipe on the Gulf of California
one sees to the west the high and pre-
cipitous Sierra San Pedro Martyr which
culminates in the peak known to the
Mexicans as La Providencia, El En-
cantada or Picacho del Diablo (10,136
feet high). Any one with eagerness to
explore the desert's wilderness areas
cannot fail to be inspired by the sight
of this noble granitic mountain.

During this past year I have twice
visited the steep-walled, highly pic-
turesque canyons which spew their
debris of rock and sand out over the
low desert plain below. Upon enter-
ing the main canyons we found seem-
ingly numberless small canyons which
drain into them and carry the waters
of the infrequent rains. It is all a very
rough country made beautiful not only
by the often grotesquely shaped and
intricately banded granitic rocks but
also the presence of numerous giant
tree cacti Pachycereits Pringlei, agaves,
two kinds of elephant trees and other
strange vegetation found only in this
hot southern extension of the Colo-
rado Desert.

Searching here for land snails we
soon came upon numerous empty,
banded shells. We were well aware
that never before had land snails been
collected in mountains facing the Gulf
of California. We were disappointed
in not finding living snails. It never
occurred to us then but we probably
should have looked for them under
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the dried leaves of the numerous agaves
or century-plants which are so com-
mon here.

The first land snail collected in the
Sonoran Desert was found by an early
explorer and traveler named Frick who
was going over the Old Yuma Trail to
California. This was in 1865 and the
place of discovery was in southwestern
Arizona in the barren but beautiful
Gila Mountains. In 1894 Dr. Edgar
A. Mearns while on the U.S.-Mexican
Boundary Survey took a few speci-
mens near the same area. The only
other collection of this mollusk was
made by two of my students and me
in the vicinity of the famous Tinajas
Altas along the historic Camino del
Diablo. This was in 1934 and was
considered a very important redis-
covery. This land mollusk was de-
scribed under the name Micrarionta
Rowelli.

People often wonder how new plants
and animals get their scientific names.
A good way to illustrate this is for me
to tell of a snail I collected in Black
Canyon in the mid-Mojave Desert in
1928. It is an area deeply covered by
black volcanic rocks. My snail speci-
mens were sent to Dr. S. Stillman Berry
of Redlands, California, recognized as
one of the leading western land snail
specialists. Because this snail belong-
ing to the well known desert genus
Micmrionto, was found beneath and
around black rocks at the entrance to
the canyon, he described it under the
specific name of rnilanopylon which is
derived from the Greek adjective me-
lanos, black, and the noun pylon, a
gate, an entrance way.

To a snail I discovered in the Eagle
Mountains of the Colorado Desert he
gave the specific name aetotes which
is Greek for "of the eagles."

A snail discovered on Sidewinder
Mountain (named after the prevalent
rattlesnake of the region) was named
crotalina, derived from the New Latin
adjective crotalinus, meaning pertain-
ing to a rattle (snake). The stem of
this word also occurs in the generic
name Crotalus, a name chosen by the
early Swedish naturalist Linnaeus for
the rattlesnakes.

The hilly and mountainous area
surrounding the four corners area
where Arizona, New Mexico, and the
Mexican states Chihuahua and Sonora
meet is said to be richest in representa-
tion of species of land snails of any
place in the United States. Often a
single arid mountain canyon will have
numerous species, and every some-
what isolated rocky hill may boast of
its own snail candidate for scientific
fame. Much of it is limestone country
where the genera Sonorella and Oreo-
helix are in ascendency, especially in
the lower canyon rock-slides. Much

of it is unexplored snail territory and
rich rewards await the patient, intelli-
gent collector.

The desert floor of southern Ari-
zona, as is often true of other flat areas,
is poor snail country, but the surround-
ing low mountains and even the low,
isolated conical hills are often good
land snail territory. But these mol-

lusks may be hard to find since one
may have to dig four or five feet to
locate them. When the hills are made
of volcanic rocks milleniums old, col-
lecting is generally very disappointing,
the region having been too recently
burned out. The older cinder may
yield most interesting material, how-
ever.

TRUE OR FALSE It is too hot these days to be
out prowling around the desert
— and the best substitute we

can suggest for enlarging your knowledge of the Great American Desert is
this set of True or False questions. These questions have to do with
geography, history, mineralogy, botany, Indians and the lore of the South-
west. Twelve to 14 correct answers is a fair score, 15 to 17 is good, 18 or
better is excellent. The answers are on page 38.

1—Rattlesnakes normally have four fangs—two in each jaw. True
False

2—There are 36 sections of land in a township. True . False
3—The Devil's Golf Course in Death Valley National Monument was

built by Death Valley Scotty. True False
4—Desert mistletoe is conspicuous for the beautiful coloring of its

leaves. True False
5—It is tribal custom among the Navajo to burn or abandon the hogan

in which a member of the tribe dies. True . False........
6—The Mormon battalion was formed to protect the Mormons from

religious persecution. True False
7—The only poisonous lizard in the Southwest is the Gila Monster.

True False
8—Sunset crater near Flagstaff in Arizona is still a smoldering volcano.

True False
9—The highest mountain in the United States is visible from the Cali-

fornia Desert. True False
10—Albuquerque is the state capital of New Mexico. True . False
11—Lake Mead spreads over parts of three states: Arizona, California

and Nevada. True False
12—Geronimo was a war chief of the Navajo tribe. True . False
13—Chrysocolla comes from iron mines. True False.... ._.
14—The junction of the Green and Colorado Rivers is in Utah. True

False
15—Dipodomys is the name of a desert rodent. True _ _ . False_ ....
16—Jackrabbit Homesteaders are required to reside on their 5-acre tracts

for a year before they can obtain a government patent to the land.
True False

17—The blossom of the Nolina is purple. True False
18—The mesquite tree sheds its leaves in winter. True .... False
19—Davis Dam in the Colorado River is downstream from Hoover Dam.

True False
20—The reservation of the Goshute Indians is in Nevada. True

False

KIT CARSON WAS FEARLESS.
BRAVE AND VERY CAUTIOUS

In 1848 a young army officer,
George Brewerton, was ordered to ride
with Kit Carson, already a celebrated
person, from Los Angeles to Santa Fe.
Brewerton kept a record of his travels
through the Indian infested desert, and
made particular note of Carson and his
trail habits:

"During the journey I often watched
with great curiosity Carson's prepara-
tions for the night. A braver man than
Kit perhaps never lived. I doubt if he
ever knew what fear was, but with all
this he exercised great caution. While
arranging his bed, his saddle, which

he always used as a pillow, was dis-
posed in such a manner as to form a
barricade for his head; his pistols half
cocked were laid above it, and his rifle
reposed beneath the blanket by his
side, where it was not only ready for
instant use, but well protected from
the damp. Except now and then to
light his pipe, you never caught Kit
exposing himself to full glare of the
camp fire. 'No, no, boys,' Kit would
say, 'hang 'round the fire if you will,
it may do for you if you like it, but I
don't want to have a Digger slip an
arrow into me, when I can't see him.' "
—Old Spanish Trail, LeRoy and Ann
Hafen
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LIFE ON THE DESERT

Hens That Lay Wooden Eggs
By INEZ H. GOSS

Photographs by the author

OSTEEN BI'LIN TLACHEE—
lean, dark-skinned and black-
eyed—had finished bringing in

the stove wood for White Trader's
Wife and now stood quietly in the
doorway of her kitchen. Looking to-
ward the south he could see the clean
lines of White Mesa, while to the north
loomed beautiful, blue Navajo Moun-
tain, sacred to his people as a dwelling
place of some of the Holy People.
Hosteen was wondering if he would
have to do any more chores for White
Trader's Wife before he would be free
to ride the rocky trail through fragrant
sagebrush and pinyon to his hogan.
He was anxious to get home to his
jolly, plump wife, Arlene, and his four
children, and to the hot mutton stew
which he knew would be waiting for
him.

White Trader's Wife turned to him.
"Ahohaih bi'yenzie—the hen eggs,"
she said. "Feed the chickens and
bring in the eggs, please." She handed
him a small bucket of grain.

In 20 years of helping around the
trading post, Hosteen Bi'lin Tlachee
(Red Horse) had never been trusted
to care for chickens. But a new Bili-
ganah (white man) was managing the
post now and several new chores had
been added to Hosteen's job. Without
a word he took the bucket and headed
for the chicken house. He opened the
gate slowly and scattered the grain
gently to avoid frightening the flighty
white hens. Then he turned to the hen
house, muttering to himself. He wasn't
sure he wanted to go inside this strange
chicken shelter—not that the building
itself was strange to the Navajo Reser-
vation—only the present use of it was
strange. This weather-beaten hogan
had once served as a Navajo home.

Now it made a snug shelter for
the two dozen hens. They were warm
in winter and cool in summer. It had
all the usual paraphernalia of any hen
house: light juniper poles across the
back of the hogan made the roosts, and
boxes cushioned with straw were set
on the dirt floor for nests. To encour-
age the hens to lay in the boxes rather
than on the floor, the trader's wife had
placed a white wooden nest egg in each
box. And quite contrary to the opinion
of poultry experts these hens were

On the Navajo reservation the Navajos cling to their religion—
the belief and traditions of their forefathers. The chindees—evil spirits
—are blamed for many strange happenings—even for the wooden eggs
found in the hen house nests at the trading post

neither unhappy nor unproductive be-
cause of the absence of windows to let
in sunshine and fresh air.

Hosteen did not care one whit about
the lack of sanitation for the hens, but
he was more than a little worried over
a possibility which had just occurred
to him. What if some former human

occupant had died in this old hogan?
Then the place would be haunted by
chindees and would be very dangerous.
He hesitated several minutes at the low
doorway but finally ducked in, gathered
the eggs and hurried out.

Hosteen took the eggs into the kit-
chen but White Trader's Wife had dis-

The trading post hen house was once a Navajo hogan. Despite belief that
it might be haunted, hens are happy and productive in their home.
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Hosteen Bi'lin Tlachee, handyman at the Navajo Trading Post, and his
wife Arlene.

appeared into another part of the
house. So he went out to the corral,
saddled his horse and rode home.

When White Trader's Wife came in
she was surprised to find the wooden
nest eggs in the bucket with the others.

"I sent Hosteen to gather the eggs
and he brought in all the nest eggs,"
she told her husband that night at din-
ner.

White Trader chuckled. "Wouldn't
you think he'd know better than that
after 20 years around a trading post?"

"He has never taken care of chick-
ens before and no one has ever both-
ered to teach him. I wonder if I could
explain those nest eggs to him?"

"I doubt it," her husband said.
"That would take more knowledge of
the Navajo language than either you
or I have. Why not just show him
they're made of wood?"

The next afternoon White Trader's
Wife again sent Hosteen to feed the
hens and bring in the eggs. She was
waiting for him when he came in. One
glance told her he had again brought
in the nest eggs.

"Halo—wait," she said as she be-
gan sorting the real eggs from the
wooden ones. While Hosteen watched
she picked up the wooden eggs and
dropped them one by one on the con-
crete floor.

"Shasheeal!" cried Hosteen. (This

is a mild expression of surprise among
Navajos, "shash" meaning "a bear.")

White Trader's Wife pointed to the
wooden eggs, then to the neatly corded
stove wood in the bin. "Chiz—wood,"
she explained.

Hosteen nodded knowingly and went
on home. He hustled his horse along
the trail, anxious to tell his wife about
his latest experience with the new
White Lady at the trading post.

Supper was waiting and he sat cross-
legged on a piece of canvas spread on
the dirt floor, dipping mutton stew from
the kettle with a piece of fried bread.
When he had satisfied his hunger, he
sat back with a big sigh.

Only then did Arlene ask, "Did
anything happen at the trading post
today?"

"Aou—yes," he said. "You know
those white ahohaih that they have at
the trading post? Well, today some of
them laid eggs made of firewood. White
Trader's Wife doesn't know why, but
I do. There are chindees in that old
hogan, and they have put an evil spell
on some of the hens. I think that
soon all of them will be laying wooden
eggs. White people are crazy to take
chances like that. Why didn't they tear
that old hogan down instead of putting
their chickens in it?"

"Aou, white people are foolish,"
agreed Arlene.

THE mflGfi-ZIDE

CL0S6-UPS

Inez H. Goss, author of this month's
Hens That Lay Wooden Eggs, and
her husband spent the last few years
in Navajo land. During the win-
ter of 1948, when much publicity was
given to the misery of the snow-bound
Navajos, the Gosses became very curi-
ous about conditions on the reserva-
tion. Two years later, when their
youngest son entered college, they de-
cided to find out for themselves about
these Indians and went to work at a
trading post in an isolated section of
the reservation.

"Our curiosity soon changed to per-
sonal interest in the Navajos and we
became very much attached to our
new acquaintances," writes Mrs. Goss.

Mrs. Goss has lived in Arizona since
1927. In 1936 she and her husband
established their home near Prescott,
Arizona. They are back in Prescott
now where Mr. Goss is Superintendent
of the Arizona Pioneers' Home. "Here
we have made new friends and have
new responsibilities, but we have not
forgotten our other friends, the Nava-
jos, who live in constant dread of hun-
ger, sickness and death," she writes.

* * *

Powerplant for a New World is
author-artist Gaston Burridge's third
article to appear in Desert—all spaced
about a year apart and reflecting his
wide field of interest: In December,
1953, appeared Last of the Mountain
Men, the story of Ben Lily; in April,
1954, Desert carried Burridge's New
Source of Water for Desert Lands; and
in this issue we have a Burridgc story
on solar energy.

A fourth Burridge interest, that of
locating underground water, is brought
to light in an article he wrote for the
June issue of Radio-Perception, official
journal of the British Society of Dows-
ers.

He was born in Michigan in 1906
and in 1927 migrated to California
where he and his father went into busi-
ness together. In 1951 the business
was sold and Burridge made his paint-
ing-writing hobby a full time one. At
present he resides in Downey, Califor-
nia.

"Not much has happened since my
last article appeared in Desert," writes
Burridge, "except I'm a bit grayer now
—and a bit wiser—I hope."
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H O M E O N T H E D E S E R T

What Grass for
the Desert Lawn?

By RUTH REYNOLDS

SEPTEMBER ARRIVES in this
benign old desert without au-
tumnal fanfare. But when the

days begin to cool around the edges
of morning and evening something tells
us the long summer is ending and that
it is time to winter-groom the premises
of the home on the desert.

To plant or not to plant a winter
lawn is a question many of us will ask
ourselves at this time—a question to
which there would seem to be a fairly
simple yes or no answer. Either we
plant the reliable Australian Rye, or
possibly clover, and have a green win-
ter lawn, or resolve to give the summer
lawn a neat mowing and be satisfied
with browned-out grass for the months
to come.

Uut there are variations to this pat-
tern—variations, based on long range
phi lining, which include the possibili-
ties of combining one grass with an-
other and overseeding existing lawns.
And there is still wishful thinking, if
nol real hope, of an ideal evergreen
lawn cover that is as yet a so-near-
anc I-yet-so-far dream.

Well, there is no harm in dreaming
a little—and working a lot—while we
wnit for science to come up with some-
thing better than the lawn paint —
given vegetable dye—introduced last
winter. A sham and a deception, say
I! Still . . . it might suffice very nicely
to ilress up the premises—for the holi-
days maybe, or to help sell a house.

Some progress in science and grasses
has come to my attention recently, for
grass has been much in the news in
Tucson: so much so that I have won-
dered if this were the Atomic Age or
the Grass Age—and was not too sur-
prised when I came across the infor-
mal ion that the Atomic Energy Com-
mission is concerned with botanical
research in which nuclear radiation
mav play an important part in the
future of grass.

My hometown news however is of
a newly developed lawn grass, Meyer
Z-:2 Zoysia, grown commercially here

for the past two years at Milo Perkins'
Turfgrass Farm.

Meyer Z-52 Zoysia is a hybrid grass
and must be planted vegetatively, not
by seed. The Farm, under the man-
agement of Robert MacCartee, now
does a thriving business—marketing it,
bare root, near and—by air express—
far.

To inspect this wonder grass I visited
the Farm, half expecting to be disap-
pointed—but wasn't. I walked, by in-
vitation, on the beautiful green turf—
fine textured, thick and resilient—and
examined a block of bare-root sprigs
being readied for shipment. The bare-
root sprig method not only facilitates
shipping but is an actual improvement
in the culture of the grass that was
originally sold in plugs of sod by which
it was propagated, after the manner
of other hybrid grasses.

Naturally, the first question in my
mind was, "Is this grass for the desert?"
Not too intelligent a question perhaps,
as they had chosen the desert for its
propagation. Still, to grow a grass for
sale is one thing; to live with it in a
permanent lawn is another. So it
seemed significant that its root system
does go deeper — two or three feet
deeper—than the short hair roots at-
tached to the planting sprigs. Other-
wise I should have been skeptical of
the infrequent watering it is said to re-
quire and of its adaptability to the
desert.

It may be planted in either new
ground or existing lawns. The sprigs,
set eight inches apart, in new ground
should cover in one growing season.
In other lawns they may take two or
three seasons. Being a slow grower it
requires less frequent mowing than
many grasses and as it welds into a
compact turf it becomes self-weeding,
crowding out even bermuda in time.

It likes the desert's hottest sun and
seems indifferent to our alkaline soil
in which it grows disease-free. But
any investor—and I do mean investor
—in Meyer Z-52 Zoysia should first
invest in an adequate soil such as any
good lawn requires, and be prepared

Scientists are getting closer to
the dream grass for your desert
lawn, but in the meantime another
autumn is upon us and last year's
lawn may need some help. Desert
gardeners have a wide choice of
grasses for new planting or over-
seeding the present lawn. Each
has its special characteristics —
some good, some bad. Here are
some suggestions that will help
you in your lawn plans for this
season.

to coddle it through infancy with water
and fertilizer.

In the long run it may very well
prove an exceptionally good invest-
ment, but it is not yet the dream grass
for all desert areas for it stays green
only until frost, or at best through one
or two light frosts, after which it
browns-out until spring greens it up
again. But like other summer lawns
it may be overseeded for winter with
a cool-season grass, at least during its
"covering" period.

In the ground cover class, dichon-
dra is a nearly-evergreen lawn possi-
bility. Until recently it had to be
planted by plugs but is now grown
from seed and may be planted any
time from spring to fall. As it grows
slowly, a fast growing companion crop
—clover or rye—may be planted with
it. Rye, being an annual, will disap-
pear after the first winter; clover, that
goes well with it because of some sim-
ilarity to it, will be crowded out more
gradually, as will weeds and other
grasses unless they had too much of
a start.

Dichondra, with its small, miniature
lily pad leaves, can make a beautiful
lawn. It should be well watered,
mowed occasionally and fertilized fre-
quently, preferably with organic fer-
tilizers, as chemicals may burn the
leaves. While it is liable to attack by
pests—cut worms, red spider, lawn
moth—it is troubled less by them in
desert lawns than in some other soils.
Frost and freezing leave it temporarily
unattractive.

For a year around green lawn white
clover is perhaps the surest choice, but
white clover is the prima donna of
lawn covers. Being succulent and
easily crushed, it is not for children or
puppies to romp on. Nor will it put
up a fight against weeds or trouble-
some grasses and it requires a great
deal of water.

With sufficient pampering, however,
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it is as showy as—any prima donna.
Like all legumes it manufactures nitro-
gen which makes it especially good as
a winter nurse crop with dichondra or
lippia.

Lippia is similar to dichondra but
has not its resistance to cold. It makes
a pretty summer lawn with its small
leaves and very small lilac colored
flowers. As it is propagated only by
runners, it covers slowly and welcomes
overseeding for winter with clover or
rye.

The summer lawn that most stub-
bornly resists overseeding is the all-
prevailing bermuda.

At the end of its first summer it
may be sparse enough to overseed as
is, or with a mere surface scratching.
But eventually a good bermuda lawn
develops a turf so dense that a thor-
ough "scalping" and thinning-out must
be done before overseeding—a job re-
quiring professional skill and equip-
ment.

This may be more beneficial than
harmful to the bermuda and an appli-
cation of manure at this time may
benefit it as well as the winter grass,
while resultant weeds should perish by
frost-bite.

Another toughie to overseed is St.
Augustine grass. A neighbor of ours
has a lawn of it and it is the greenest-
green grass I have ever seen. It greens
up a little earlier in spring than ber-
muda and stays green a little longer—
through a light frost or two.

This "carpet grass" as it is some-
times called, has coarse, flat leaves
that appear to be actually woven over
the ground to make a thick, springy
carpet. As it must be planted by sprigs
it takes time—a year or two—for its
weaving, during which it may be over-
seeded in autumn.

Through our neighbor's generosity
we are trying out some sprigs on the
badminton court—where it will have
to be tough indeed to survive.

On a rocky terrace above the court
I have a pet project of my own—a
ground cover of verbenas, the little
purple, straggling strays that come up
in lawns and sometimes make a nuis-
ance of themselves. When they started
coming up there on the terrace I was
interested to see what water and fer-
tilizer could do for them. What they
did for me was to take over the ter-
race and much of the ground below
and above it—to become something of
a showpiece, except during a few weeks
in winter when they are not in bloom.

My husband likes them especially.
He says, "The more verbenas the less
grass to mow."

$2400
Paul B. Witmer, manager of the Department of Interior's Los Angeles

office of the Bureau of Land Management, warned prospective jackrabbit
homesteaders to investigate government requirements that must be met
before land ownership can be obtained, and the subsequent cost of these
requirements.

Although filing fee for a five-acre tract is only $10 and the rental $15,
in order to own a small tract the homesteader should be prepared to spend
a minimum of around $2461, Witmer said. He derives that figure from the
following expenses:

Filing and rental fee $ 25.00
Cabin (the law requires a minimum of 192 square feet which
is only big enough for sleeping quarters. Construction cost
will run roughly $8.00 per square foot) 1536.00
Water tank, approximately 400.00
Cesspool 250.00
Roads, approximately 50.00
Survey, approximately 50.00
Purchase price of land (between $150 and $175 per tract)_.. 150.00

Total, not including possible fees to professional locators that
vary from $10 to $300 $2461.00

Rm Pictures Ate Wanted...
Autumn days are approaching—days when the desert landscape

will be free from the shimmering haze of July and August—days when
the crisp tinge of the morning air will be an invitation to the camera
enthusiast to venture forth to discover new subjects for the lense and
tripod. Readers of Desert Magazine always like to share in the enjoy-
ment of unusual pictures of the desert terrain, its people, wildlife, sun-
sets, hidden canyons and rare botanical specimens. In order that the
best of these photographs may be available for Desert's pages, two
prizes are offered each month for the best Pictures-of-the-Month sub-
mitted to the editorial staff.

Entries for the September contest must be sent to the Desert Maga-
zine office. Palm Desert, California, postmarked not later than Septem-
ber 18, Winning prints will appear in the November issue. Pictures
which arrive too late for one contest are held over for the next month.
First prize is $10; second prize, $5. For non-winning pictures accepted
for publication $3 each will be paid.

HERE ARE THE RULES

1—Prints for monthly contests must be black and white, 5x7 or larger, printed
on glossy paper.

2—Each photograph submitted should be fully labeled as to subject, time and
place. Also technical data: camera, shutter speed, hour of day. etc.

3—PRINTS WILL BE RETURNED WHEN RETURN POSTAGE IS ENCLOSED.
4—All entries must be in the Desert Magazine office by the 20th of the contest

month.
5—Contests are open to both amateur and professional photographers. Desert

Magazine requires first publication rights only of prize winning pictures.
6—Time and place of photograph are immaterial, except that it must be from the

desert Southwest.
7—Judges will be selected from Desert's editorial staff, and awards will be made

immediately after the close of the contest each month.

Address All Entries to Photo Editor

T>e&ent 7?taf<Zfi«ie PALM DESERT, CALIFORNIA
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U K OF

OmH Donkey
Donkey comment was caught in this photo-

graph which won first prize in the July Picture-
c f-the-Month contest for Than Mclntosh, of San
I 'iego, California. Picture taken with a Graflex
?.2, Plus-X film, f:5.6, 1/200 sec.

hos Pueblo
Sunlight, shadows and se-

renity at Taos won second
prize in the contest for Wil-
liam Fettkether, of Bishop,
California. Picture taken with
a 4x5 Graphic View, 8-in.
1:7.7 Ektar lens, 1/25 sec. at
f:32, K2 filter, Super XX film.
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Montezuma Castle cliff dwelling on north side of Beaver Creek, Montezuma
Castle National Monument, near Camp Verde, Arizona. Ladders have

been removed since this picture was taken due to human erosion.

Y INTEREST in Montezuma
Castle dates back to an eve-
ning in August, 1918, when

I was camping on the sandy bank of
the Verde River in west central Ari-
zona.

I had come to Arizona for my health,
and three weeks earlier I had left my
cousin's LK Bar ranch near Wicken-
burg for a leisurely hike to Flagstaff.
The Arizona climate and the outdoor
life of a tramp had been marvelous
tonic for my body.

The coffee was boiling and the flap-
jacks had just reached the right shade
of brown when a stranger came through
the thickets along the river and intro-
duced himself as a local rancher, and
the owner of my camping plot by the
river.

We soon learned that we had many
common interests, and we sat by the
campfire and talked Indian lore until
long after dark. He told me about

Indian sites and old caves he had ex-
plored in the Verde Valley, and men-
tioned the great mysterious cliff dwell-
ing that was not far from where we
were sitting.

His conversation stimulated my in-
terest in the old ruins, and early next
morning I was on my way to Monte-
zuma Castle which in 1906 had been
made a National Monument by presi-
dential decree. The name by which
the cliff dwelling is known was the
idea of an early day explorer who had
a flair for the romantic. No connec-
tion has ever been established between
this remote cliff palace and the Aztec
Indians of central Mexico, or their
princely emperor, Montezuma.

I spent much of the day climbing in
and through the many apartments of
the ancient stone and mud castle, and
my rancher friend came to my camp
again that evening.

"Tomorrow night I am going to

The Old People had all left in
1918 when Jerry Laudermilk made
his first call at Montezuma Castle
in the Verde Valley of Arizona,
so Jerry moved in and made him-
self at home in a bedroom once
occupied by prehistoric Americans.
He found the sleeping quarters a
little stuffy—but it was an experi-
ence which led to an exhaustive
study of the lives of these ancient
cliff dwellers.

Night in
Ghostly
Castle

By JERRY LAUDERMILK
Sketch by the author

sleep in one of those old Indian rooms,"
I told him.

He did not enthuse over the idea.
"It will be a lonely experience," he
suggested, "for the ruins are a ghostly
place at night."

But I persisted, and he finally gave
me a typical Arizona blessing: "Go
ahead!" he said. "It's your funeral."

The next afternoon I moved into
one of the rooms with my bedroll and
a thermos jug of coffee.

The Park Service had placed a vis-
itors' register on a rustic table in the
first room to the left of the ladder
which ascended to the upper stories,
and there on the dusty floor I spread
my bedroll. That register was a sort
of link with the present.

When darkness came I laid there
on the floor and tried to visualize the
procession of dark-skinned humanity
which had passed through the door-
way: women bringing their ollas of
water from the river below, men re-
turning from the hunt, children who
had never known any life except this.

In imagination I reconstructed what
I could of the lives of these primitive
people, and in the years which had
elapsed I have read what is known of
this ancient land and its inhabitants.
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Perhaps 20 million years ago, during
that period known as the Plioscene,
there was a great lake or series of lakes
in central Arizona. The main body of
water was about 35 miles long and
perhaps 18 miles wide in its widest
place or a little larger than Pyramid
Lake, Nevada. The streams that flowed
into the lake carried in vast quantities
of limey mud which settled to the bot-
tom and accumulated in thick layers.
Finally, the lake waters escaped and
the mud solidified into a very impure
limestone. Then during the last two
or three million years the Verde River
and Beaver Creek scoured out their
beds and cut down through the lime-
stone to form a cliff about 150 feet
high and a half mile long on the north
side of a bend in Beaver Creek.

Erosion by percolating ground water
finally etched out a great cavern high
up on the south face of the cliff. The
cavity varies up to 120 feet in hori-
zontal width, 80 feet vertically, and
has a depth of 30 or more feet.

For ages there were no human in-
habitants in the valley — or if there
were, they left no traces. About 1000
years ago a tribe of Indian farmers
from the south, the Hohokam, settled
in the valley and grew crops of corn,
beans, squash, cotton and a species of
sage called chia (Salvia columbariae)
whose seeds are still used by some of
the Arizona tribes.

These folks also helped meet the
food problem by gathering mesquite
beans, walnuts, hackberries and the
sugar-rich basal stems of the mescal,
a species of century plant {Agava of
three or four species).

The farmers lived in small villages
of one-room brush huts partly exca-
vated in the ground. Their only prob-
lems were food and shelter, and things
seem to have gone smoothly until the
early part of the 12th century when
new arrivals from the north appeared
on the scene. The newcomers built
more permanent houses than the earlier
Indians and constructed strong stone
and adobe pueblos on the mesas. Be-
fore long the peace was broken by
predatory hunting tribes who had be-
gun to appear and found the farmers
to be easy prey.

But the peaceful tribe along Beaver
Creek had a solution—the cavern in
the cliff.

The problem faced by these primi-
tive architects was that of building a
huge, impregnable apartment house in
the cavern which is shaped like a great
bowl standing on edge. There is no
actual floor, the rough interior of the
bowl being a series of horizontal ledges.
The key to the actual construction of
their building lay in tailoring their

MONTEZUMA CASTLE CLIFF DWELLINQ
FLOOR PLANS
SCALE i 1 =10 F E E I
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architecture to fit the contours of the
ledges and the shape of the cavern.

The castle has five stories and 20
rooms. The walls are built of stone
blocks and cobbles set in a generous
bonding of adobe mortar. The con-
struction might well be called adobe-
rubble. The inside walls have been
smoothly plastered with adobe so that
the rubble construction is not visible
as it is on the outside walls of the first
three stories.

Since the ceiling of one story fur-
nishes the floor for the level above,
ceilings had to be extra strong and dur-
able. Large sycamore trunks used for
the rafters (which still show the marks
of stone axes) were placed with their
front ends supported through holes in
the wall at ceiling height, the opposite
ends were set in niches cut in the rock
of the cavern itself. A second layer
of poles, usually of the desert willow
which is not a willow at all but a spe-
cies of bignonia (Chilopsis linearis
Cav.), was laid over the rafters. Across
the poles there next came a thick mat
of reeds. This beam, pole and reed
foundation received a final thick layer
of hard-packed adobe, which made a
smooth floor for the story above.

This same construction is used to-
day by the Hopi and other tribes of
pueblo builders. The adobe floors
stand up well under bare feet or moc-
casins, but hard soles soon grind the
surface to powder. In fact, Dellen-
baugh, an early-day explorer and au-
thority on Southwestern Indian sub-
jects, once occupied apartments in the

Hopi pueblo of Tewa for a season and
says his hard-soled boots were the de-
spair of his Indian landlords, who kept
a bucket of mud on hand for their
daily repair. In recent years this con-
tinual damage to the floors of Monte-
zuma Castle by the hard shoes of sight-
seers has been a serious problem to the
park authorities. Compulsory rubber
soles or rubber mats might be a solu-
tion.

One of the amazing things about
Montezuma Castle is the fact that al-
though the architects and builders were
primitive folks working with only such
materials as nature furnished, they
built a house so well planned that after
more than 500 years it is as strong as
when first built.

From their studies of the pottery
and other materials recovered, arche-
ologists can date the principal events

The mud floors and sills in
Montezuma Castle were able to
withstand the bare or moccasined
feet of the Indians without undue
wear. But under the hard-soled
shoes of present day American
visitors the floor surfaces deteri-
orated rapidly after the Castle be-
came a National Monument, and
two years ago the Park Service
took down the ladders and closed
the ruins to visitors.

A fine museum is maintained
by the Park Service and ranger-
naturalists conduct daily tours
along the trails in the Monument
for the many visitors who register
at the Monument each year.
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with reasonable accuracy. They con-
clude that construction started about
the year 1100 A.D. and that the castle
was continuously inhabited for about
300 years or up to the time the whole
Verde Valley was abandoned.

Some features indicate that the folks
left very suddenly. Small, portable
treasured items such as beautiful shell
and turquoise jewelry were left behind
and early investigators found stores of
provisions untouched in the storage
caves below the castle and in some of
the rooms of the castle. In fact, Edgar
A. Mearns, Assistant Surgeon, U. S.
Army, who was stationed at Camp
Verde in 1884 and explored the ruin,
says that in the large room on the
fifth floor he found the remains of a
fire in the hearth and a plentiful supply
of firewood within easy reach. Nearby
was a basket containing mesquite seeds
and there was also food in a pottery
bowl.

It is doubtful if the castle was started
and finished as a single project. My
own opinion, based upon what would
seem to be the logical steps to take in
handling a job of this type, is that the
first story was finished first since the
ceiling would make a good working
platform for the workmen building the
footing for the great main wall, which
also makes the rear wall of the second
story. The ceiling of the second story
would furnish a platform for the build-
ers who were continuing the main wall
upward to make the front wall of the
third floor. The third floor could have
then been finished and it, and the sec-
ond story could have accommodated
several families while the fourth and
fifth stories were being built.

I had dropped off to sleep as my
imagination traveled back through the
years and I sought to reconstruct the
daily lives of these prehistoric dwellers.

Three or four hours later I awoke—
and sensed such a profound silence as
I had never before experienced. For
awhile I lay on the floor but before
midnight the air became so stagnant
I moved outside. I thought how stuffy
that room must have been when sev-
eral Indians were sleeping on that same
floor.

There was no more sleep for me
that night. T wrapped myself in my
blankets and with my back propped
against the wall which still bore the
imprints of the hands which laid the
adobe mortar, I drank my coffee and
awaited the sunrise.

I returned to my camp by the river,
and as I was mixing my flapjacks the
rancher appeared again. He seemed
quite relieved to find me physically
intact after my night in the castle ruins
with the ghosts of its aboriginal dwel-
lers.

umns
A r m y M o v e s i n . . .

Cambria, California
Desert:

1 am glad to see that you are as
concerned as I am over the military's
taking over any area that apparently
strikes its fancy, regardless of what the
public interest might be.

I recall seeing a lady from Minne-
sota in tears because the Army had
absorbed a lovely spot in her com-
munity that for a hundred years had
proudly carried on under its appropri-
ate name. The Army desecrated and
mutilated it and finally changed its
name to honor some obscure military
official we had never heard of. Still
later the entire enterprise was aban-
doned in favor of some other beauty
spot.

We lived for a quarter century in a
beautiful mountain area such as John
Muir would describe as "opening a
thousand windows to God." Then the
Army came because "it was the only
suitable place available, etc., etc." and
with mules, dynamite and bulldozers
proceeded to make the landscape over.
When they moved in God moved out.
So did we.

G. D. WERT

Micromount Photographs . . .

Pasadena, California
Desert:

I read with interest your article in
the July issue of Desert that told of
Floyd R. Getsinger's success in making
a special camera to photograph micro-
mounts for 35 mm. color slides. His
efforts, however, were not the first in
this field as the article inferred.

Eight years ago Jim Smith, now de-
ceased, but then chief engineer for the
Hammond Lumber Company, photo-
graphed a number of my micromounts
and made color slides. These slides
were thrown on the screen at a meet-
ing of the Southern California Micro-
scopic Society. Simultaneous with their
showing, the actual micromount was
placed under the stereoscopic micro-
scope and the members, one by one,
looked at the mount under the 'scope.

Jack Rodekohr of the Mineralogical
Society of Southern California has been
making 35 mm. Kodachromes from his
micromounts for the past year. I have
also heard of several Eastern micro-
mounters who are doing the same.

W. C. OKE
Curator of Minerals

California Institute of Technology

Too Much Uranium . . .
Desert:

I am an ardent Desert reader and
have read with great satisfaction every
issue since Volume I, Number 1. No
other magazine has given me a fraction
of the enjoyment that your magazine
has. Being a lapidary and rockhound
I have been on most of the field trips
that Desert has featured.

I have been dismayed lately, how-
ever, at the amount of space Desert
has devoted to the uranium craze. It
might interest you to know that the
vast majority of your readers are not
interested in hunting uranium, 1 believe.
We are desert lovers, not fortune hun-
ters.

Recently I wrote to six mineral sup-
ply houses for specimen listings and
available cabochon material. From
five I received in reply only uranium
advertisements. What has happened
to our hobby? Is it about to become
engulfed in a craze for easy money?

GORDON S. EDWARDS

Dear Gordon: Please take note that
we added jour pages to the size of
Desert Magazine to compensate the
readers for the jour pages oj ura-
nium ads we carried. Please be as
tolerant as you can toward the U-
prospeclors. There are thousands oj
them out here on the desert sweat-
ing it out through the summer heat.
It is a tough, hard game—and very
jew oj them will ever get their grub-
stake back.—R.H.

• • •
In Defense of the Military . . .

Barstow, California
Desert:

I have, from time to time since sub-
scribing to Desert in December, 1954,
noticed your caustic editorials and the
vitriolic outbursts of others against
military acquisition of certain proper-
ties of the public domain within the
desert area for military use. A case
in point is Sam Riley's letter, "Ver-
boten," in the July issue.

Being a military man I can no longer
stand idly by and remain reticent to
such ridiculous and unwarranted criti-
cism. To begin with, unlike Prussia
the military cannot and does not com-
mandeer land, but procures it legally
from your government. Your govern-
ment and mine represents the majority
of the voters' desires and that govern-
ment, through the military, has a man-
date: to protect and provide security
for your country and all its people in
the best and most economical manner
possible.

To provide that security, certain
lands are needed for experimental work
and training of personnel. Would you
rather, through short-sightedness and
selfishness, see your military organiza-
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tion impotent, untrained and emascu-
lated just so a few rockhounds, pros-
pectors and desert lovers could have
their precious public domain for their
private use?

I too like the desert. I am a rock-
hound and an amateur prospector, but
when I retire from the service to enjoy
civilian life I want the remainder of the
public domain to remain free under
our present form of Government. The
only way that is possible, considering
the modern potent weapons required
to deter an enemy, is to utilize the vast
areas of land for testing and evaluating
those sinews of war that are so neces-
sary and vital.

I would rather relinquish all my
worldly possessions, give up the vast
public domains and sacrifice my own
personal desires in order to keep a
military posture that is both a deterrent
to war and a safeguard to our precious
freedom from a tyrannical and enslav-
ing enemy.

The "Prussian" signs posted by the
military are for the protection of the
would be trespassers. I know of some
nations that would allow transgressors
to be shot down without benefit of
warning signs. Do you know of any
such ruthless treatment encountered
by citizens of this country?

It seems to me that Mr. Riley has
too much film to waste when he re-
sorts to taking pictures of drab military
posted signs, and should conserve his
talents for more colorful photographs.
Desert could use such wasted space for
more appropriate material.

J. R. COLLINS
Captain, USMC

Dear Captain: I would expect you
to be loyal to the service of which
you are a member. Fortunately, one
of the many freedoms you and I
enjoy is the right to criticize the pol-
icies of our government. There are
no sacred cows in the good old
USA. You have expressed in gen-
eral terms a viewpoint which would
be entirely commendable if we could
assume that the generals and the ad-
mirals could do no wrong. Unfor-
tunately, the factor of error may
enter into the decisions—even of the
men in high military and civilian
places. You will be interested to
know that the Desert Magazine staff
now has in preparation a rather de-
tailed survey of the extent to which
the five federal agencies in the realm
of national defense have closed great
desert areas to all civilian pursuits.
When that report is complete, you
and I will be able to discuss this
issue more realistically. We expect
to publish the findings of this sur-
vey in Desert Magazine within the
next few months.—R.H.

Best Basket Weavers . . .
Reno,Nevada

Desert:
In reviewing Basket Weavers of Ari-

zona you state that "baskets of this
Arizona Group are not surpassed any-
where in Indian country." Baskets
made by the Papagos, Pimas and Hopis
are among the poorest of the Indian
baskets of the West. Chemehuevis are
rather good weavers, but their designs
are colorless and lack imagination. I
ought to know: I once viewed a col-
lection of some 4500 baskets belong-
ing to a man who lived among these
Indians for years.

The finest and best weavers in the
world, bar none, are the Pomos of
Mendocino, Lake and Sonoma Coun-
ties in California. They gave to the
world eight distinctive types of weav-
ing, among them: feather baskets
where the quills are woven in such a
way as to expose an outer surface of
down in beautiful patterns; beaded
baskets where the individual bead is
caught on the willow as it is being
woven, resulting in a solid pattern of
beads; and beaded baskets which have
an interior pattern distinctive from the
exterior.

I have a Porno miniature basket of
perfect design which is no larger in
diameter than pencil lead. For many
years T have traded with these Indians
and sat with them during their cere-
monials. At one time I had 2500
baskets alone in my collection.

It seems stranee to me that there
are few basket collectors left today de-
spite the fact that this art will soon
be lost. T do not believe there is a
single really good weaver left.

R. B. BERNARD

While Mr. Bernard's observations
on the Pomos' basket weaving art is
true for they are unauestionably re-
garded as the most remarkable
weavers in North America, the use
of the term "Indian Country" in the
book review was intended to desig-

nate the desert Southwest. This, of
course, eliminates the Pomos.—R.H.

• • •

Car Equipment for the Sand . . .
New York, New York

Desert:
I found your July issue with its

storv on Dark Gold on the Tabaseca
Trail quite interesting for T plan a
prospecting trip to the Chocolate
Mountains sometime after October 1
of this year. I would like to know if
you have published any other stories
and maps on the Mojavc and Colorado
Desert Areas for T would like to secure
them for my trip.

I plan to use a rather uniciue vehicle
for my prosoecting trip. It is a 1953
Nash Statesman without automatic
transmission. The front seat folds back

to make a bed. I plan to have an extra
leaf put into the springs and I will also
place aluminum screens in the win-
dows. My emergency equipment will
consist of an extra storage battery;
five-gallon steel cans of gasoline and
water; heavy chains and long strips of
canvas to aid the car in moving through
deep sand.

Would such a car in the hands of a
cautious driver be safe and reliable to
travel the trails mentioned in the Tab-
aseca story?

ARTHUR SMITHSON

Mr. S.: Please leave those chains
at home. They'll probably get you
in trouble. Chains are all right
where there is a hard base under-
neath, but in soft sand they'll merely
dig you in deeper. I learned this the
hard way. Strips of canvas are not
much help. The wheels kick them
out as fast as you put them in.
Leather belting is little better unless
it is very wide and heavy. My old
Model T running boards do a better
job in the sand than anything I have
ever found. Put over-size tires on
your car and run with low air pres-
sure—and carry a motor pump to
re-inflate. A sleeping bag and an
air mattress on the ground make the
most comfortable bed. Screens on
the windows are not important.
Yes, we can supply you with 30 or
40 back issues of Desert with maps
in the area you plan to prospect.
—R.H.

COMBAT FLIES WITH NEW
INSECTICIDE, SANITATION

If wishes were as deadly as insecti-
cides, flies would not have a chance,
says J. N. Roney, extension entomolo-
gist for the University of Arizona. A
female fly lays up to 2700 eggs a
month and it takes only 12 days for
an egg to hatch. Roney's advice to
the desert dweller who wants to get rid
of flies is that he first get rid of places
where flies can lay eggs.

Garbage and refuse should be cov-
ered tightly. Good sanitation is the
first step in stamping out houseflies.
Keep compost piles covered, clean up
after pets and use tight-fitting screens
on all doors and windows in the house.
Cover all foods in the kitchen.

Malathion is the most effective fly
killer today. A residual insecticide, it
can be used on walls, screens, door-
ways, fences and inside buildings where
you find flies. Malathion is effective
where flies have developed a resistance
to DDT, lindane, and methoxchlor.

Use a mixture of one part of 50
percent malathion concentrate in five
parts water. Apply one gallon of the
mixture to every 1000 square feet of
area to be treated. Wickenburg Sun
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Hete and Ihete on the Desert...
ARIZONA

Tuberculars Quarantined . . .
PHOENIX — The Arizona state

health department has cracked down
on California residents who have fled
to Arizona to escape their state's stiff
tuberculosis control law. State tuber-
culosis control officer Dr. A. E. Rus-
sell has sent letters to city and county
health officers asking them to quaran-
tine the California tuberculars imme-
diately. Russell's action marked the
first major step taken by Arizona in
carrying out the state's tuberculosis
control program which went into ef-
fect July 1. Under terms of the new
Arizona law, health officers are able
10 place placards on the residences of
tuberculars and they, in turn, would
not be permitted to leave their living
quarters. Phoenix Gazette

• • •
Scorpion Bill Signed . . .

WASHINGTON—A bill permitting
mail shipment of live scorpions has
been signed by the President. Backed
by Arizona's congressional delegation,
the bill sets regulations for packaging
the scorpions for mailing. The law is
expected to help Dr. Herbert L.
Stahnke of Arizona State College who
has developed a life-saving serum for
scorpion stings. He requires about
10,000 live scorpions yearly to main-
tain production of the serum and for
further research. Phoenix Gazette

• • •
Hunting Permits Decreased . . .

PHOENIX — Drouth conditions
were held as the prime cause for the
Arizona Game and Fish Commission's

You'll want to keep those

MAPS
which appear each month in
Desert Magazine—maps which
will be your guide on many de-
lightful excursions into the great
desert playground.
Attractive loose-leaf binders em-
bossed in gold not only will
preserve the maps, but will be
a beautiful addition to your
home book-shelf. Each binder
holds 12 copies. Easy to insert,
they open flat.

Mailed postpaid for
$2.00

THE

PALM DESERT, CALIFORNIA

decision to reduce the number of Kai-
bab North deer permits by 4000. Also
affected were Antelope permits, cut
approximately in half, and permits to
take elk, reduced by 610. In a surprise
reversal, the commission authorized
the use of shotguns for turkey hunting
and also lowered the legal pull of
hunting bows from 50 to 40 pounds.
Arrow tip size was reduced to seven-
eighths of an inch. Lowering the pull
was a move calculated to encourage
more archery participation by women.
Yuma Morning Sun

PHOENIX *—*The Arizona State
Highway commission appointed Wil-
liam Willey division chief to succeed
George E. Lang who retired on July
1. Willey joined the highway depart-
ment in 1932 after graduation from
the University of Illinois. Among his
achievements is the development of
the sufficiency rating system, a high-
way building priority guide. Tombstone
Epitaph

• • •
Funds for Scientists . . .

TUCSON —The Ford Foundation
of New York has made a $26,500
grant to Stanford Research Institute
to assist the participation of foreign
scientists in the World Symposium on
Applied Solar Energy which takes
place in Arizona this fall. Stanford,
the University of Arizona and the
Association for Applied Solar Energy
are co-sponsoring the event. More
than 50 scientists and engineers from
30 foreign nations will be able to par-
ticipate in the affair through contribu-
tions of the Ford Foundation and other
agencies. Phoenix will be the sympo-
sium setting on Nov. 1-4, with a pre-
liminary conference at the University
of Arizona at Tucson on October 31
and November 1. Los Angeles Times

• • •
New Bridge Across Colorado . . .

EHRENBERG—The Arizona State
Highway Department has reportedly
opened negotiations with the California
Highway Department for construction
of a new Colorado River Bridge link-
ing Blythe and Ehrenberg. The bridge
will cost an estimated $1,000,000
which will presumably be shared
equally by the two states. The project
has already been authorized by the
Arizona Highway Commission. Palo
Verde Valley Times

• • •
CALIFORNIA

Desert College Hopes Fade . . .
EL CENTRO—The California State

Senate voted down a compromise bill
that would have provided funds for the
establishment of a four-year college in

Imperial County to specialize in desert
agriculture. Proponents of the school
said the college would have been the
most complete desert agriculture insti-
tution in the nation. They anticipated
a first year enrollment of 800 students.

• • •
No Fence for Border . . .

WASHINGTON — A proposal to
build a fence from El Paso, Texas,
along the Mexican border to the Pa-
cific Ocean was tabled in the house
foreign affairs committee. It would
have provided for a 696-mile ranch
type fence costing $3,500,000. Pri-
mary purpose of the barrier was to
control livestock and stray animals.

A week before the bill was killed,
the Imperial Fence Co. announced that
it had been awarded a contract to
build a 17,000 foot section of chain
link fence on both sides of the San
Luis port of entry. This was to have
been the first section of the proposed
border fence. Imperial described the
fence as 14 feet high with top rail
capped by barbed wire.

• • •
New State Park Assured . . .

MECCA—Establishment of a new
desert state park appeared virtually as-
sured when Riverside County Super-
visors agreed to spend $9600 to help
acquire 36 square miles of land in the
Box Canyon, Painted Canyon and Hid-
den Springs areas in Coachclla Valley.
The state has already agreed to match
county funds to acquire the private
land for the park site, and to install
picnic and camping facilities, to add
new roads and improve and service
the present Box Canyon highway. The
new park will be serviced by park
personnel already stationed at the re-
cently established Salton Sea State
Park. Coachella Valley Sun

• • •
Seek Rock Protection . . .

HEMET — Efforts to protect the
prehistoric Rinehart Canyon engraved
rock are under way. The rock, thought
to be 15,000 years old, carries en-
graved inscriptions resembling Tibetan
symbols. Since it is the only engraved
stone in a series of symbols from Santa
Barbara to the Mexican border, it is
thought to be the master symbol. All
of them face east. Vandals have re-
cently marred the face of the stone.—
Hemet News

• • •
Piute Butte in Budget . . .

LANCASTER—Newton B. Drury,
chief of the California Division of
Beaches and Parks, promised residents
of Antelope Valley that he would in-
clude the establishment of Piute Butte
Park in the 1956-57 state budget. The
area is rich in Joshua trees, rock for-
mations, pleasant vistas and an Indian
museum. Lancaster Light
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Indian Roster Completed . . .
SACRAMENTO—The final roll of

California Indians, containing 36,126
names, has been completed. Enrolled
California Indians who were alive on
May 24, 1950, are eligible to receive
a per capita of $150 from the $5,000,-
000 judgment fund awarded to the
Indians in 1944. About 28,500 have
already been paid. To qualify for en-
rollment applicants were required to
submit proof of Indian descent back
to 1852 and to have made application
before May 24, 1951. Additional
claims have been filed against the
United States and hearings before the
U. S. Indian Claims Commission cur-
rently are being held in San Francisco.
Mojave Desert News

NEVADA

To Investigate "Land Racket" . . .
WASHINGTON—The Justice De-

partment will investigate misleading
advertising practices of some private
land-locating firms in Nevada and
California which offer, at a fee, to ob-
tain five-acre tracts of public land
which are for sale or lease by the
Interior Department under the Small
Tract Act. Under Secretary of the
Interior Clarence Davis said the ad-
vertising had resulted in the filing of
thousands of land applications by per-
sons believed to have little or no in-
formation about the land or govern-
ment requirements that must be met
before title can be secured. In one
case, Davis added, an advertisement
referred to "choice locations near Las
Vegas, Nevada," when actually the
tracts were 30 miles from the city.
Another advertisement indicated falsely
that uranium rights were included in
the land purchase. Pioche Record

• o •

Largest Ichthyosaur Found . . .
FALLON — The recently created

Nevada State Ichthyosaur park has
yielded what scientists believe to be
the fossil remains of the largest ichthy-
osaur ever discovered. Discovery was
made by Paleontologist Dr. Charles L.
Camp of the University of California
who spent the summer at the park.
Although exact size of the new find
was not made known, it is larger than
fossils uncovered in the park's first
quarry which measured between 40
and 50 feet long. The latest discovery
is believed to be of a different species
than the earlier ones. Dr. Carl P. Rus-
sell, chief naturalist for the western
division of the National Park System,
told local residents that the park is the
only place in the nation where fossil
bones such as these are found in place.
Fallon Standard

Land For Navy . . .
FALLON — The Navy confirmed

rumors that it is seeking approximately
2,750,000 acres of northwestern Ne-
vada grazing and ranching land in
order to expand its Black Rock desert
gunnery and bombing range. While
the Navy estimated an expenditure of
$10,000,000 to acquire the land,
northern Nevada sources estimated it
might cost five times that amount to
buy the land. A Naval spokesman
said selection of the area, based on
advice from mining and grazing ex-
perts, was reached some time ago. The
expanded gunnery and bombing range
would spread out from the present lo-
cation, consisting of 200.000 acres,
principally into Pershing County but
would touch parts of Washoe and
Humboldt counties. Grazing of cattle
would be permitted in the region year-
around and sheep grazing in winter
months. All mining claims and pri-
vately owned property would be bought
outright. Humboldt Star

• • •
Park Board Opens Office . . .

CARSON CITY — The Nevada
State Park Commission has opened an
office in the State Capitol Building for
the first time since it was created.
Newly appointed State Park Director
Howard W. Squires will be in charge
of the office. This is the start of an
overall, long range state park program.
Commission Chairman Thomas W.
Miller declared. He went on to say
that one of Squires' first duties will be
to post the presently constituted state
park areas located in several of Ne-
vada's counties, and to plan for the
withdrawal of additional areas as his-
torical, archeological and recreational
sites. The commission also hopes to
crack down on park area vandalism.
Humboldt Star

• • •

Claims Jeopardize Homesteads . . .
LAS VEGAS—Approximately 40,-

000 acres of small-tract federal lands
in Clark County are still under sand
and gravel placer mining claims, the
Southern Nevada Home-Siters organi-
zation of Las Vegas announced. Nor-
mally the government will not issue
leases until claims are cleared up. but
many leases and patents have been
issued where the sand and gravel
claims are still in existence. The Home-
Siters' recent search of county records
revealed that more than 75 percent of
the land already leased or patented as
home sites is stili in jeopardy as a
result of the existing placer claims. A
year's extension of lease is available
to small tract applicants who deter-
mine that a sand or gravel claim exists
on their land. Nevada State Journal

Gambling Departure Seen . . .
RENO — The new Holiday hotel,

slated to open in April of next year,
will offer its guests a departure from
the traditional Reno gambling-night-
club-land of divorce routine and in its
place fit itself to the informal needs of
the sportsman. The hotel will cater
to bird shooters, fishermen and gen-
eral vacationers for eight months of
the year and to skiers in the winter
months. The hotel will have at least
two 1000-acre game farms as well as
a private trout lake. The hotel's buil-
der, Norman Biltz, believes sportsmen
outnumber gamblers 10 to one. Nevada
Slate Journal

• • •
NEW MEXICO

Hyde Park Expansion Set . . .
SANTA FE—Plans to double picnic

and camping facilities at Hyde State
Park and to station an attendant there
on a 24-hour basis were announced
by State Park Commissioner Lee Rob-
inson. Present park facilities are
chronically taxed to the limit, Robin-
son said. New Mexican

• • •
Man Can Inlluence Climate . . .

LOS ALAMOS — AEC Commis-
sioner John von Neumann, famed
mathematician who helped in the de-
velopment of the A and H bombs,
told New Mexicans recently that he
believes that the ability of scientists
to influence the world's climate will be
a definite possibility within the next 20
years. He said this ability will create
entirely new problems of international
and intercontinental relations. New
Mexican

• • •
War Against Grasshoppers . . .

ALBUQUERQUE — Diego Abeita
of Isleta, chairman of the Pueblo In-
dian reservation irrigation committee,
estimated that 50 percent of the In-
dian crops will be lost unless emer-
gency action is taken to combat grass-
hoppers which are infesting farm lands
in the Rio Grande valley. But it will
apparently be up to the Indians them-
selves to bear the brunt of the grass-
hopper invasion for Guy C. Williams,
director of the United Pueblos Agency,
declared that he does not believe that
any government agency has funds with
which to control grasshoppers on farm
land. Alamogordo Dailv News

SAN JUAN and COLORADO
RIVER EXPEDITIONS

Enjoy exploration safe adventure and
scenic beauty in the gorgeous canyons of
Utah and Arizona. Staunch boats, experi-
enced rivermen. For 1955 summer schedule
or charter trips anytime write to—

I. FRANK WRIGHT

MEXfCAN HAT EXPEDITIONS
Blanding, Utah
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INDIAN GOODS

5 FINE ANCIENT Indian arrowheads, $2.
Flint eagle ceremonial, $2. Perfect Fol-
some, $5. Spearhead, $1. List Free. Lear's,
Glenwood, Arkansas.

INDIAN ARTS and Crafts. Offering un-
usual and authentic Indian items. Old
pueblo pottery, kachina dolls, baskets,
rare pieces of jewelry, and bayeta blan-
kets. Write us your needs. Museum of
Southern Utah, Gift Shop, on Highway
89, P.O. Box 287, Kanab, Utah.

BEAUTIFUL TURQUOISE and Silver jew-
elry by the Pueblo Tribes — Bracelets,
earrings and necklaces priced from $2.50
to $100.00. Authentic Navajo rugs 18" x
36" to 50" x 54" and priced from $8.50 to
$70.00. The Bradleys, 4639 Crenshaw
Blvd., Los Angeles 43, California.

INDIAN PHONOGRAPH Records. New
Singers! Latest Songs! As well as many
old-time songs and chants—all completely
authentic. Write for free record list No.
5. Canyon Records, 834 N. 7th Avenue,
Phoenix, Arizona.

SIX FINE Ancient Indian Arrowheads—
$2.00. Fine granite Tomahawk—$2.10.
Effigy pipe $4.00. Perfect flint thunder-
bird—$3.00. Flint fish hook—$3.00. List
free. Arrowhead, Box 5283, Indianapolis,
Indiana.

BOOKS — MAGAZINES

BOOKS FOUND—Any title! Free world-
wide book search service. Any book,
new or old. Western Americana a spe-
cialty. Lowest price. Send wants today!
International Bookfinders, Box 3003-D,
Beverly Hills, California.

REAL ESTATE

VIEW LOTS — Palm Desert Heights. Just
above Desert Magazine block. Near
Shadow Mountain Club, school, church,
markets, bus. 70x100, $1200 up. Paved,
gas, elec, water. Restricted. For brochure
write Box 65, Palm Desert, California.

FOR SALE—2-Bedroom Home with guest
house. 230 feet frontage on paved street.
Located in Morongo Valley 18 miles from
Palm Springs. Elevation 2650 feet. Smog
free dry desert air. No cooler needed in
summer. Write Box 1024, Palm Springs,
California, or Phone 5640.

FOR SALE—Chaffm Ferry, 19 acres ground
and water-right — house, cafe building,
cabins, garage, gas-pump. 40-year exclu-
sive franchise on Colorado River at Hite,
Utah. Also 70 acre ranch with good
water rights, orchard, farm buildings and
grazing permit. Will sell all or part. A.
L. Chaffin, Teasdale, Utah.

ONE OF THE OLDEST, Desert and Gem
Rock Yards, five miles west of Barstow,
at Lenwood. Frontage of 170 feet on
Highway 66. Contact owner, Route No.
1, Box 54, Barstow, California.

PINYON FLATS—17 miles above Palm
Desert, Highway 74, 4000 feet altitude.
Modern home, corner lot, lovely view.
Reasonable terms. Box 514, Palm Desert.

RESORT FOR SALE—Popular Road's End
Camp on Lake Havasu in the Colorado
River fabulous fishing frontier is now
offered for sale at an attractive price for
quick cash sale. Owner has other inter-
ests. Landing, boats, cafe, trucks, light
plant, exclusive valid lease, all buildings
and equipment, etc. Call or write for
appointment: Bob Orchard, 215 E. Pal-
mer Avenue, Glendale, California. Citrus
1-4760 or Citrus 3-1913.

MODERN CABIN air conditioned on Sal-
ton Sea. A real buy at $3950.00. $500.00
down easy monthly payments. Pon & Co.,
711 N. Azusa Ave., P.O. Box 546 DM,
Azusa, California.

COACHELLA VALLEY—80 acre Produce
and Date Ranch, showing $20,000 Net.
Write Ronald Johnson, Box 162, Thermal,
California.

FOR SALE: Three story brick building full
of antiques, relics, etc. Ideally located in
fabulous Virginia City, Nevada. Inquire
Paul Smith, Virginia City, Nevada.

MISCELLANEOUS

DESERT TEA. One pound one dollar
postpaid. Greasewood Greenhouses. Len-
wood, Barstow, California.

GHOST TOWN ITEMS: Sun-colored glass,
amethyst to royal purple; ghost railroads
materials, tickets; limited odd items from
camps of the '60s. Write your interest—
Box 64-D, Smith, Nevada.

LADY GOD1VA "The World's Finest
Beautifier." For women who wish to
become beautiful, for women who wish
to remain beautiful. An outstanding des-
ert cream. For information, write or call
Lola Barnes, 963 N. Oakland, Pasadena
6, Calif., or phone SYcamore 4-2378.

SILVERY DESERT HOLLY PLANTS:
One dollar each postpaid. Greasewood
Greenhouses, Lenwood, Barstow, Calif.

AMAZING TRIPLE-action Geiger counter
U-238C, combines audio, neon flasher,
meter. Guaranteed best available. Also
metal detectors and Scintillation counters
from $49.50. For radio-active Uranium
sample send 25c to Goldak Company,
1559A W. Glenoaks Blvd., Glendale,
California.

GOLD PROSPECTING CATALOG—List-
ing, placer and lode maps, steel gold pans,
mining and mineral books, books on lost
mines, pocket magnifying glasses, min-
eral collection sets, blueprints of dry
washers and wet washers you can build
yourself. Catalog and Gold Panning Les-
sons — Free. Old Prospector, Box 729,
Desk 5, Lodi, California.

INTERESTED IN Prospecting for Gold
and Industrial Minerals? Join United
Prospectors and read Panning Gold.
Write for application: United Prospec-
tors, 701 Vt E. Edgeware Rd., Los Ange-
les 26, California.

GOVERNMENT LAND information in all
areas, many new tracts opening soon.
Let us help you; write Lands, P.O. Box
3086, Inglewood 2, California.

GEORGE SMITH, formerly of Fresno, in-
vites all of his old friends to visit him at
the United Gem Shop, Yermo, California,
on the new oiled road recently built from
Yermo to Calico. He will have there on
display after September 1 his fabulous
collection of polished rock specimens, in-
cluding ornamental tables of wrought iron
with gemstone tops.

URANIUM MAP of Southwest. Geiger
counters, scintillators, snoopers, $29.95
up. Free catalog, or better, send $1.00
for authentic uranium map of Southwest
Desert and catalog. Harry's Geiger
Counters, 360 So. Hawthorne Blvd.,
Hawthorne, California.

HARDY CACTI, mountain yucca, spine-
less echinocereus rare. Nancy Duck, 507
30 Road, Grand Junction, Colorado.

WANTED: Lost mines or treasure stories.
State particulars in first letter. Write: R.
Roma, 201 Dimmick, Venice, California.

TRAVELER'S PORTABLE Television re-
ceiver in luggage type carrying case
weighing 27 lbs. 22 tubes. New 7 in.
picture tube. Built-in antenna. Channels
2 through 13. No batteries. $65.00. A-l
operating condition. Postbox 520, Mar
Vista 66, California.

BUY SURPLUS DIRECT from government
at tremendous savings: boat machinery,
tools, jeep, truck, trailer, tractor, hun-
dreds others. List $1.00. Box 169AAD,
East Hartford 8, Connecticut.

NEW URANIUM INVENTION by two
University of Wyoming scientists! All
that is needed for prospecting for all types
of uranium. Includes a Urani-Tector and
four commercial grade uranium ores.
More accurate than geiger or scintillation
counters in determining uranium value.
So simple that even a child can detect the
valuable mineral — and so dependable
that the most seasoned prospector will
not want to be without it! $8.49 postpaid
and money back guarantee. DM Division,
CMG Industries, 615 South Second St.,
Laramie, Wyoming.

HAVE REAL FUN with desert gems,
minerals and rocks. The rockhound's
how-to-do-it magazine tells how. One
year (12 issues) only $3.00. Sample 25c.
Gems and Minerals, Dept. J9, Palmdale,
California.

GEIGER COUNTER KIT, only $64.00;
assembled $76.00. More sensitive than
most scintillometers. Guaranteed for a
year and batteries will last up to 2Vi
years. Counter diagrams, 50c. 1.00%
U3 O8 $1.00. Evaluate your ore with
this accurate sample. R. T. Barrett, 22319
Kathryn Ave., Torrance, California.

1000 TRAVEL SCENES

SPECIAL OFFER
To introduce readers of DESERT to our
2"x2" COLOR SLIDES for home projec-
tion, we are offering a FKEE 20 page
catalog and a FREE sample color slide.
Travel, Science, Nature, National Parks
and the southwest. Write today to —

K E L L Y D . C H O D A
BOX 588 STANFORD, CALIF.
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Indian Health Program Shifted . . .
WASHINGTON—The Indian Bu-

reau of the Interior Department trans-
fered its entire health program to the
United States Public Health Service
on July 1. Involved were 3600 Indian
Bureau employees and about 970
buildings. Acting Secretary of the In-
terior Clarence A. Davis said the
transfer is a major step designed to
improve and expand federal health
services to Indians in the continental
United States and Alaska. Congress
appropriated $23,418,898 for the In-
dian health program for the fiscal year
ending June 30, a quarter of the Indian
Bureau's total budget. New Mexican

• • •
Celebration Cancelled . . .

ESTANCIA—The seriousness of the
Southwestern drouth is indicated in
the New Mexico city of Estancia when
officials cancelled traditional Indepen-
dence Day celebrations. This was the
first time in 44 years that festivities
were not held. The drouth has kept
down grass growth to the point where
no local stockman cared to risk losing
an ounce of flesh from his livestock
in a rodeo, it was explained. Without
a rodeo to attract people to town, local
Rotarians felt that it would not pay
them to sponsor the annual carnival.
Torrance County News

• • •
Sand Moving Toward City . . .

ALAMOGORDO — White Sands
National Monument Ranger Gil Wen-
ger told members of the local Explor-
ers-Rockhounds club that Alamogordo
lies directly in the path of the slowly
moving sands of the monument. He
hastened to add, however, that it will
be 7000 years before the city will be
covered. Moving to the northeast, the
dunes at the center of the area are
slipping forward 60 and more feet a
year. Eddy County News

• • •
Education Expansion Seen . . .

WASHINGTON — Broader educa-
tional opportunities for Indian young-
sters from the primary grades through
the university level and more ef-
fective conservation of Indian soil
and water resources are two of the
prime benefits expected to result from
increased Indian Bureau appropriations
for the fiscal year which began July 1.
Total enrollment of Indian children in
both Federal and Bureau-aided public
schools is expected to rise by more
than 5000 students. This will bring
total Indian enrollment to a record
high of 100,000 students. Most of the
new enrollees will be Navajo children
entering school for the first time as
a direct result of the Bureau's Nav-
ajo Emergency Education Program
launched in 1954. Under the opera-

tion of this program the enrollment of
Navajo youngsters in schools of all
types was stepped up from a level of
about 14,000 or roughly half the
school-age population in 1953, to
nearly 23,000 during the school year
just ended.

• • •
UTAH

New Dinosaur Discoveries . . .
DINOSAUR NATIONAL MONU-

MENT — New fossil discoveries are
mounting rapidly at the Dinosaur Na-
tional Monument's fossil quarry in-
cluding the remains of a Stegosaurus,
oldest of these recent finds. The Stego-
saurus was a two-brained monster.
The second brain was located in the
hip region and it regulated the motor
functions of hind legs and spiked tail.
The Monument reported 10,500 per-
sons visited the park during the month
of June. Superintendent Jess Lombard
predicted a record breaking year for
attendance and the Monument's staff
has been increased from two perman-
ent employees in 1952 to a present
total of six. Vernal Express

• • •
Roadside Park Program . . .

SALT LAKE CITY—Utah State
Road Commission Chairman H. J.
Corleissen disclosed plans for a state-
wide system of roadside parks that will
serve as a tourist convenience and
traffic safety factor. The first six parks
out of an anticipated 60 are scheduled
to be started this fall and should be
completed by spring. Sites have not
yet been determined, but the initial
plan is to locate one in each of the
six highway maintenance districts into
which the state is divided. The parks
will provide travelers with drinking
water, picnic tables, fireplaces, rest
rooms and trash boxes. Deseret News

• • •
Cloud Seeding of No Value . . .

PASADENA, Calif.—The extensive
cloud seeding program conducted
throughout portions of Southern Utah
since 1951 has been of no value, ac-
cording to a report presented by three
University of Utah scientists at the
annual meeting of the American Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Science
held in Pasadena. Scientists J. Vern
Hales, head of the department of mete-
orology, Thomas E. Hoffer, meteorol-
ogy lecturer and Eugene L. Peck,
meteorology research assistant prepared
the report. In summing up, the trio
declared that "the failure of the 23
winter months of cloud seeding in
Southern Utah should not be inter-
preted as evidence of the complete
failure of all cloud seeding." They
expressed hope that further study of
cloud physics and cloud seeding will

result in real progress and benefit to
the arid portions of the world. "Care-
less cloud seeding without adequate
field controls or associated true scien-
tific interest should not be encouraged,"
they concluded. Millard County
Chronicle

• • •
Beaver Pelts Average $7.25 . . .

DENVER—Utah beaver furs sold
for an average price of $7.25 at a
recent Denver auction, a price con-
sidered good by the Utah Department
of Fish and Game in view of the fact
that most of the furs were taken during
late winter and spring months when
many of them were not prime. Pelt
prices varied from 25 cents to $24.50.
Vernal Express

• • •
Recreation Facility Planned . . .

CEDAR CITY — The way was
cleared recently for the development
of what should become the most im-
portant recreation development in Iron
County for many years when final steps
were taken to purchase 40 acres of
land in Cedar Canyon known as
Wood's Ranch. A considerable por-
tion of the mountain recreation area
is flat meadowland which will provide
ideal grounds for various types of rec-
reation. The new park is located 12
miles from Cedar City. Iron County
Record

• • •
Farm Worker Shortage . . .

SALT LAKE CITY — Available
labor to work crops and perform har-
vest tasks is being absorbed rapidly by
increased uranium mining activities in
Utah, a recent survey of the U. S.
Agricultural Market Service indicated.
To meet these shortages, Mexican na-
tionals and Indians are being brought
into the area and for the state as a
whole the outlook for farm labor
through October is not critical, the
report stated. Salt Lake Tribune.

Looking for a PUBLISHER?
Do you have a book-length manuscript you
would like to have published? Learn about
our unusual plan whereby your book can be
published, promoted and distributed on a
professional basis. We consider all types of
work—fiction, biography, poetry, scholarly
and religious books, etc. New authors wel-
come. For more information, write for valu-
able booklet D. It's free.

V A N T A G E P R E S S , I N C .
8356 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

Main Office: New York 1, N. Y.

DON'T GET LOST!
LEARN TO USE MAP AND COMPASS CORRECTLY...

Most complete pocket-size book ever written
on maps and compasses. 144 pages of practi-
cal map and compass methods used by for-
esters, smoke-chasers, hunters, fishermen.
Easy-to-understand. Fully illustrated.
Tells how to: Orient a map. Plot a
course to camp. Locate your position
in the field. Order today! Mail only.

P. O. Box 186
arters Manual Company, $ | 5 O
, Estacada, Oregon Dept QJ^ * Ppd-
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BOOM DAYS IN URANIUM

Ofiett ̂ W tyiacte It-ate
Charles L. Love, inventor and president

of Rocky Mountain Standard, Inc., an-
nounced the perfection of a new benefica-
tion process which may revolutionize the
uranium industry. The new process has
raised the value of carnotite and autunite
ores obtained from mines in major uranium

Low-cost,
pocket-size scientific

instrument detects and
evaluates uranium
and thorium ores!

Ideal fot Minerologists
Prospectors

Assayers — Physicists
Schools — laboratories

and Hobbyists

The new Radioactive Ore Detector is a
highly sensitive optical instrument for deter-
mining the visual, statistical count of alpha
particles (radioactive rays) emitted from any
source. Handy for field trips or use in home
or lab. Satisfactory operation guaranteed.

NOW ONLY COMPLETE WITH car-
rying case, quencher,
rodio-active test cap,
instructions and radio-
active ores chart. (See
illustration above)POSTPAID

Mail Your OrcUr Today to Dept.

areas in five states from 10 to 30 times
their original value. Preliminary engineer-
ing work has been completed for the con-
struction of the first portable mill which
will weigh approximately 80,000 pounds.
It will be mounted on skids and it will take
only two days to set it up.

The Love process, originally developed
and tested by the company he heads, re-
ceived assurance of its success as the result
of pilot work performed at the Bureau of
Research, Colorado School of Mines, under
the direction of V. L. Mattson. The degree
of benefication appears to be affected by
the amount of lime and bentonitic materials
present in the ore itself. Pioche Record

• • •

Investors Cautioned on
U-Mine Stock Offers

New Mexico State Corporation Commit-
tee chairman John Block, Jr., cautioned po-
tential investors to scrutinize carefully stock
offerings of mining companies before com-
mitting their funds.

"It is always a good plan to know with
whom you are doing business," Block said.
"While most corporations are for the very
legitimate purpose of raising capital for the

exploration and development of holdings,
there are always those who seek to take
advantage of a situation like that created
by the sudden boom in uranium in order
to take advantage of the gullible with 'get
rich quick' schemes."

Meanwhile in Washington, D. C , the
Securities and Exchange Commission re-
cently declared that it will issue a proposed
new regulation for small securities offerings.
Its main aim will be to make sure money
raised for uranium and other mineral ex-
plorations is used for exploring and not for
fattening the wallets of promoters.

• • •
Consolidated Ute Agency in Ignacio re-

ported recently that Ute Indian reservation
land may be opened soon to uranium pros-
pectors. Approval must first come from
the Indian Service regional office at Albu-
querque and the councils of the Southern
Ute and Ute Mountain tribes. The AEC
recently issued a map showing probable
uranium deposits en the reservation. Dove
Creek Press

• • •
The California Fish and Game Commis-

sion went on record as being against pros-
pecting for uranium or other minerals on
lands owned by the department, unless the
surface use of the land will remain unaf-
fected. Permits for prospecting or lease for
development of state owned hinds must be
granted by the State Lands Commission.
Inyo Independent

• • •
The first ore shipment of 17 tons was

made recently from the Stumbling Stud
Mines north of Badito, Colorado. The ura-
nium ore was trucked to Grants, New
Mexico. New Mexican

PACIFIC TRANSDUCER CORP
NUCLEAR DIVISION

1 1 8 3 6 WEST PICO BLVD., LOS ANGELES 6 4 , CALIF.

MAKE YOUR OWN URANIUM TEST!
TEST RADIOACTIVE SAMPLES RIGHT AT YOUR STRIKE

$ 149 5
with

full
instructions

with GOLDAK'S Uranium Test Kit. Avoid delays,
costly lab fees. Make the AEC "Fluorescent Bead
Test for Uranium"—absolutely identifies Uranium.

WRITE today for FREE literature on Goldak's complete line of metal
and mineral locators, Scintillation counters, Geiger Counters as low
as $49.50.

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

GOLDAK COMPANY 1559 W. Glenoaks Blvd.
Glendale 1, California

URANIUM ASSAYS BY MAIL
ASSAYING BY MAIL IS CONVENIENT AND SAVES TIME. OUR LABORATORY FACILITIES ARE AS

CONVENIENT AS YOUR NEAREST POST OFFICE
YOUR SACKS OR BOXES CONTAINING SAMPLES SHOULD BE SECURELY TIED OR WRAPPED AND

RETURN ADDRESS SHOULD BE INSIDE AS WELL AS OUTSIDE
QUANTITATIVE CHEMICAL DETERMINATION OF URANIUM —$10

REMITTANCE MUST ACCOMPANY SAMPLE
CERTIFICATE OF ASSAY RETURNED AIR MAIL

MAILING ADDRESS: POST OFFICE BIN "R," PASADENA. CALIFORNIA
ACCURACY GUARANTEED

U R A N I U M T E C H N O L O G I S T S
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

DESERT M A G A Z I N E



KEN KITS for everyone interested
in Uranium and Atomic Energy

EACH KIT IS UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED OR MONEY PROMPTLY REFUNDED

NEW OPTICAL URANIUM AND RADIO-ACTIVITY DETECTOR

Thousands now in use by prospectors in the field, in hundreds of laboratories, in
industry, atomic energy plants, civil defense, and major universities. More sensitive
for use on radioactive samples or mineral specimens than any portable electronic
instrument, regardless of price. Sturdy, durable, portable as a pocket watch. Re-
quires no power source because it converts the energy of alpha rays directly into
visible signals; no background count. Detect and measure any alpha-active isotope
down to the range of a millionth of a micro-curie. Detects leakage in x-ray machines,
contamination of air, surfaces, hands, apparatus, not revealed by conventional instru-
ments. Measure radio-active fallout from distant nuclear explosions.
Invaluable for anyone interested in radioactivity. Supplied complete
with calibrated radio-active uranium ore sample, direction sheet and
air-tight holster. Attractively cased $6.95

ATTENTION MINERS!
For your own peace of mind, you can now determine the
amount of uranium dust and radio-active gas in the air
right in your mine or mill, 30 power. Professional mode!
with holster. $5

KEN CALIBRATED RADIUM

STANDARD KIT

This kit contains five permanent standards
for the testing and calibration of any
counter, scintillator, ionization chamber,
Geigerscope or any other radioactivity de-
tector. They cover the range from 100 to
1,000,000 disintegrations per minute. Com-
plete with accessories and data
sheet giving the certified alpha,
beta and gamma activities of the
five standards.

Deluxe MmM Geigersco]

KEN URANIUM ORE

SPECIMEN KIT

For comparison or display purposes. Four
rich mine samples from different parts of
the country are attractively packed in y
pocket size clear plastic box. They contain
all five of the commercially valuable ura-
nium ores. Complete with data
sheet giving the identifying
characteristics and mineralogical
properties. Only $2.00

ATOMIC PROSPECTOR'S HANDBOOK

NOW IN ITS 4TH PRINTING!

KEN ULTRA VIOLET FLASHLIGHT
Our research staff has now developed a
completely portable ultra violet light for
the use of the uranium prospector. Compact,
sturdy and rugged and operates on ordinary
flashlight batteries. The powerful beam will
cause fluorescent uranium minerals to glow
dl. a distance of ten feet. Perfect for the
bead test. Complete except for batteries so
you can use fresh ones from your local
store. Data sheet lists fluor-
escent minerals. JUST THE
THING FOR THAT NEXT
FIELD TRIP.

A MUST For All Uranium Prospectors
Practical data on radioactive ores, field, lab and
mill methods, and map. Everything you need
know about this vital new field!
Based on actual field experience, not
just a rehash of government pam-
phlets. Send for Handbook today! Only $1.00

$3.50
LONG WAVE ULTRA VIOLET BULB

Screw this bulb into any ordinary 100 volt socket
and you have a powerful 250 watt source of long
wave ultra violet. Produce brilliant fluorescence
in many uranium minerals as well as hundreds of
other minerals, chemicals, oils, plastics, fabrics,
etc. Perfect for the fluoride bead
test. Shipped complete with data
sheet on fluorescent uranium min-
erals and other materials. Only

: \

KEN URANIUM BEAD TEST KIT
The sodium fluoride bead test is one of the most
sensitive for detecting and confirming uranium
minerals. It enables you to distinguish between
uranium and thorium. The vial of pure sodium
fluoride meets ACS specifications, enough for hun-
dreds of tests. The bead holder is of PLATINUM
wire, permanently sealed into a heat-insulating
handle; forceps are provided. All at-
tractively packed in a convenient case
that you slip into your pocket. Com-
plete with direction sheet. Only $2.50

$3.00
SHORT WAVE ULTRA VIOLET BULB

An inexpensive source of short wave ultra violet
radiation. Excites fluorescence in tungsten ores,
carbonates and other minerals which do not react
to long wave UV. Complete with
special socket, simple wiring diagram
anyone can follow, direction and data
sheet. $3.00

KEN
RESEARCH

I NC.

681 Main Street. Hackensack 10. N. J.

KEN RESEARCH, Inc.
681 MAIN STREET, HACKENSACK 10. N. J.

Gentlemen: I enclose $ in (cash) (check) (money order).
Hush the items I have checked below. Each item will be sent postpaid and
with an unconditional money-back guarantee.

Quantity Item
( ) Deluxe Model Geigerscope at S6.U5
( ) Professional Model Geigerscope at $5
( ) Ken Calibrated Kadium Standard Kit at §o
i ) Ken Uranium Ore Specimen Kit .it $2
( ) Ken Atomic Prospector's Handbook at $1
( ) Ken Uranium Bead Test Kit at $2.50
( ) Long Wave Ultra Violet Bulb at $3.00
( ) Short Wave Ultra Violet Bulb $3
( ) Ken Ultra Violet Flashlight at $3.50

Ship them immediately to:

Name

Address

City -..State
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The nation's largest uranium ore process-
ing mill is scheduled to be built near Moab,
Grand County, Utah. Construction cost was
set at $8,000,000. Uranium Reduction Co.,
a firm organized by uranium millionaire
Charles A. Steen and veteran Utah mining
man Edward H. Snyder, has entered into
a contract with the Atomic Energy Com-
mission to build and operate the mill. When
in operation it is expected to employ 175
persons.

Basic ore supply for the mill, due to be
completed in a year, will come from Steen's
Mi Vida Mine. Capacity will be sufficient
to mill production of other mines in the
Big Indian Wash district also, it was an-
nounced.

The AECs request for $1,500,000 for
possible further expansion of its uranium
mill at Monticello, Utah, was approved by
the Joint Congressional Committee on
Atomic Energy. Authorization was given

M-SCOPE

•1

MINERAL-METAL LOCATORS
• GEIGER COUNTERS

• SCINTILLA-SCOPES
• MINERALIGHTS

USE OUR TIME PAYMENT PLAN
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

"HOW TO BE A
SUCCESSFUL URANIUM

PROSPECTOR"
Send for this free booklet today

FREE NEW 1955 CATALOG

FISHER RESEARCH LAB.JNC.
PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA

THE PROSPECTOR'S CATALOG
We are pleased to announce the advent of
a new Minerals Unlimited Catalog, specifi-
cally designed for the amateur or profes-
sional prospector. If you are interested in
Geiger Counters, Mineralights, Blowpipe Sets,
Gold Pan or any of the other equipment
necessary to a field or prospecting trip,
send oc in stamps or coin for your copy.

MINERALS UNLIMITED, Dept. D
1724 University Arc, Berkeley, California

for $500,000 to purchase a site at Monti-
cello on which to process vanadium bearing
tailings. Other authorizations include over
a million dollars for construction of 122
miles of access roads to uranium mines and
prospects in Utah.

At Shiprock, New Mexico, Kerr-McGee
Oil Industries, Inc., announced completion
of its $3,000,000 uranium processing mill.
Principal ore for the mill will come from
mines on the Navajo Reservation. An all-
acid process for production of uranium
oxide will be used at Shiprock.

Meanwhile, the AEC assured Senator
Alan Bible of Nevada that it will consider
establishment of uranium milling plants and
ore purchasing stations in Nevada as soon
as exploration reveals sufficient reserves to
justify such installations. A continuing sup-
ply of at least 50 to 100 tons of ore a day
is necessary before the expense of building
and operating ore buying stations can be
justified, the AEC said.

Paramount Uranium Corporation launched
its second mining operation recently when
it began operations on its Pinch claims on
Hart's rim, northwest of Monticello. J. C.
Burgess, field consultant for Paramount,
originally staked the claims and said they
looked extremely promising. .S'<//i hum
Record

Predict Atomic Power
Will Make Dams Obsolete

Should the federal government spend
millions of dollars in dams for the produc-
tion of hydroelectric power if atomic energy
will make them obsolete in the next 50 to
100 years? This question was asked during
recent Congressional hearings on the Upper
Colorado River Basin reclamation bill.

Opponents of the Upper Basin legislation
took the position that the time is fast ap-
proaching when atomic energy will largely
supplant hydroelectric power. Representa-
tive Carl T. Durham, vice chairman of the
House-Senate atomic energy committee pre-
dicted that within two years atomic power
will be produced as cheaply as energy from
oil, coal or water.

Floyd B. Odium, Atlas Corporation presi-
dent, expressed the opinion that by 1975 a
major part of the electricity in ihe nation
will be generated by uranium based plants.

• • e

AEC Opsns New Uranium
Buying Station at Globe

The Atomic Energy Commission's new
uranium ore buying station and sampling
plant at Globe, Arizona, was opened in
early July. The plant will be operated by
the American Smelting and Refining Com-
pany for the AEC.

The Commission may, from time to time,
issue special contracts to individual pro-
ducers for the purchase of uranium bearing
ores which do not meet the specifications
of the purchase schedule set up for the
Globe plant. Terms of such contracts will
depend upon the metalurgical characteris-
tics of the ore. Dove Creek Press

"PROSPECTORS GET A GITTIN' "
That $35,000 Government Bonus

URANIUM. SCHEELITE, MERCURY, GOLD, SILVER, AND OTHER
VALUABLE MINERALS

WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF EQUIPMENT
FOR URANIUM

The improved NUCLIOMETER DR-299, nol affected by
temperature, the most stable, and wanted instrument of them all.

No Price Increase

$545.00
Complete with cable, and probe, specimen holder, cali-

bration standard, leather case and complete instructions.
Other Models from S37.50 to S1295.00

URANIUM, TUNGSTEN, MERCURY, ZIRCONIUM AND ZINC
V-43 MINERALIGHT — Ideal for field use in prospecting, mining, ore sorting, etc.

Has a 6 bar quartz tube, thumb-tip switch—S77.50.

Other Models from—S39.75 V-43 Battery—6-V—$3.75

METAL DETECTOR — MODEL 27 |
The first Metal Detector designed especially for detecting m

placer gold, nuggets, and other small metalic objects. Easy M
to explore, "walls, cliffs, and rugged terrain, penetrates rocks, W.
water, ice, cement, adobe, brick, asphalt to detect the objects M
you are looking for. No other instrument can approach the m
performance of the Detectron Model 27. i;|:

Deluxe Model Priced at—$110.00 •

MODEL 711 (with depth range of 21 feet) Price—$138.50

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION WRITE
C O M P T O N R O C K S H O P

1409 S. tONG BEACH BLVD. NEwmark 2-9096 COMPTON, CALIFORNIA

Four Blocks South of OLIVE Ave. Open Tuesday Evening till 10:00 p.m.
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Prospector's Dream!
DETECTS ALL URANIUM AND RADIO ACTIVE RARE EARTH MINERALS. We do not believe there is an
instrument made that will detect deeper or more distant deposits, than this powerful model.

OREMASTER SUPER
DEALERS WANTED

A few areas still open
for profitable dealership
— particularly in New
Mexico.

/

More Sensitive Than
Scintillation Type

Counters

GEIGER
COUNTER

DETECTS RADIATION
through — glass, wood,
stone, steel, ice, snow,
water, dirt, quartz, etc.
One Year Guarantee

We have detected Radiation through 6 inches of lead with this instrument! FOR PROSPECTING BY CAR,
PLANE, OR AFOOT. Compare this instrument with anything made—regardless of the price or the number
of tubes used! You will be surprised!

• Over 100 times more sensitive than Geiger
counters.

• Detects ANY radioactive mineral.
• Detects radiation in samples of Uranium as

small as a PINHEAD WHICH some instru-
ments costing as much as $600 do not
detect.

• Detects Beta, Gamma, Cosmic and X-rays
through glass—prospect by car with all
the windows closed at any speed.

• Three supersensitive Geiger tubes (the
Oremaster Model L3TBVSM-56 will still
operate even though two tubes are broken
or out).

• Powerful built-in supersensitive speaker
for use in rough terrain, snake country—
wherever you cannot watch the meter.

• Big 4V2 inch highest quality, supersensi-
tive meter can be controlled to set back-
ground radiation anywhere you wish on
the dial and this, plus a supersensitive
circuit, makes a wonderful instrument for
BOTH oil and mineral prospecting.

• 15 meter ranges (in addition to general
prospecting. TWO of these ranges adapted
for airborne or mobile prospecting—THREE
for ore sample and vein testing.)

Send for free folders on OREMASTER acces-
sories for use with all large OREMASTERS.

• 4 meter movement speeds.
• Built-in flashlight for exploring tunnels or

deep shafts.
• Powered by 2 90-volt batteries and 2

flashlight cells — easily replaced even in
total darkness (total replacement cost of
all four batteries only $7.50).

• Built-in automatic voltage regulator and
battery saver doubles to triples "B" Bat-
tery life.

• Battery testing voltmeter built-in to test
all batteries while you are prospecting
with no interference to your meter reading!

• Compact, heavy-gauge, lightweight, rust-
proof, beautifully hammerstoned aluminum
case weighs only 7V2 pounds complete
with batteries and is only 17" long, 5"
wide, and 4" high.

PRICE

$495.00
Terms available. Trade-ins

accepted. All makes of
counters serviced.

Other Models as Low as $195
360 degree Mobile Detector Heads $ 99.50
Shielded Airborne Detector Heads $169.50
Pit Detector Heads for use in bomb

fall out areas, tells you instantly
if there is a deposit below—is bomb
fall out $ 59.50

Drill-hole Probe jack is for use with an
external OREMASTER probe for drill hole or
deep shaft testing. Meter Jack is for use
with an external OREMASTER meter fastened
to plane or car dash for easy one man oper-
ation while flying or driving—very necessary
and important when prospecting in vein de-
posit territory where a single quick meter
deflection is all that will be received. All
OREMASTERS have very, very slow, time con-
stant that HOLDS the meter needle on the
highest reading so meter pointer moves very
slowly back—giving highest reading even
after passing a deposit.

Tube circuit selector switch cuts out any
defective or broken Geiger tube in the in-
strument—also selects either the long range
tubes or the short range tubes, or both de-
pending on the amount of penetration and
sensitivity you wish. Long range tubes re-
spond better to deeper ore bodies, and the
short range tubes respond quicker to very
small pieces of float—also, for sample testing,
the short range tubes respond quicker. All
Oremasters are designed to indicate the di-
rection of the source of radiation to quickly
assist you in finding the deposit in the
shortest possible time.

Any mode) OREMASTER can be serviced in
our laboratory in thirty minutes.

High-grade uranium ore samples for sale. Also laboratory calibrated samples.

1218 MAIN STREET WHITE'S ELECTRONICS SWEET HOME, OREGON
We ship same day as order is received IMMEDIATE DEL/VERY—AT ONCE! Trade-ins Accepted—E-Z Terms if desired!
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Uranium Company Sales,
Mergers Highlight News

The following mine transactions made
news in the Southwest's uranium boom
areas:

Directors of British Western America
Uranium Corporation of Denver and Pi-
oneer Uranium Corporation of Moab, Utah,
have approved merger plans. Between them
the two companies control more than 200
claims in producing areas of Wyoming and
the Colorado Plateau. Under terms of the
merger the companies will operate as British
Western America Uranium Corporation and
all future exploration and development will
be directed by George C. Heikes, interna-
tionally known mining geologist and execu-
tive vice president of British Western
America.

The National Uranium Corporation of
Utah has acquired the Diamond Ace Ura-

nium Corp. The merger was made by the
transference of stock.

The Tonopah Times-Bonanza reports that
a Los Angeles interest has acquired a group
of eight claims in the Rye patch district
near Tonopah, Nevada.

Cherokee-Utah Uranium Co. of Salt Lake
City and Ventures, Inc., Grand Junction,
Colorado, were to merge into a new Ne-
vada Company to be known as Beaver Mesa
Uranium Co. Robert E. Simpson, Grand
Junction, was named president of the new
company which will operate claims in the
Gateway mining district on which ore re-
serves amounting to 250,000 tons ($5,000,-
000 estimated valuation) have been blocked
out.

The North Standard Mining Co. an-
nounced acquisition of the leases and inter-
ests of the Clyde Uranium Co. in Bull
Canyon District, Colorado.

if you're prospecting for anything...

Here's why you need a Mineralight
Mineralight Ultra-Violet lamp has proved to be

invaluable in locating mineralized areas with
scheelite, uranium and other ore deposits. The
MINERALIGHT shows traces not sufficient to
excite other responses and detects minerals which
are often found with uranium ore. (mercury tests
detect as low as 1000th of 1%). With
MINERALIGHT you can spot outcroppings,
follow float and other indications to the
main vein or ore body. Complete information
includes valuable Bulletin, "Uranium Prospect-
ing With Magic Mineralight". For jun or
profit, anytime you're In the field you
should have a MINERALIGHT.

See the MINERALIGHT in
action. Your MINERALIGHT
dealer can demonstrate the
various models for you and
give you complete infor-
mation on Geiger counters,
scintillation counters, and
other prospecting equipment,
as well as the latest data
on uranium prospecting.

"Fluorescence is a Fun Hobby With a Future!"
A flick of the switch on your Ultra-Violet

MINERALIGHT shows you a whole new world.
By the distinctive' glow or "Fluorescence"
under ultra-violet activation, you can identify
not only strategic minerals like uranium and
tungsten, but find valuable collectors'
specimens to sell or trade.
Twenty-five years of Progress With Ultra-Violet

The second carload of uranium ore from
the H-P-L mine near Atlanta, Lincoln
County, Nevada, was sent recently to the
Vitro Uranium Co. at Salt Lake City. Hum-
boldt Star

TRUE OR FALSE ANSWERS
Questions arc on page 20

1—False. A rattler has only two
fangs—in the upper jaw.

2—True.
3—False. The Devil's Golf Course

is a natural phenomena.
4—False. Desert mistletoe is con-

spicuous for its lack of leaves.
5—True.
6—False. The Mormon Battalion

was formed to help Kearny's
Army capture California.

7—True.
8—False. Sunset crater has long

been dormant.
9—True.

10—False. Santa Fe is the capital of
New Mexico.

II—False. No part of Lake Mead
is in California.

12—False. Geronimo was an Apache.
13—False. Chrysocolla comes from

copper mines.
14—True. 15—True.
16—False. No residence on the land

is required of Jackrabbit Home-
steaders.

17—False. The blossom of Nolina is
creamy white.

18—True. 19—True. 20—True.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
On GEIGER and SCINTILLATION COUNTERS,
NUCLIOMETERS, METAL DETECTORS and
MINERALIGHTS - Manufactured by -

• DETECTRON
• FISHER
• GOLDAK
• ULTRA VIOLET
• VICTOREEN
• PRECISION RADIATION

INSTRUMENTS

Send

for
FREE

Literature

We Handle the Most Complete
Selection of Radiation
Detectors in the West

ex
135 IM. Sirrine Street

Mesa 3, Arizona

nuggets, placer
; under salt water.

ULTRA-VIOLET PRODUCTS, INC.

TREASURE HUNTERS
New type metals detector. Distinguishes

metals from black magnetic sands. Ideal for
deposits. De-
Locates coins,
j e w e l r y on
beaches. Free
from false de-
tections. Each
unit supplied
with two dif-
ferent search
coils. Ask for
free l i t e r a -
ture.

GARDINER
ELECTRONICS

C O . , DEPT. DM
2545 E. INDIAN

SCHOOL ROAD
PHOENIX, ARIZ.
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MINES ni MINIM
Sacramento, California . . .

Theme of the November 7-8 Western
Governor's Mineral Policies Conference may
well be "Are we going to have a domestic
industry?" as final plans for the meeting
are being completed by the 150-man com-
mittee appointed by Governor Goodwin J.
Knight of California to plan the convention
agenda. The fundamental mining policies
formulated during the two-day meeting will
be presented to Congress and the President.

Knight declared that the permanent wel-
fare of the mining and mineral consuming
industries in the Western states is strategic-
ally important to national defense and vital
to the vast area's economic welfare. Besides
representatives from California, Oregon,
Washington, Nevada, Idaho, Arizona, Colo-
rado, Wyoming, Montana, Utah and New
Mexico, Knight has invited representation
from South Dakota and the Territory of
Alaska. California Mining Journal

• • •

Vernal. Utah . . .
A revolutionary program to manufacture

metalurgical coke and high test gasoline
from Utah's native gilsonite deposits was
announced recently in Vernal by the Ameri-
can Gilsonite Co. The projects call for an
outlay of over $10,000,000. The money
will be spent to expand the company's gil-
sonite mining operations at Bonanza, Utah;
to construct a refining plant in western
Colorado; and to lay an underground pipe
line from the raw material deposits to the
new plant. Completion of the program is
scheduled for late 1956.

Gilsonite is a unique solid hydrocarbon
material that has been mined at Bonanza,
near Vernal, for over 50 years. Until re-
cently its principal uses have been in the
manufacture of floor tile, storage battery
boxes, special varnishes, inks and many
other products. American Gilsonite has
spent a million dollars in research to deter-
mine the method to refine this material on
a commercial scale. Vernal Express

Bishop, California . . .
Tungsten production at Black Rock mine

and mill north of Bishop was increased
from 200 tons daily to between 400 and
500 tons, the Wah Chang Mining Corpora-
tion announced. The production boost was
made possible by the completion of a 12-
mile power line from the Owens River
Gorge to the mine site. The company also
made known that its mine at Tempiute in
Lincoln County, Nevada, is now on a six
day a week schedule and producing 825 tons
of tungsten ore daily. The Tempiute mill
is on a seven day week schedule and is
treating a capacity 700 tons per day. Tono-
pah Times-Bonanza

• • •
Phoenix, Arizona . . .

Arizona's producing mines were studying
plans to appeal the Arizona State Tax
Commission's assessed valuation figure for
the current year, $30,000,000 over the sum
determined in 1954. The commission placed
an assessed valuation of $199 million on
the mines. The increase came mainly from
three large properties: Phelps Dodge Cor-
poration's new Lavender Pit Mine at Bisbee,
valued at over $12,000,000; Copper Cities
Mine near Miami, nearly $6,000,000; and
Silver Bell Mine of the American Smelting
and Refining Company near Tucson, over
$10,000,000. Yuma Morning Sun

Lincoln County, Nevada . . .
U. S. Geological Survey teams were sched-

uled to start extensive studies of all ore
deposits in Lincoln County, Nevada, in
July. USGS Director William Wrather
made the announcement following a request
for survey by Senator Alan Bible. The work
is expected to take two or three years.
Battle Mountain Scout

• • •

Wells, Nevada . . .
Errington-Thiel properties located 65

miles southwest of Wells, Nevada, have been
leased to C. H. Ward, Ogden mining engi-
neer. Ward said development plans on the
site, which includes the Ruby Mica prop-
erty, call for airfloat separation of mica,
beryl, autunite, lithium and garnet. Pioche
Record

• • •
Tehachapi, California . . .

After almost 20 years of inactivity, quick-
silver mining is expected to resume again
in Kern County. Western Mercury Mining
Co. recently announced plans to return the
Cuddeback quicksilver mine to operation.

Nye County, Nevada . . .
High grade mercury ore was discovered

recently by the Western Mercury and Ur-
anium Corporation on property belonging
to it in Nye County. Preliminary assay sets
the ore value at $60 a ton. Company
President J. H. Smith disclosed that ore is
being stockpiled and roads are being con-
structed into the site. Planned for the near
future is the construction of a furnace to
process the ore at the mine. The discovery
is on land recently released by the Federal
Government from the Tonopah bombing
range. Nevada State Journal

• • •
Washington, D. C. . . .

Sen. Wallace F. Bennett (R-Utah) re-
ported that a legislative attempt to repeal
the silver purchase act has been abandoned,
at least for this year. The silver purchase
act of 1934 was the target of a handful of
Eastern and Midwestern senators. It directs
the government to buy all domestically
mined silver at 9()'/2 cents an ounce. Salt
Lake Tribune

• • •
Tonopah, Nevada . . .

Argentite silver mining by the Bruhi min-
ing company was scheduled to start in mid-
July at Silver Peak. The ore discovery was
made by Ernest Shirley, Esmeralda county
commissioner and mine foreman. Nevada
State Journal

Prospector's Headquarters
GEIGER COUNTERS AND SCINTILLATORS

The "Snooper" Geiger counter—Model 1(18
The "Lucky Strike" Gcigc-r Counter—Model TOO
The "Professional" Geiger Counter—Model 107
The "Special Scintillator"—Model 117
The "Deluxe" Scintillator—Model 111B

ULTRA-VIOLET MINERALIGHTS
Model NH—Operates on 110 AC only -
Model M12—Operates on batteries only—with battery -
Model SL-2537—Operates on batteries or 110 AC without case & batteries..

With 303 case and batteries - -
With 404 case and batteries

CHEMICAL TEST KITS
Kit for 14 Minerals (Uranium not included)....
Kit for 3fi Minerals (Including Uran ium)

B O O K S
"Prospecting With a Gei#er Counter" by Wright
"Uranium Color Photo Tone" _
"Facts You Should Know About Uranium" by K. VV, Ramsey
"Uranium Prospectors Hand Book'*
"The Uranium and Fluorescent Minerals" by H. C. Dake
"Popular Prospecting" by H. C. Dake
"Uranium, Where It Is and How to Find It" by Proctor and Hyatt
"Minerals for Atomic Energy" by Niningcr
"Let's go Prospecting" by Edward Arthur

139.50
899.50
495.00

11.75
.io.fi.->
39.50
61.00
66.00

18.95
31.25

2.00
2.50

MAPS
Map and Geology (Uranium and Mineral Districts of California)....
Map of Kern County (New Section and Township)
Map Uranium and Minerals (The Nine Southwest States)
Book and Map "Gems and Minerals of California" by McAllister
Book and Map "Lost Mines and Treasures of the Southwest"

OTHER SUPPLIES
Fluorescent Minerals se t~10 Specimens—boxed
Prospctors Picks (not polished)
Prospectors Picks (polished)
Mineral Specimen Boxes (35 Named Minerals)
Pocket Camp Stove
12" Diameter Steel Gold Pan

1.50
1.5(1
I . I l l )
1.75

2 . I l l )

2.50
3.85
4.10
I ..111
6.95
1.25

All prices F.O.B. Los Angeles
Add 3% Sales Tax if you live in California. 4% if in Los Angeles

Member of American Gem & Mineral Suppliers Association

ALLEN LAPIDARY EQUIPMENT COMPANY
3632 W. Slauson Ave. Open Monday evening until 9:00 Los Angeles 43, California
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AMATEUR GEM CUJJER
By LELANDE QUICK, Editor of the Lapidary Journal

With no reflection on any of the past
wonderful gem and mineral shows that have
been reported in these columns, or upon
any personnel connected with them, we
wish to say unreservedly that the July ex-
hibition of the California Federation of
Mineralogical Societies at San Francisco
was the best show that we have ever at-
tended, and we have attended most of the
best ones. That it was such a success is a
tribute indeed to the folks in the San Fran-
cisco Gem & Mineral Society, hosts to the
Federation. Their organization, under the
chairmanship of Alden Clark, was a marvel
of efficiency and understanding of all the
ramifications of such an undertaking. All
arrangements indicated a close application
of the experiences of past shows.

It was most unfortunate for us that, be-
cause of a 1136-mile automobile journey
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COVINGTON 8" TRIM SAW

IIIHI motor are com-
pact anil do not
splash. Snve blades
and clothing willi
this Haw.

BUILD YOUR OWN LAP
and SAVE with a COV-
INGTON 12" or Hi" Lap
Kit. We furnish every-
thing yo II need. Son <l
for new free lapidary
catalog.

i COVINGTON

Hi" Lapidary
Unit DOOM
everything

COVINGTON
12", 14" A
or 18" f

Power Feed
Diamond

Slab Saws

SAVE
BLADES

Used by the U. S. Government
Send for New Catalog, IT'S FREE

DEALERS WANTED

Covington Lapidary Eng.
REDLANDS D, CALIFORNIA

that had to be accomplished in two days,
we had no more than about two hours to
attend the show as we had to attend the
Federation banquet, where we were sur-
prised and highly gratified indeed to receive
a fine plaque from the Federation and the
San Francisco club for the work we have
done through the years to promote the gem
cutting hobby.

We could not help but wonder where
the hobby would go from here but we are
confident that it will go forward and that
future shows will be limited only by the
capabilities of the personnel handling them.
It takes a big club with capable people who
enjoy the confidence and receive the help
of all the club members with a good esprit
de corps to be able to handle the Federa-
tion shows in the future. We believe that
the show will come through next year in
fine shape for it is being sponsored by a
young club with a marvelous record of ac-
complishment and in a city with every fa-
cility for a big convention and show. The
Fresno Gem & Mineral Society will be hosts
in Fresno and an old friend, Dr. Asher
Hevenhill, will be chairman.

The Los Angeles Lapidary Society was
taken into Federation membership after 15
years of existence and it is a foregone con-
clusion that some healthy competition for
club awards will now be expected in the
lapidary end of the future shows. This
move on the part of the oldest lapidary
society is the best indication of the wise
leadership of last year's Federation Presi-
dent, Hubert Dafoe, who succeeded in pro-
moting excellent climate within the Federa-
tion that has eliminated the wide gulf of
feeling and opinion between the mineral
specimen collector and the strictly gem cut-
ting groups. The hobby appears united now
as it never has before and the two groups
belong together as does ham and eggs.

•'.'• : i - '•','•

We have just received word from Wash-
ington that a new booklet is available for
the uranium hunter called Search for Ura-
nium in the United States. This report sum-
marizes briefly the information on the com-
mon uranium minerals; the kind of deposits
in which uranium is found; the methods
used in the search for uranium; the im-

portant deposits found in this country thus
far; the outlook for future discoveries; and
the recent literature on the geology of ura-
nium deposits in the United States. Con-
taining 64 pages it costs 25c and can be
secured by sending that amount to the
Superintendent of Documents, Government
Printing Office, Washington 25, D.C., and
asking for booklet 19P or Catalog No. 1
19.3:1030-A.

George R. MacClanahan of Sacramento,
a manufacturer of tumbling equipment, has
written us the latest information on tum-
bling; information which doesn't change
anything but which bears repeating at this
time when amateurs are reporting using
everything from sawdust to false teeth in
the tumbling process.

The biggest mistake the tumbler of stones
makes is to believe that he's operating a
ball mill rather than a polishing machine.
A tumbler does not require heavy weights,
balls or cleats to assist in the breaking ac-
tion. Removal of material must be done
slowly, a little at a time, in order to pre-
serve as much as possible the natural sym-
metry of the stones. This is accomplished
by abrasive action and not by breaking
action.

"Best speeds have been found to be
those that will carry the load to the highest
point before sliding takes place" writes Mac-
Clanahan. He continues by saying that
"just under that speed would cause the
stones to drop rather than slide. The shape
of the drum or barrel will be most helpful
if it is designed to carry the load to the
highest possible point without sliding against
the sides of the barrel itself. The hexagon
type barrel is therefore the most effective
for the purpose. A round drum has little
efficiency due to the great percentage of
slide between the load and the sides of the
drum."

Some truths that MacClanahan has dis-
covered in his wide tumbling experience
are these:

Tumbling will not improve color. It will
remove waste material but it also removes
good material at the same time.

It is not wise to tumble rose quartz with
other materials.

Rhodonite should be tumbled by itself
and so should obsidian.

Crystalline materials are hard to polish,
especially amethyst.

Garnet and beryl may be polished to-
gether.

Some chrysocolla will discolor badly un-
less a rust inhibitor is used.

Petrified Wood, Moss Agate, Chrysocolla
Turquoise, Jade and Jasper Jewelry

HAND MADE IN STERLING SILVER

Bracelets. Rings, Necklaces, Earrings
and Brooches

SPECIALLY SELECTED STONES WITH
CHOICE COLORS AND PICTURES

Write for Folder With Prices

ELLIOTT'S GEM SHOP
235 East Seaside Blvd. Long Beach 2, California

Across from West End of Municipal
Auditorium Grounds

Hours 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily Except Monday
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rfttetttim fo 'Detail

The degree of perfection attained by the
amateur gem cutter depends upon the
amount of care put into his work. One
must make correct use of proper equipment,
giving close attention to details of cutting
procedure. Many cabochons you cut may
be unsuitable for mounting due to flawed or
soft material, but such pieces, especially
those resulting from your own prospecting,
give much pleasure as cabinet specimens.
Any first grade material you yourself find
will double your enjoyment of the cutting
because it has been yours from the first
glimmer in the dust to the finished gleam-
ing gem.

Before cutting, examine all cracks and
try to determine their depth and direction
into the stone. Check for crystalline areas
and other flaws. Discover if possible where
the best color or pattern lies. Grinding a
spot here and there may give some clue as
to what is inside. These precautions help
you avoid the hit and miss sawing that
spoils so much good material and wastes so
much time.

Gemstones such as tiger eye, banded ag-
ate, moss and plume must be properly ori-
ented when sawed to make the most of
their unique properties. Lopsided and an-
gular rough stock may prove difficult to
chuck into the exact position desired. Small
blocks of wood, strategically placed, will
often help you to avoid this. A few min-
utes work at the grinding wheel will pre-
pare spots for the vice to grip. A very
badly cracked piece which might collapse
and damage your saw should be broken into
smaller pieces or molded into a plaster of
paris block before sawing.

For best results follow the manufacturers'
recommendations as to cutting speed for
each mineral. If you need more informa-

Gem Stones .Mh.or.K
Write Your 'Wants' to Merrill s

ROCK HOUSE
ZV> E. Alos ta ( l l iw . iy <;»,)

Glendora, Ca l i fo rn i a
rumbled Baroque (mixed) highly pol-

ished. Pound $7.00
rumbled Tourmaline (pink or green)

Small, 2.1c; medium, 50c; lar^e $1.00
Turquoise Baroque Vi" to S/B" 5 for $1.00

Vi" to % " 20 for $1.00
Pastel Shaded Rhodonite, 3 sq. in. $1.00
Glyptol Cement, tube $ .60
Please add 10% Excise Tax and Postage

INDIAN JEWELRY
Made by the Hopi, Navajo and

Zuni Indians
Wholesale only

INDIAN CRAFTS
Wickenburg Arizona

tion consult a friend with lapidary experi-
ence.

When starting a cut shut off the feed as
soon as the blade starts to cut and let it
idle there for a few moments—this will give
the blade a chance to center itself. When
making entry into a knobby or slanted sur-
face, back off and repeat entry a time or
two so as to be sure the blade is well
started on a true course. Indiana Geology
and Gem Society of Indianapolis GOG.

New officers of the Wichita Gem and
Mineral Society are Cecil Morrison, presi-
dent; John Gholson, vice president; Nora
Lee Dennett, secretary; Harry Brasted,
treasurer; Norman Mueller, director. Muel-
ler joins Brace Helfrich and Steve Lee on
the board. Appointed to various posts were
Marie Gilbert, librarian; Lela Hile, historian;
Walter Fisher, curator; Ruth Broderson,
bulletin editor; James Carter, field trip chair-
man; Neil Baskett, finance chairman; Arch
O'Bryant, publicity chairman; Mrs. Harry
Brasted, membership-fellowship chairman;
Mrs. Ellen Harp, social chairman; Bob
Sampson, program chairman.

San Jacinto-Hemet, California, Rock-
hounds were to have participated in a gem
show on August 17-21 in conjunction with
the Hemet Farmers' Fair. Len Harvey was
in charge of the fair's mining and mineral
department.

EASY METHOD OF MAKING
CHRYSTALS FROM CHEMICALS

Timothy Cady, aged 12, of the Minnesota
Mineral Club tells how he makes potassium
dichromate crystals: First step is to lay
a crossbar over a wide-mouthed jar of about
three inches in height with a diameter of
the same length. On the crossbar he ties
a piece of thread on which a small seed
crystal is hung. This crystal must dangle
free in the jar. With this phase completed
he pours a super-saturated solution of potas-
sium dichromate into the jar. This chemi-
cal can be purchased at any drug store for
about 25 cents. Before long the chrystal
will begin to grow. If the solution evapo-
rates down to the crystal merely pour more
in. The scum formed on the surface can
be skimmed off with a spoon. When the
crystal reaches the desired size, lift the
cross bar out. snip the thread as close to
the crystal as possible, and let the crystal
dry.

Seed crystal starters can be made by put-
ting a small amount of potassium dichro-
mate in a jar with water and leaving it until
the seed forms. When growing crystals the
solution must be changed when it is dirty.
Rock Rustler's News

• • •
A miner in Venezuela's southern jungle

has just found a 690-carat diamond which
ranks close behind the famous Jonker and
Vargas diamonds, each of which weighed
726 carats in the rough.

• • •
The gradual shift in emphasis in the min-

ing industry from metallic to non-metallic
mineral production in California is well il-
lustrated by the growth of the clay industry.
California clay production increased more
than 400 percent during the period 1940-
1953—from 325,000 tons worth $688,000
to 1,540,000 tons worth $4,000,000.

AUSTRALIAN FIRE OPAL
All types in stock. Blue, green, jelly, white,
opal chips. Faceting material, slabs, fine
specimens. Opal prices on request.

H. A. IVERS
1400 N. Hacienda Blvd., Phone Oxford 7124H

I.a Habra, California.

12" bench model, $72
16" floor model, $110
20" floor model, $155
Real rockhounds saws
favored for their big
capacity and lifetime
construction. "Magic-

automatic feed
Cut Faster—Last Longer—Cost
Less. Available in all sizes.

an the Gem-Master. HandJes
up to a 10" saw. Saws, grinds,
sands, polishes, laps, facets,
cuts spheres — does every
thing and does it better.
Thouonds in use.
Everything includ
except motor
at $122.50
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G E m A D V E R T I S I N G R A T E

12c a word . . . Minimum $2.00

OPALS AND SAPPHIRES rough, direct
from Australia. Cutting opal, 1 ounce
$5, $10, $20, $30 and $60. Blue sap-
phires, 1 ounce S10, $30 and $60. Star
sapphires 12 stones $10, $20, and $30,
etc. Post free and insured. Send inter-
national money order, bank draft. Aus-
tralian Gem Trading Co., 49 Elizabeth
St., Melbourne, Australia. Free list of
all Australian stones rough and cut, 16 pp.

GENUINE TURQUOISE: Natural color,
blue and bluish green, cut and polished
cabochons — 25 carats (5 to 10 stones
according to size) $3.00 including tax,
postpaid in U.S.A. Package 50 carats (10
to 20 cabochons) $6.15 including tax,
postpaid in U.S.A. Elliott Gem & Mineral
Shop, 235 E. Seaside Blvd., Long Beach
2, California.

GEMS A-PLENTY: Beautiful baroque
gems, large variety, tumble polished all
over, $10.00 for one pound (about 100
stones). 10 lbs. of top grade gemstone
prepaid for $7.00. Wholesale price to
dealers on baroque gems and gemstone
in the rough. Satisfaction guaranteed on
every sale. San Fernando Valley Gem
Co., 5905 Kester Ave., Van Nuys, Calif.

FOR SALE: Beautiful purple petrified
wood with uranium, pyrolusite, manga-
nite. Nice sample $1.00. Postage. Maggie
Baker, Kingman, Arizona.

BEAUTIFUL FREE GOLD — Specimens
$1.00 each. Return if not satisfied. Prices
to dealers. J. N. Reed, Box 102, Cabazon.
California.

STOP at the new ironwood Rock Shop. 7
miles West of Blythe, California, Highway
60-70. Many new rocks and minerals.

McSHAN'S GEM SHOP—open part time,
or find us by directions on door. Cholla
cactus wood a specialty, write for prices.
1 mile west on U. S. 66, Needles, Cali-
fornia, Box 22.

ATTENTION ROCK COLLECTORS. It
will pay you to visit the Ken-Dor Rock
Roost. We buy, sell, or exchange mineral
specimens. Visitors are always welcome.
Ken-Dor Rock Roost, 419 Sutter, Mo-
desto, California.

OREGON AND California Agates and jas-
pers. Dinosaur bone, Indian arrowheads
and stone implements. Pioneer Trading
Post, 7875 Santa Monica Blvd., Holly-
wood, California.

MINERAL SETS—126 high grade speci-
mens, approx. % inch. In 3 compartment
trays. Individually numbered and identi-
fied. Complete set $8.00 postpaid. Louis
A. Sauers, P.O. Box 188, Happy Camp,
California.

HAVE REAL FUN with desert gems,
minerals and rocks. The rockhound's
how-to-do-it magazine tells how. One
year (12 issues) only $3.00. Sample 25c.
Gems and Minerals, Dept. J9, Palmdale,
California.

COLORADO MINERAL specimens, cut-
ting and tumbling materials. Send 2 cent
stamp for list and terms. Dealers please
write for wholesale list. John Patrick,
Idaho Springs, Colorado.

POLISHED TUMBLES — Fire Agate,
Apache Tears and Jasper. $8.00 per lb.,
100 stones, or matched sets of 5 for $1.00.
Mrs. J. J, Riddle. 434 W. Main, Mesa,
Arizona.

ROCKS AND GEMS, world wide, made
up into beautiful earrings, necklaces, cuff
links, etc. Wholesale or retail. Scheets
Lapidary Jewelry Shop, 12159 Harvest
St., Norwalk, California.

TUMBLED POLISHED Baroque Gems,
$2.00 1/4 lb. Tumbled Polished Slabs,
Gems, $3.00 V* lb. Crystals for faceting:
Topaz citrine beryl quartz, $2.00 oz.
Crystal specimens terminated clusters,
singles $1.00 to $100.00 each. Ironwood
for making jewelry, letter openers, knife
handles, carvings—takes a beautiful pol-
ish, $1.00 lb. Agate, jasper, varasite,
Howelite, rhodenite, dinna bone, petrified
wood, gem quality, $1.75 lb.; 5 lbs. as-
sorted $7.00. A. Hugh Dial, 7417 Jamie-
son Ave., Reseda, California.

ROUGH TURQUOISE! World famous
spiderweb turquoise from Nevada's No.
8 mine. Sold in any amount. Price starts
at $1.00 per ounce. Postpaid. Travis
Edgar, Battle Mountain, Nevada.

RARE CRYSTALLIZED Cinnabar—bright
red on tan limestone. Poverty Peaks,
Nevada — only known locality. Matrix
specimens, 1" to 5"—50c to $10 each,
according to quality, postpaid. In Reno,
Phone 3-1429. Frey Mineral Enterprises,
Box 9090, Reno, Nevada.

FINE CRYSTALLIZED minerals and mas-
sive ore specimens direct from western
mines. Mineralights, fluorescent speci-
mens, and specimen kits for prospectors.
No cutting material handled. Write for
free list. Rocky Mountain Minerals, P.O.
Box 1204, Idaho Falls, Idaho.

NOTICE: After August first we will be
located at 2020 North Carson St., Car-
son City, Nevada. Mail address, P.O.
Box 117. Gold Pan Rock Shop, John L.
and Etta A. James, prop.

RICH CINNABAR Specimen. Mineral col-
lector's items. Size 2 oz. or over. One
specimen 30c. 3 specimens 75c, plus
postage. Michael & Chester Reilly, 5684
Waverly Lane, Fresno, California.

LOOK—3-month special on tumbled and
polished gem baroques—lb. $3.95, mixed
variety—'A lb. $1.10, slabs—15c sq. in.
Dixie Rock Shop, 3245 Prospect Ave.,
So. San Gabriel, California.

RARE TRANO MINERALS — Hanksite,
double terminated complete crystals—W
to 1" sizes, 25c, 50c and $1.00 each, post-
paid. Octahedral halite crystals—50c each.
Pirssonite crystals—rare hydrous carbon-
ate—vial of 10 crystals, $1.00 postpaid.
Frey Mineral Enterprises, Box 9090, Reno,
Nevada.

ROUGH NEVADA Turquoise suitable for
cutting. Mixed blue and green. All pieces
large enough for jewelry settings. Two
oz. $2.00. Write Chuck Johnson, P. O.
Box 38, Fernley, Nevada.

BEAUTIFUL SELEN1TE Roses—all sizes.
Send for price list, Don Schultz, 3341
Del Rio Road s.w., Albuquerque, N. M.

MODERN SCIENCE REDISCOVERS
ANCIENT USE OF OBSIDIAN

Obsidian was widely used by North
American Indians for arrow points, knives
and various other weapons and implements
employing sharp edges. Black obsidian was
used in Peru and Yucatan by natives there
for mirrors. The mirrors made of obsidian
are thick and cumbersome, rectangular or
circular and not as common as those made
from pyrite. During World War II Dr. G.
D. Hanna of the California Academy of
Sciences conceived the idea of using ob-
sidian minors for certain naval instruments.
The obsidian from a deposit a few miles
northeast of St. Helena, California, was
found to be superior to the manufactured
glass formerly used for the instruments be-
cause of its extreme opaqueness, hardness
and scratch resistance. Since then many
telescope makers and lens grinders have
found obsidian superior to many forms of
optical glass and even comparable to fused
quartz. Compton Gem and Mineral Club's
Rockhound Call.

QUARTZ CHANDELIER'S FATE
PUZZLES N. M. ROCKHOUND

What has become of the "smoky quartz
chandelier?" wonders W. G. Taggart of the
Dona Ana County, New Mexico, Rock-
hound club. Years ago the chandelier was
discovered by a prospector named Copeland
on the western slopes of the Ramparts in
Central Colorado. These mountains are
three miles north and west of Florrisant.
The chandelier consisted of a fiat disc of
granite about the size of a dinner plate. In
the center of this plate was a perfect crystal
of smoky quartz seven inches high and with
a diameter of about the size of a 50-cent
piece. Finger sized smoky quartz crystals
framed the center stone around the plate's
edge. When the disc was turned upside
down it resembled a miniature chandelier.
Taggart offered to buy the specimen from
Copeland, but he refused to sell it.

ARIZONA ROCKHOUNDS HEAR
THE GRAND CANYON STORY

The Grand Canyon of Arizona is one of
the rare places in the world where rock
and earth strata representing all five eras
of the earth's history are exposed.

So said Dr. M. J. Benham of Phoenix
College as he addressed a recent meeting
of the Mineralogical Society of Arizona,
telling the spectacular story of the four
billion year old canyon.

Black granite rocks of the early Archeo-
zoic era, the roots of once lofty mountains,
are at the bottom of the canyon. No trace
of plant or animal life is found in these
rocks, although some forms of life may
have been in them before they were altered
by extreme pressures.

Traces of the oldest known forms of
life are found in the second stratum from
the bottom in the Algonkian rocks, layers
of limestone. These fossil formations rep-
resent primitive one-celled plants called
algae. Along the Tonto Trail, in the hard-
ened sand, mud and lime of the early Paleo-
zoic or third era are the fossils of earth's
oldest known animal life, the trilobites and
their associates, Dr. Benham explained.

Two periods of history in the third era
are missing, he said, due to either the or-
iginal rocks having been worn completely
away or the area possibly having been cov-
ered by a sea during which time no rocks
formed.

The San Francisco Peaks were formed in
the last era.
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KNOWING STONE'S HARDNESS
ESSENTIAL BEFORE CUTTING

Knowledge of the hardness of the various
stones used in lapidary work is essential
before work can begin. Stones with a hard-
ness, on Mohs' scale, from two and one-
half to four may be cut with a hack saw.
Harder materials require a diamond saw.
A slab of material harder than four may be
shaped by chipping the edges with a pair
of pliers or tapping it with a hammer. Gem
materials that can be polished by hand are
amber, soapstone, hardness of two and one-
half; coral, three; malachite, 3 and one-half;
serpentine, fluorite, willemite, chrysocolla,
mother-of-pear, four; variscite, four and
one-half; sodalite, five; lapis lazuli, tur-
quoise, five and one-half; amazonite, moon-
stone, six.

These stones can be shaped with carbo-
rundum or silicon carbide scythe stones
used with water. Final smoothing can be
done with a piece of silicon carbide cloth.
Tin oxide mixed to a paste with water,
tripoli, rouge or other polishing agents can
be used on a hand buff to give the final
polish. Hollywood Lapidary and Mineral
Society's The Sphere.

• • •

COMBINED WYOMING GEM
SHOW ATTRACTS 4500 VISITORS

More than 4500 persons attended the
three-day Rocky Mountain Federation of
Mineral Societies-Wyoming State Mineral
and Gem Society show at Rawlings, Wyo-
ming, in June. Fifty-three non-commercial
and 27 commercial exhibitors showed their
work.

Combined with the show was the area
convention attended by 118 delegates and
alternates. Laramie, Wyoming, was chosen
for next year's state convention while the
Rocky Mountain Federation will meet in
Rapid City, South Dakota. State officers
elected at the convention were William
Crout, president; Mrs. Merle Weible, vice
president; and Mrs. Berniece Weible, secre-
tary-treasurer.

Among outstanding exhibits was the nat-
ural stone sphere tree exhibit of Paul A.
Broste, Parshall, North Dakota; Ralph E.
Platt's collection which won first prize in a
national show two years ago; and B. J.
Keys' dinosaur gastroliths, sand concretions
and fluorescent minerals.

• • •
The Santa Cruz, California, Mineral and

Gem Society reports that it will hold its
annual show in conjunction with the Santa
Cruz County Fair at Walsonville on Sep-
tember 22-25.

• • •
A name for the new Pearblossom Gem

and Mineralogical Society's bulletin was
chosen by the organization—Joshua Nug-
gets. Winning entry was submitted by Anna
Tyler of Pearblossom.

ALTA INDUSTRIES
2133 W. Encanto Blvd., Phoenix, Arizona

LAPIDARY EQUIPMENT
MANUFACTURE AND DESIGN

New 10-12 inch powerfeed slabbing
saw unit.

16-18 inch powerfeed slabbing saw
units.

8 and 10 inch trim saw units.
Plain and ball bearing belt Sanders.
Send postal for free New 1955 litera-

ture.

Frank Graf of the Hollywood, California,
Lapidary and Mineral Society puts high
stock in the value of lapidary work as a
therapeusis. He recently sold the idea of
setting up some equipment to the directors
of the Brentwood Veterans Hospital. Frank
spends his Tuesday evenings teaching and
helping the patients with their new hobby.
Soon, he reports, a second room will be
made available for lapidary equipment.

The Gem County Rock and Mineral So-
ciety of Emmett, Idaho, held its first annual
rock show in late June. On display were
2000 pounds of opal and agate wood and
nearly 50 cases of polished stones.

LOVELAND STONE AGE FAIR IS
SLATED FOR OCTOBER 1-2

The 10th Annual Loveland Stone Age
Fair of the World will be held in the Love-
land, Colorado, Community Building Octo-
ber 1 and 2. Co-sponsors of the event are
the Stone Age Fair Association, Loveland
Chapter of the Colorado Archeological So-
ciety, City of Loveland and the Loveland
Chamber of Commerce.

The show's two sections will consist of
Indian artifacts and mineral specimens. All
rockhounds have been invited to display
their collections. Exhibitors can get display
information from Miss Marian Henry, El
Centro Apartments, Loveland, Colorado.

TIN OXIDE $1.50 PER POUND
If you buy $5 worth of Basic Lapidary Supplies from the following list.
A $10 purchase entitles you to buy 2 lbs. Tin Oxide at $1.50 per lb.
A $25 purchase entitles you to buy 5 lbs. of Tin Oxide.

NORTON CRYSTOLON GRINDING WHEELS . . .
Size 6xW 6x1" 8x1" 8xlV2" lOxlW

80 grit $7.50
100 grit $2.65 $3.60 $5.35 7.50 $11.35
220 grit 2.95 3.95 5.95 8.25 12.50
320 grit 3.35 4.50 6.70 9.40 14.20
Shipping weight 2 lbs. 3 lbs. 5 lbs. 6 lbs. 9 lbs.

Crystolon Wheel Dressing Brick 6"x2"xl" 95c

CRYSTOLON ABRASIVE for the Lapidary . . .
Grit Size 1 Pound 5 Lb. Lots 10 Lb. Lots 25 Lb. Lots

80, 100, 120, 180, 220 .......$ .83 $ .52 $ .39 $ .30
2F (320), 3F (400) .38 .57 .41 .32
Graded 400 1.09 .73 .57 .48
Graded 600 1.35 .94 .78 .69

DURITE (Silicon Carbide) ROLL SANDING CLOTH—
Available in 120, 220, 320 grits

Dry Rolls
2" wide, 25 ft. long—$2.00; 150-foot roll—$ 9.00
3" wide, 15 ft. long— 2.00; 150-foot roll— 13.25

10" wide, 5 ft. long— 2.00; 150-foot roll— 39.77
12" wide, 5 ft. long— 2.25; 150-foot roll— 47.70

Wet Rolls
3" wide, 10 ft. long—$2.00; 150-foot roll—$21.60

10" wide, 40 in. long— 2.60; 150-foot roll— 71.25

DURITE SANDING CLOTH in round disks . . .
Available in 120, 150, 180, 220, 330 grits
Wet Dry

6" 5 for $1.00; 25 for $ 3.90 8 for $1.00; 25 for $ 2.25
8" 3 for 1.10; 25 for 7.00 5 for 1.00; 25 for 4.10

10" 2 for 1.15; 25 for 11.00 3 for 1.00; 25 for 6.45
12" 2 for 1.65; 25 for 16.00 2 for 1.00; 25 for 9.45

CONGO OR FELKER DI-MET DIAMOND BLADES
4" diameter by .205" thick $ 7.80 10" diameter by .040" thick $14.80
6" diameter by .205" thick 7.80 12" diameter by .040" thick 18.20
.„ .. . „.„„ . . . , „- 14" diameter by .050" thick 25.20
6 diameter by .032 thick ... 7.80 , , „ ,. , ' „,„„ , . , „„ ,„' 16" diameter by .050" thick 28.60
8" diameter by .032" thick 10.40 20" diameter by .060" thick 39.20
8" diameter by .040" thick 11.40 24" diameter by .060" thick 50.60

When ordering please state arbor hole size

ALL PRICES F.O.B. PASADENA
ADD 3% SALES TAX IF YOU LIVE IN CALIFORNIA

Member of American Gem and Mineral Suppliers Association

GRIEGER'S
1633 EAST WALNUT STREET PASADENA 4, CALIFORNIA
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LAPIDARY WORK WAS NO
CINCH 20 YEARS AGO

Twenty years ago lapidary work was a
far cry from what it is today, reports J. L.
Gore of the El Paso, Texas, Mineral and
Gem Society. Gore was taught how to saw,
shape and polish semi-precious rocks into
gems by H. L. Zollars in a little room in
the Zollars basement. Zollars didn't use a
diamond saw, wet-or-dry sanding cloth,
spinning dry-sanding drums and the dozens
of other aids for fast gem polishing. Far
from it. The small agates and jaspers they
worked on were worn in two, not sawed.
To do this a plain round metal disc, running
in a mixture of clay, abrasive grains and

HILLQUIST
COMPARE!

• Put the Hjflquist Gemmaster beside any lapidary
machine — cheaper, flimsy "gadgets" or units that
sell at twice the price. Compare construction! Com-
pare ease of operation! Compare how much you
get for your money and you'll say, "I'll take the
Gemmaster!'

Here is a worthy companion for our larger and
more expensive Hillquist Compact Lapidary Unit.
Tho smaller in size, the Hillquist Gemmaster has
many of the same features. It's all-metal with spun
aluminum tub. You get a rugged, double-action rock
clamp, not a puny little pebble pincher. You get a
full 3 babbitt sleeve bearing and ball thrust bear-
ing. You get a big 7" Super Speed diamond saw
Ond all the equipment you need to go right to work.

USES ALL ACCESSORIES
You can use all the regular Hillquist accessories;
with the Gemmaster: The Hillquist Facetor, Sphere
Cutters, Laps, Drum and Disc Sanders, etc.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

I COMPLETE, READY TO USE! YOU GET ALL THIS-

BIG 7" Diamond Saw • 6 x V Grinding
Wheel • 6" Felt Buff • 6" Backing Wheel
6" Disc Sander • Double-action Rock

_ Clamp • Oil Feed Cup • Water Feed
| Hose & Clamp • Dop Sticks & Dop Wax*
| Polish, Compound, Etc.

BUILT FOR ILONG SERVICE!
No other low-cost lap unit
gives you full 3" sleeve
bearing, ball thrust bearing
and pressure lubrication.

Of&(4Mtf EQUIPMENT CO.

water, was used. It often took hours to cut
a slab that can be divided in minutes today.
The abrasive mixture had to be of the
proper consistency or it would not do the
work. Even then, however, it splashed all
over the little room.

To remove scratches after grinding Zol-
lars turned shallow bowls out of poplar
wood and then mounted them on the end
of an arbor shaft. To polish the gem one
of these bowls was lined on its inner walls
with a strip of saddle leather or a piece of
discarded felt. Tin oxide and red rouge
were used as polishing compounds. El Paso
Mineral and Gem Society's The Voice.

• • •
The First Annual Gem and Mineral Ex-

hibition of the Santa Clara Valley Gem
and Mineral Society takes place September
17-18 at the I. E. S. Hall, 1401 East Santa
Clara Street, San Jose, California. This
will be the first dealer participation show
ever held in the city and members expect
a large attendance. There will be no ad-
mission charge.

• • •
George J. Huss was elected chairman of

the Marquette Geologists Association. Other
officers for the new year are Arch J. Nisbet,
vice president; Mary Riordan, secretary-
treasurer; Mrs. Harold Schwendeman, dele-
gate to the Midwest Federation Convention;
and Paul J. Keller, Ray C. Mitchell, G. J.
Huss and G. G. Putman, directors.

BLANK MOUNTINGS
for

AGATE JEWELRY
WHOLESALE

Rings — Ear Wires — Tie Chains
Cuff Links — Neck Chains

Bezel — devices — Shanks
Solder — Findings

Send stamp for price list No. 3

O. R. JUNKINS & SON
440 N.W. Beach St.

NEWPORT, OREGON

LIMESTONE CAVES
BECOME COLD STORAGE

Limestone caves have been turned into
refrigerated food storage rooms near Kansas
City, 30 members of the Lawrence, Kansas,
Rock and Mineral Club discovered on a
recent field trip.

About 15 acres are now under refrigera-
tion, the members learned, with different
rooms being cooled to different temperatures
for storing a wide variety of foods.

According to club members, the limestone
is being mined and sold from wider areas
and about 45 acres of underground rooms
will furnish refrigerated storage when the
project is finished.

L. D. Henderson, of Lawrence, has been
elected president of the club, which is spon-
sored by the Lawrence Recreation Commis-
sion.

• • •
BLOCK OF EARTH'S CRUST
FOUND THRUST 40 MILES

Dwarfing the power of the H-bomb,
mountain-building processes in the West,
millions of years ago shoved a huge block
of the earth's crust 35 to 40 miles from its
original position.

The block was recently located in a re-
mote Nevada area by U.C.L.A. geologists.
Dr. Donald Carlisle and Dr. C. A. Nelson
found the phenomenon while geologically
mapping a 400-square-mile area in the north
central portion of the state.

The block consists of rocks formed hun-
dreds of millions of years ago, when life
on earth consisted predominantly of simple
organisms. It was thrust over rocks of
equal and even younger ages, forming what
is known as a thrust fault.

During the mountain-building processes,
huge segments of the earth's crust were
shortened as the block folded over in many
places. Dr. Carlisle and Dr. Nelson report
silver-lead-zinc deposits are associated with
this field.

(From The Sphere, bulletin of the Holly-
wood, California, Lapidary and Mineral So-
ciety and reprinted from Science News
Letter.)

INC

1545 WEST 49TH ST., SEATTLE 7, WASHINGTON

Felker DI-MET

LAPIDAW EQUIPMENT
Diamond Blades • Core Drills • Machines

Felker DI-MET
RIMLOCK BLADES

Accepted for years as the
standard for favt, smooth
cuts, long life, low cost!
Finish requires a mini-
mum of polishing. Wheel
bodies are mode of cop-
per or steel. Diameters
fiom 3 " through 36" .

Felker DI-MET Continuous
Rim METAL BONDED BLADES
—Although more expensive in
original cost/ DI-MET Metal
Bonded. Blades repay in
longer ultimate life and un-
usually fast cutting. Usually
preferred In production cut-
ting. Diameters from 2"
through 12"

i

Felker DI-MET Diamond
Abrasive CORE DRILLS—Drills
rock samples in a few seconds.
Produces exceptionally smooth,
straight holes and removable
cores. Drill diameters from Vfl"

Felker DI-MET UNILAP—A universal lapidary machine
designed for multiple operations: grinding, sanding, pol-
ishing and tapping! Spindle operates in either vertical or
horizontal position for maximum convenience and effi-
ciency. Accessories quickly interchangeable.

Felker DI-MET Model
DH-1-Operates like a
circular saw, but blade
dips into coolant stored
in a luminum base.
Blade tan't run dry*
Uses 6 " or 8 " Di-Met
Rimlock or Meta l
Bonded Blades. Includes
rip and angle fences.

Ofner machines available—Write for circulars
on all Di-Met equipment!

FELKER MANUFACTURING CO.
Torrance, California
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COLORADOANS LIST
HELD TRIP RULES

Ten good rules for field trips have been
established and subscribed to by members
of the Colorado Mineral Society. The group
has agreed to:

"1. Advise leader of intention to join trip
24 hours in advance, arrive promptly at
meeting place and remain with group
throughout trip.

"2. Wait for instructions and guidance
from field trip leaders at all times, obeying
their directions explicitly.

"3. Notify leader when leaving group for
any reason.

"4. Always carry warm jacket, own tools,
water, pack-bag and lunch when necessary.

"5. Be responsible for all guests, minor
children or pets accompanying me on trips.

"6. Respect private property by securing
owner's permission to enter; reclosing closed
gates, removing all trash and debris and not
damaging fences or other property.

"7. Be careful of fire at all times and
obtain permission of trip leader before start-
ing camp fire.

"8. Willingly accept duties of field trip
leader when asked and will familiarize my-
self with collecting area and material to be
found. Bring specimens of material for
examination when possible.

"9. Gladly pay my share of expenses in-
curred while riding to and from location
with others.

"10. Be careful! Avoid mine shafts, stay
out of old tunnels and be careful not to
dislodge rocks or otherwise jeopardize fel-
low members." (From Mineral Minutes,
bulletin of the Colorado Mineral Society.)

• • •
The Humboldt Gem and Mineral Society

will present its second annual fair on Octo-
ber 1-2 at the Carson Memorial Building,
Eureka, California. Special exhibits of jade
and Oriental jade carvings will be featured
in the Fair. The jade will be shown by Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Louis of San Luis Obispo,
California, and Mr. and Mrs. Glen Nash
of Eureka. Exhibits featuring gold speci-
mens from California will be presented by
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Hollister of Eureka and
Mr. and Mrs. John Woodruff of Paradise,
California. About 1500 cabochons from the
Arthur C. Johnson collection will also be
featured. Rockhounds were asked to bring
their trading material for the swap table.

• • •
An emblem was adopted for the San

Francisco Gem and Mineral Society at a
recent directors' meeting. Chatham emer-
alds, official gem stone of the society, are
featured in the symbol.

• Specializing in •

FINE FOREIGN GEMS
AND MINERALS

Lapidary Equipment and Supplies
Gem drills—Jewelry tools—Sterling

Jewelry Mountings—Books—Mineralights

SUPERIOR GEMS & MINERALS
4665 Park Blvd., San Diego 16, California

Open 10:30 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.
Closed Sundays

FAMOUS TEXAS PLUMES
Red Plume, Black Plume, Pom
Pom and many other types of
agate. Slabs sent on approval
for deposit or reference. Free
price list on rough agate.

WOODWARD RANCH Box 453, Alpine, Texas

ROCKHOUNDS TELL BEST
WAY TO CLEAN COPPER

Collecting copper specimens is a lot of
fun, and cleaning them for display is even
more fun because the results of your work
can be very showy, report Joe and Loretta
Heininger in the June Rock Rustler's News,
Minnesota Mineral Club bulletin.

First step is to brush off loose particles
before placing your specimen in a glass or
fired crockery container containing a one to
one solution of muriatic acid and water. The
Heiningers warn that the acid should be
added slowly to the water and suggest that
work be done outdoors if possible to avoid
acid damage. The copper should be left in

the solution until it is as clean as desired
and then rinsed well in warm water until all
traces of the acid are removed. The more
porous the specimen the longer it must be
rinsed.

Specimens containing calcite crystals
should not be cleaned with muratic acid
which dissolves the calcite, but should be
soaked in a saturated cyanide solution.
Those working with cyanide should use rub-
ber gloves and apron and have access to
plenty of water. A tiny scratch that comes
in contact with cyanide spells trouble.

• as
San Antonio, Texas, Rock and Lapidary

Society will hold its show in October. Exact
dates were not announced.

No. 79-4

LADIES' RING
MOUNTING

10 x 24 mm Oval
SS with GF Trim

S2.3O each
3 for $5.20

No. 79-8

LADIES' RING
MOUNTING

9 x 1 8 mm Oval
Sterling Silvt-r

51.65 each
3 for 53.65

No. 79-6

LADIES' RING
MOUNTING

9 x 1 8 mm Oval
Sterling Silver

52.05 each
3 for 54.65

Ladies' Rings in sizes: 5, SVi, 6, 6V2,
7, 71/2 and 8

No. 80-3

MEN'S RING
MOUNTING

12x16 mm Cushion
SS 8. Gold Trim

S2.05 each
3 for 54.65

No. 80-5

MEN'S RING
MOUNTING

1 3 x 1 8 mm Oval
SS with GF Trim

53.15 each
3 for 57.05

No. 80-9

MEN'S RING
MOUNTING

12x16 mm Cushion
Sterling Silver

S2.50 each
3 for 55.65

Men's Rings in sizes: 8, 8V2, 9, 91/2,
10, IOV2, 11, 111/2, 12, 12V2 & 13

THE RING YOU WANT
IN THE SIZE YOU NEED

AT NO EXTRA COST
Yes, for the first time you can get the ring
size you need. Grieger's Inc. has been ap-
pointed as a factory distributor of an ex-
tensive jewelry line for manufacturers and
dealers.

Dealers and Manufacturing Jewelers
Please Write for Quantity Prices

Special Introductory Offer No. S-40
One Each of Ladies' Rings Nos. 79-4, 79-8, 79-6

Regular Value $6.00 - Now Only $4.50

Special Introductory Offer No. S-41
One Each of Men's Rings Nos. 80-3, 80-5, 80-9

Regular Value $7.70 - Now Only $5.75

"HI-GLOSS" TUMBLE POLISHED GEMS
is the standard by which all other baroque
or tumbled gems are compared.

Visit Our Shop
To see our greatly enlarged department of
polished gems. Over 250,000 beautiful
gems. Select those you wish and pay for
them "by the pound."
Bulletin PS-3 illustrates all new mountings
and "Hi-Gloss" Tumble Gems. Send for
your free copy.

See Our New Tumble Polished
"Jewels of Jade"

See Our Stock of Copper Forms
and Copper Jewelry Parts

GEIGER AND SCINTILLATION COUNTERS
ULTRA-VIOLET BLACK RAY LAMPS

NEW CATALOG No. 551
To be published in April 1955 is the finest
and largest free catalog we have ever pub-
lished. Send for your copy today. It con-
tains a large listing of Gem Cutting Equip-
ment and Supplies, Jewelry Tools, Parts,
and Materials, Titania Rainbow Jewelry,
Prospectors Equipment, Books.

All Price:. F O.B. Pasadena

Add 10% Fed. Tax to Above Prices
dd 3% sales toy if you live in California

GRIEGER'S. Inc.
Mailing Address: P. 0 . Box 4185 • CATALINA STATION, PASADENA, CALIF.

1633 East Walnut Sc. Pasadena 4,.Calif.
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Between Uou and Me

tr

By RANDALL HENDERSON

I HERE'S PROBABLY only one place in the United
States where you can travel 149 miles in one direc-
tion and never pass a gasoline pump or a cold drink

fountain. That is the winding dirt and gravel trail which
threads across southeastern Utah from Hanksville to
Blanding.

Cyria and I traveled that road in June. It is passable
for any type of car, but I wouldn't recommend it for those
allergic to the washboard jitters.

We passed several uranium outfits—jeeps, pickups and
trucks, but they were always in a hurry and the only time
we stopped for an exchange of greetings was at Hite ferry
where Art and Delia Chaffin have been on duty for many
years. The uranium boom has brought much traffic to the
ferry—but Art and Delia have reached the age of retire-
ment and are trying to find a buyer for their ranch and
ferryboat.

Sooner or later there will be a bridge across the Colo-
rado River at Hite, and an improved road which will open
up a great new scenic area for the motorist. Actually, the
southern Utah region from Zion National Park through
Bryce, Capitol Reef and Monument Valley to the Mesa
Verde National Park in southwestern Colorado, is the
most colorful sector in the entire Southwest. But the
greater part of it is still inaccessible.

This is the land of the sandstone cliffs, fantastically
eroded and colored in myriad shades ranging from deep
red through pink and tan to pure white. Against this back-
drop and growing in the coves and on the ledges and
ridges are the evergreen juniper and pinyon. It is a land
to delight the artist and photographer.

In Monument Valley we found Harry Goulding out
on location with John Ford, director, and John Wayne
and a troupe of several hundred other players, mostly
Indians, filming a story with the title, "The Searchers."
The Navajo Indians, about 300 of them, were playing the
roles of Comanches—and liking it. Monument Valley
provides only a poor livelihood for the Indians in this part
of the reservation, but Harry Goulding is able to bring in
a movie company nearly every year to keep ample meal
and coffee in the hogans.

The mail recently has brought many letters of indigna-
tion from folks who read in the newspapers that the Los
Angeles county board of supervisors is considering a plan
to bundle its garbage and rubbish in bales and haul it out
to a dump somewhere on the desert.

They've fouled up the once beautiful Southern Cali-
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fornia landscape with smokestacks and roadside litter, and
now they want to make a dumping ground of the desert.
I could be put in jail for what I think of that idea.

I doubt if the people, even in Los Angeles, would go
for that atrocity. Too many of them have learned that the
desert is the one place where they can go for sunshine and
clean air and some degree of escape from the clatter of an
over-crowded and over-industrialized metropolis. I think
they would like to see the desert kept fresh and clean and
inviting.

Folks who have only a hearsay knowledge of the des-
ert often ask the question: "How do you stand it there
when the thermometer goes to 110 or 115 degrees?"

Actually, those 115-degree days are not as bad as they
sound—at least not for those of us who spend our time in
air-cooled homes and offices. Many of the building me-
chanics and agricultural workers whose duties keep them
outdoors now arrange their working hours to avoid the
mid-day sun.

I have learned three simple rules which take most of
the discomfort out of desert living in summertime: Drink
plenty of water, breath deeply, and keep busy. It is idle-
ness, more than a hot sun, that makes the desert summers
unbearable to many people.

Primitive people did not regard the desert summers
as a hardship. Witness the great number of tribes who
had established homes in the desert Southwest when the
white men came to this land, and the archeological ruins
which are evidence of the great numbers of prehistoric
tribesmen who dwelt here.

Primitive humans, like wild animals, had to hustle for
a living. They were fortunate in that respect—fortunate
because when man is not impelled by necessity he will
neglect many things essential to his well-being. Nature
is a wise mother. She knows that tendency in her children
toward those habits of indolence and inactivity which in-
variably end in degeneration. So, upon those who live by
her precepts she enforces activity.

Man has been trying down through the ages to cir-
cumvent this law of industry. He often deludes himself
with the idea that he has done so. But sooner or later he
pays a price for his folly. For the laws that Nature has
laid down are inviolate.

One of the tragedies of our civilization is that ease and
luxury have become the goal of so many of our people.
For it is true that to the extent humans attain this goal
they bring about their own decay.

D E S E R T M A G A Z I N E



YUMA CROSSING IMPORTANT
TO HISTORY OF SOUTHWEST

The great Colorado River was an
effective barrier between the center of
Spanish American rule in Mexico and
California. It had one safe fording
place, at Yuma, and there the trails of
history came to a common point.

Author Douglas D. Martin believes
this crossing merits a more important
place in the histories written and taught
of the Southwest. He tells why in his
fast moving book, Yuma Crossing.

Written primarily to entertain, the
book nevertheless puts across its his-
torical lesson. The Yuma Indians con-
trolled the crossing and at first were
helpful to the Spaniards. Bad diplo-
macy, however, brought an end to
friendly relations and the Spaniards
found themselves without a direct land
link between Mexico and the California
Missions.

American frontiersmen were quick
to recognize the ford's importance.
Kit Carson knew the trails leading to
it better than any man living at the

time. It was he who led Kearny's
Army of the West to Yuma and across
the Colorado into California. The In-
dians lost out when Americans by the
thousands poured through Yuma on
their way to the gold fields. Soon,
ferrymen and river boats marked a
new era that quickly ended, in turn,
with the coming of the railroad. And
now, all the early users of the cross-
ing, from conquistadores to explorers
to pioneers are gone—except the Yuma
Indians.

Published by University of New
Mexico Press. 234 pages. $4.

• • •
Hiking, Camping, Mountaineering

and Trail-Clearing Equipment, now
available in its eighth edition, is a
handy buyers' guide for outdoors men
and women. Material for the pam-
phlet is compiled by the Potomac Ap-
palachian Trail Club, 1916 Sunderland
Place. N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Close to 200 items are catalogued ac-
cording to description, weight, supplier
and price. Paper cover with index. 48
pages. 50 cents.

CONSERVATIONISTS OUTLINE
DINOSAUR MONUMENT ASSETS

Conservationists locked in the cur-
rent controversy over the proposed
Echo Park Dam, which would back
up water in the Dinosaur National
Monument, have presented their case
in a book entitled This Is Dinosaur.
The book is not a fighting document,
but rather it is an exhaustive survey
of the Monument. The book's editor,
Wallace Stcgner, hopes to point out
to people just exactly what they will
lose if the Echo Park, Split Mountain,
Cross Mountain and Flaming Gorge
Dams are built as suggested in the
proposed Colorado River Storage Proj-
ect.

The conservationists can see noth-
ing short of disaster should the spirit
of the National Park idea be violated
at Dinosaur. One misstep toward open-
ing the National Parks to commerciali-
zation and exploitation in any form will
be fatal, they argue.

Edited by Wallace Stegner. Pub-
lished by Alfred A. Knopf, New York.
Thirty-six pages of photographs in
color and black-and-white. 97 pages.
Map of Monument. $5.00.
Books reviewed on this page are available at

Desert Crafts Shop, Palm Desert
Add three percent sales tax on orders to be

sent to California

The Journey of the Flame is the story
of an epic passage through the three Cali-
fornias almost a hundred and fifty years
ago, and a passionate description of sav-
age feudal life under the hidalgo sons of
the Conquistadores. This marvelous tale is
told with forceful dignity and poetic sim-
plicity. As a chronicle of blazing life in a
primitive land it is a permanent addition
to the world's literature.

The Journey of
the Flame

ANTONIO DE FIERRO BLANCO

now revealed to be

WALTER NORDHOFF
with an introduction by SCOTT O'DELL

and illustrations by RAMON MARTINEZ

$3.75 at a'] bookstores Houqhton Mifflin Co
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Jhe great URANIUM
rush is on!

PERCENT METER
reads directly in
percentage of Uranium

STRIKE IT RICH with the new
MODEL 111B DELUXE

SCINTILLATOR

LARGE
DIAMETER CRYSTAL

200 TIMES AS
SENSITIVE

New ultra-efficient,
8-tube "Multi-Mu" circuit
Would you hitch a diesel
engine to a kiddy cart ?

A large crystal is of no value
without a circuit capable
of handling its output.

PRECISION'S PLEDGE TO THE PUBLIC
Every instrument bearing the Precision

name has been tested to meet the

Precision Standard of Quality
This insures the finest materials, construc-
tion, engineering and testing that the
ultimate in modern manufacturing tech-
niques can provide. The savings of mass
production by the world's largest manu-
facturer are passed on to the public in a
premium product at no premium in price.
This pledge is backed by an ironclad

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
When buying instruments, buy the best.

•

Visit your local
dealer today and
receive a free
chart showing
the value of
Uranium Ore. W

OTHER POPULAR MODELS

"/ SOLD MY URANIUM
MINE FOR $4,000,000.."..

. . .Says Blanton Burford, amateur pros-
pector who first detected Uranium
with a Precision Radiation "Scintil-
lator" on the fabulous Rattlesnake
No. 9 claim. Mr. Burford recently sold
about 8% of this claim for $4,000,000.
Many others have become Uranium
millionaires using Precision instru-
ments. In the past two years over
$3,750,000 in Government bonuses
has been paid for Uranium discover-
ies.Over $175,000 in bonuses is being
paid each month to people just like
you. This is in addition to the price
paid for the ore.

You too can be a Uranium millionaire!
. . . and of course you will want to use
the new Model 11 IB "DeLuxe" Scintil-
lator — the first and only instrument that
reads in percentage of Uranium. With the
"percent meter" you know right in the
field how valuable your ore is. And that's
not all! Only the 11 IB has a large l'/i"
diameter crystal and the ultra-sensitive
"Multi-Mu"eight tube circuit making it 200
times as sensitive as the best geiger counter.

IT'S EASY TO USE-
urford says "/ knew nothing about
instruments or prospecting. It was

easy. All I did was to follow Jhe
instructions that came with my

Precision Scintillator'.'
Don't delay. Cash in on this
once in a lifetime opportunity.
See your local dealer today for
an actual demonstration of
Precision quality instruments

or write to the factory for your
free copy of the new book "64

Questions and Answers on Geiger
Counters and Scintillators" and a

complete catalog on Geiger Counters,
Scintillators, Metal Locators and
Mineralights.

FOR THOSE WHO WANT A SUPERSENSI-
TIVE INSTRUMENT Model 111C "Custom"
Scintillator Is twice as sensitive as the
111B. It has all the 11 IB features plus a
2VV diameter crystal. Price only CQGOI

PROSPECTORS
RELY ON

The Model
111B "DeLuxe"

Scintillator complete
with saddle grain

cowhide carrying case
and shoulder strap-

$495
OTHER MODELS AS

LOW AS * 2 9 9 S

Model llBKoya
"Scintillator;' $1995.00

Model 107 "Professional"
Geiger Counter, $ 139.50

Model 108 "Snooper"
Geiger Counter, $29.95

Model 117 Special
"Scintillotor" $299.50

Model 106 "Lucky Strike"
Ceiger Counter, $99.50

RECISION RADIATION INSTRUMENTS, INC.
4223 DS WEST JEFFERSON BLVD., LOS ANGELES 16, CALIFORNIA

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF RADIATION INSTRUMENTS
Please send free copy of "64 Questions and Answers" and complete catalog on Scintillators,
Geiger Counters, Metal Locators and Mineralights,

NAME..

CITY

.ADDRESS

-ZONE STATE-


